


NEW RELEASES - ORDER FORM
Outside Music, 7 Labatt Ave., Suite 210, Toronto, On, M5A 1Z1. FAX: 416-461-0973 / 1-800-392-6804. EMAIL: order@outside-music.com
CAT. NO. ARTIST  TITLE LABEL GENRE UPC CONFPPD REL. DATE QTY

23134-0054-2 BRADLEY, CHARLES Black Velvet Redeye / DaptoneSoul / Fun 823134005426 CD 12.10$   9-Nov-18

DAPT054 BRADLEY, CHARLES Black Velvet Redeye / DaptoneSoul / Fun 823134005419 LP 18.58$   9-Nov-18

DAPT054LE BRADLEY, CHARLES Black Velvet (Limited edition LRedeye / DaptoneSoul / Fun 823134805415 LPx2+ 46.51$   9-Nov-18

98787-1260-2 FLEET FOXES First Collection 2006-2009 Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787126020 CDx4 $23.00 9-Nov-18

SP1260 FLEET FOXES First Collection 2006-2009 Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787126013 LP+3x 63.50$   9-Nov-18

98787-1270-2 MASCIS, J Elastic Days Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787127027 CD 12.80$   9-Nov-18

SP1270 MASCIS, J Elastic Days Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787127010 LP 18.00$   9-Nov-18

SP1270LOSER MASCIS, J Elastic Days (LOSER edition oSub Pop Rock-Pop 098787127065 LP 18.00$   9-Nov-18

SP1270CS MASCIS, J Elastic Days Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787127041 CS 7.60$     9-Nov-18

82388-1160-2 VNV NATION Noire Metropolis Electronic 782388116022 CD 11.00$   9-Nov-18

MET1160 VNV NATION Noire Metropolis Electronic 782388116015 LPx2 28.00$   9-Nov-18

82388-1152-2 ASH CODE Perspektive Metropolis Punk 782388115223 CD 11.00$   9-Nov-18

MET1152 ASH CODE Perspektive Metropolis Punk 182388115216 LP 21.00$   9-Nov-18

82388-1145-2 EISBRECHER Ewiges Eis Metropolis Rock-Pop 782388114523 CDx2 13.25$   9-Nov-18

82388-1154-2 MOVING UNITS This Is Six Metropolis Rock-Pop 782388115421 CD 11.00$   23-Nov-18

82388-1146-2 INDARRA Walk On Fire Metropolis World 782388114622 CD 11.00$   9-Nov-18

56605-1470-2 WALKER, RYLEY The Lillywhite Sessions SD / Dead OceansRock-Pop 656605147024 CD 12.00$   16-Nov-18

DOC170 WALKER, RYLEY The Lillywhite Sessions SD / Dead OceansRock-Pop 656605147017 LPx2 19.00$   16-Nov-18

DOC170lp-C1 WALKER, RYLEY The Lillywhite Sessions (limiteSD / Dead OceansRock-Pop 656605147031 LPx2 19.00$   16-Nov-18

23339-3163-2 CARACOL Symbolism Indica Rock-Pop 623339316323 CD 11.99$   2-Nov-18

INDLP163 CARACOL Symbolism Indica Rock-Pop 623339316316 LP 14.95$   2-Nov-18

87828-0383-2 RYDER-JONES, BILL Yawn Domino Rock-Pop 887828038329 CD 12.80$   2-Nov-18

WIG383 RYDER-JONES, BILL Yawn (180g vinyl) Domino Rock-Pop 887828038312 LP 20.60$   2-Nov-18

04297-8327-2 BEACON Gravity Pairs SD / Ghostly Inter Electronic 804297832722 CD 12.00$   2-Nov-18

GI327 BEACON Gravity Pairs SD / Ghostly Inter Electronic 804297832715 LP 16.00$   2-Nov-18

GI327lp-C1 BEACON Gravity Pairs SD / Ghostly Inter Electronic 804297832739 LP 16.00$   2-Nov-18

07396-6448-2 MCPHERSON, JD SOCKS Redeye / New WeRockabilly 607396644827 CD 12.10$   2-Nov-18

NW5273 MCPHERSON, JD SOCKS (includes songbook) Redeye / New WeRockabilly 607396527311 LP 18.58$   2-Nov-18

NW5281 MCPHERSON, JD SOCKS (ltd. INDIE ONLY on Redeye / New WeRockabilly 607396528110 LP 18.58$   2-Nov-18

30003-1453-2 MINGUS, CHARLES Jazz in Detroit / Strata Conce !K7 / BBE Jazz 730003145322 CDx5 30.00$   2-Nov-18

BBE453ALP MINGUS, CHARLES Jazz in Detroit / Strata Conce !K7 / BBE Jazz 730003145315 LPx5 60.00$   2-Nov-18

26328-1010-4 MINOTT, SUGAR Sugar Minott at Studio One (RSoul Jazz RecordsReggae 5026328101040 CD 20.00$   2-Nov-18

SJRLP104 MINOTT, SUGAR Sugar Minott at Studio One (RSoul Jazz RecordsReggae 5026328001043 LPx2 29.25$   2-Nov-18

23339-2224-2 PARADIS, BENOIT TRIOQuintessence Du Cool DuPrince 623339222426 CD 9.83$     2-Nov-18

DUPR016LP PARADIS, BENOIT TRIOQuintessence Du Cool DuPrince 623339222419 LP 14.67$   2-Nov-18

30125-9829-0 RAYS You Can Get There From Her SD / Trouble In MiRock-Pop 630125982907 CD 12.00$   9-Nov-18

TIM141 RAYS You Can Get There From Her SD / Trouble In MiRock-Pop 630125982921 LP 14.00$   9-Nov-18

TIM141lp-C1 RAYS You Can Get There From Her SD / Trouble In MiRock-Pop 630125982938 LP 14.00$   9-Nov-18

43563-1059-5 WORKU, ASNAKECH Asnakech SD / Awesome TaWorld 843563105955 CD 12.00$   16-Nov-18

ATFA031 WORKU, ASNAKECH Asnakech SD / Awesome TaWorld 843563105962 LP 19.00$   16-Nov-18

30003-1448-2 VARIOUS ARTISTS IF Music presents: You Need !K7 / BBE Jazz 730003144820 CD 13.00$   23-Nov-18

BBE448CLP VARIOUS ARTISTS IF Music presents: You Need !K7 / BBE Jazz 730003144813 LPx3 26.00$   23-Nov-18

M6808 ARTHUR H. Amour Chien Fou Boxset (CDBelieve Rock-Pop 3700187668082 CDx3+ 34.00$   19-Oct-18

11587-1142-2 VARIOUS ARTISTS Appleseed's 21st Anniversary Appleseed RecordFolk / Blue 611587114228 CDx3 14.67$   19-Oct-18

00187-6671-5 ELECTRO DELUXE Circle Live S.P.A.C.E. Francopho 3700187667153 CD 14.95$   26-Oct-18

00187-6678-7 ELECTRO DELUXE Square Remixes S.P.A.C.E. Francopho 3700187667870 CD 22.50$   26-Oct-18

75531-0147-3 PLATO, KARIN This Could Be The One Stikjazz Music Jazz 875531014730 CD 11.00$   2-Nov-18

30003-7363-2 RETO A ICHI (AKA Pref The Lapse Of The Exchange !K7 Records Electronic 730003736322 CD 14.00$   2-Nov-18

K7363LP RETO A ICHI (AKA Pref The Lapse Of The Exchange !K7 Records Electronic 730003736315 LPx2 25.00$   2-Nov-18

60547-9408-5 SAVAGES Y SUEFO Brotherhood !K7 / Agogo RecorSoul 4260547940856 CD 14.00$   2-Nov-18



AR085VL SAVAGES Y SUEFO Brotherhood !K7 / Agogo RecorSoul 4260547941853 LP 20.00$   2-Nov-18

34457-8912-2 SUN KIL MOON This Is My Dinner Redeye / Caldo VeRock-Pop 634457891227 CDx2 12.10$   2-Nov-18

43563-1054-4 THOUGHT GANG Thought Gang SD / Sacred Bone Rock-Pop 843563105443 CD 12.00$   2-Nov-18

SBR214 THOUGHT GANG Thought Gang SD / Sacred Bone Rock-Pop 843563105436 LPx2 22.00$   2-Nov-18

SBR214lp-C1 THOUGHT GANG Thought Gang SD / Sacred Bone Rock-Pop 843563105450 LPx2 22.00$   2-Nov-18

28070‐6359‐KAELAN MIKLA Nott eftir nott Artoffact Records Electronic 628070635924 CD 12.00$   9-Nov-18

AOF359C KAELAN MIKLA Nott etir nott [Clear Vinyl] Artoffact Records Punk / Go 628070635993 LP 19.00$   7-Dec-18

28070‐6361‐APOPTYGMA BERZER Soli Deo Gloria Artoffact Records EBM / Syn 628070636129 CD $12.00 9-Nov-18

AOF361B APOPTYGMA BERZER Soli Deo Gloria [Black Splatte Artoffact Records EBM / Syn 628070636112 LP $17.24 7-Dec-18

AOF361P APOPTYGMA BERZER Soli Deo Gloria [Purple SplatteArtoffact Records EBM / Syn 628070636198 LP $17.24 7-Dec-18

28070-6364-2 CEVIN KEY Brap and Forth Vol. 8 Artoffact Records Industrial / 628070636426 CD $12.00 9-Nov-18

AOF364 CEVIN KEY Brap and Forth Vol. 8 Artoffact Records Industrial / 628070636419 LP $17.00 7-Dec-18

AOF364Y CEVIN KEY Brap and Forth Vol. 8 [Yellow Artoffact Records Industrial / 628070636495 LP $18.00 7-Dec-18

14270-6928-9 FERNANDEZ, J Occasional Din SD / Joyful Noise Rock-Pop 714270692895 CD $12.00 9-Nov-18

JNR266lp-C1 FERNANDEZ, J Occasional Din (coloured vinySD / Joyful Noise Rock-Pop 714270692918 LP $19.00 9-Nov-18

90377-0475-2 BEAST Ens Thrill Jockey Electronic 790377047523 CD 14.00$   9-Nov-18

THRILL475 BEAST Ens Thrill Jockey Electronic 790377047516 LP 20.50$   9-Nov-18

THRILL475C BEAST Ens (Clear Vinyl) Thrill Jockey Electronic 790377475111 LP 20.50$   9-Nov-18

M6830 FAYE, GAEL Des Fleurs Believe Rap / Hip 3700187668303 CD 12.20$   31-Oct-18

98576-5416-2 HALES CORNER Hales Corner SD / Darling Reco Rock-Pop 798576541620 CD 12.00$   9-Nov-18

43563-1062-8 SHABASON, JOSEPH Anne SD / Western VinyAmbient J 843563106280 CD 12.00$   16-Nov-18

WV182 SHABASON, JOSEPH Anne SD / Western VinyAmbient J 843563106266 LP 16.00$   16-Nov-18

WV182lp-C1 SHABASON, JOSEPH Anne (Indie Only version on WSD / Western VinyAmbient J 843563106273 LP 16.00$   16-Nov-18

54429-1350-7 VARIOUS ARTISTS Brainfeeder X (10th AnniversaNinja Tune / Brain Electronic 5054429135077 CDx2 21.00$   16-Nov-18

BF077 VARIOUS ARTISTS Brainfeeder X (10th AnniversaNinja Tune / Brain Electronic 5054429135060 LPx4 60.00$   16-Nov-18

47742-3821-6 MERCURE, MICHELE Beside Herself SD / RVNG INTL /Experimen 747742382161 CD 12.00$   9-Nov-18

RERVNG12 MERCURE, MICHELE Beside Herself SD / RVNG INTL /Experimen 747742382178 LPx2 22.00$   9-Nov-18

43563-1065-4 PUBLIC MEMORY Demolition SD / Felte Electronic 843563106549 CD 12.00$   9-Nov-18

FLT055 PUBLIC MEMORY Demolition SD / Felte Electronic 843563106532 LP 16.00$   9-Nov-18

43563-1035-1 STEINBRINK, STEPHENUtopia Teased SD / Western VinyRock-Pop 843563103517 CD 12.00$   9-Nov-18

WV180lp-C1 STEINBRINK, STEPHENUtopia Teased (ltd transparenSD / Western VinyRock-Pop 843563103524 LP 16.00$   9-Nov-18
26328-1042-2 VARIOUS ARTISTS Studio One: Lovers Rock Soul Jazz RecordsReggae 5026328104225 CD $20.00 9-Nov-18

SJRLP422 VARIOUS ARTISTS Studio One: Lovers Rock Soul Jazz RecordsReggae 5026328004228 LPx2 $29.25 9-Nov-18

26863-3166-2 KUBAN, ALI HASSAN From Nubia To Cairo !K7 / Piranha World 826863316627 CD 13.00$   16-Nov-18

PIR3166LP KUBAN, ALI HASSAN From Nubia To Cairo !K7 / Piranha World 826863316610 LP 20.00$   16-Nov-18

43563-1079-5 MEN, THE Hated: 2008-2011 SD / Sacred Bone Rock-Pop 843563107959 CD 12.00$   9-Nov-18

SBR3028 MEN, THE Hated: 2008-2011 SD / Sacred Bone Rock-Pop 843563107935 LPx2 22.00$   9-Nov-18

98577-0551-2 IRR, STONE Sinner SD / Darling Reco Rock-Pop 798577055126 CD 12.00$   9-Nov-18

DAR010CS IRR, STONE Sinner SD / Darling Reco Rock-Pop 623339226134 CS 6.00$     9-Nov-18

33842-2173-2 BIANCHI, PAT In the Moment HighNote / SavantJazz 633842217321 CD 13.75$   9-Nov-18

32375-7320-2 MORGAN, FRANK & CAMontreal Memories Highnote Records Jazz 632375732028 CD 13.75$   9-Nov-18

50486-1157-3 ALLRED, DAVID The Transition Redeye / Erased TFolk 4050486115732 CD 12.10$   2-Nov-18

ERATP114 ALLRED, DAVID The Transition Redeye / Erased TFolk 4050486115725 LP 20.47$   2-Nov-18

34457-8803-2 CAREY, JEFF Zero Player Game Redeye / Ehse ReElectronic 634457880320 CD 11.17$   2-Nov-18

07396-6436-2 CROWELL, RODNEY Christmas Everywhere Redeye / New WeCountry 607396643622 CD 12.10$   2-Nov-18

NW5271 CROWELL, RODNEY Christmas Everywhere Redeye / New WeCountry 607396527113 LP 19.55$   2-Nov-18

NW5283 CROWELL, RODNEY Christmas Everywhere (Ltd. INRedeye / New WeCountry 607396528318 LP 19.55$   2-Nov-18

55300-3928-9 DEVINE, RICHARD Sort\Lave Redeye / Timesig Electronic 5055300392893 CD 12.10$   2-Nov-18

TIMESIG009 DEVINE, RICHARD Sort\Lave Redeye / Timesig Electronic 5055300392886 LPx3 27.93$   2-Nov-18

57387-0055-7 HEATERS Suspended Youth Redeye / Beyond Rock-Pop 857387005575 CD 12.10$   2-Nov-18

BBIB050 HEATERS Suspended Youth Redeye / Beyond Rock-Pop 857387005551 LP 17.66$   2-Nov-18

20145-8031-8 MAD PROFESSOR Ariwa 2018 Rthym Series Redeye / Ariwa SoReggae 5020145803187 CD 12.10$   2-Nov-18



ARI318 MAD PROFESSOR Ariwa 2018 Rthym Series Redeye / Ariwa SoReggae 5020145553181 LP 19.55$   2-Nov-18

34457-8865-2 PART TIME Spell #6 Redeye / Burger RRock-Pop 634457886520 CD 9.28$     2-Nov-18

BRGR1245 PART TIME Spell #6 Redeye / Burger RRock-Pop 634457886513 LP 18.58$   2-Nov-18

02224-1268-2 RIGAUD, AXEL Transformation Redeye / n5MD Ambient 702224126824 CD 11.17$   2-Nov-18

MD268LE RIGAUD, AXEL Transformation (White with re Redeye / n5MD Ambient 702224126817 LP 20.47$   2-Nov-18

38126-7507-5 ACE OF CUPS Ace of Cups Redeye / High Mo Rock-Pop 638126750754 CDx2 $18.58 9-Nov-18

34457-8866-2 ADAMS, TOM Yes, Sleep Well Death Redeye / KowloonElectronic 634457886629 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18
KWLON20 ADAMS, TOM Yes, Sleep Well Death Redeye / KowloonElectronic 634457886612 LP $21.37 9-Nov-18

11574-8554-2 BAIRD, MEG AND MAR Ghost Forests Redeye / Three LoFolk 711574855421 CD $11.17 9-Nov-18

TLR125 BAIRD, MEG AND MAR Ghost Forests Redeye / Three LoFolk 711574855414 LP $22.74 9-Nov-18

34457-8934-2 DONNA THE BUFFALO Dance In The Street Redeye / Donna thRock-Pop 634457893429 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18

DTB001 DONNA THE BUFFALO Dance In The Street Redeye / Donna thRock-Pop 634457893412 LP $18.58 9-Nov-18

89770-7380-3 FOREVER HOUSE Eaves Redeye / Infreque Rock-Pop 689770738032 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18

60155-7245-3 HUNT, MILES Custodian, The Redeye / Good DeRock-Pop 5060155724539 CDx2 $19.55 9-Nov-18

65001-7178-2 KORWAR, SARATHY My East Is Your West Redeye / GearboxJazz 5065001717826 CDx2 $12.10 9-Nov-18

GBR1549 KORWAR, SARATHY My East Is Your West Redeye / GearboxJazz 5065001717819 LPx3 $37.23 9-Nov-18

20145-8011-4 PERRY, LEE "SCRATC Black Ark Experryments Redeye / Ariwa SoReggae 5020145801145 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18

34457-9595-8 REPUTATIONS, THE Electric Power Redeye / Nine Mil Rock-Pop 634457959583 CD $9.28 9-Nov-18

NMR0411 REPUTATIONS, THE Electric Power Redeye / Nine Mil Rock-Pop 634457894310 LP $17.66 9-Nov-18

38787-2052-2 SCHORR, SARI Never Say Never Redeye / ManhatoBlues 5038787205221 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18

08535-7934-2 SIDRAN, BEN Ben There, Done That: Live ARedeye / Sunset BJazz 708535793427 CDx3 $27.93 9-Nov-18

59108-9293-6 SNYDER, JEFF Concerning the Nature of ThinRedeye / Carrier RExperimen 759108929361 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18

61114-0305-9 STEVENS, MATTHEW &In Common: Redeye / WhirlwinJazz 7061114030591 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18

WWR4728 STEVENS, MATTHEW &In Common: Redeye / WhirlwinJazz 7061111633320 LP $25.14 9-Nov-18

98154-8788-4 SWEENEY, JOEY & TH Catholic School Redeye / Burnt ToRock-Pop 798154878841 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18

BTV117 SWEENEY, JOEY & TH Catholic School Redeye / Burnt ToRock-Pop 798154874201 LP $19.55 9-Nov-18

07396-6413-2 GLANDS, THE Double Thriller Redeye / New WeRock-Pop 607396641321 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18

NW5224 GLANDS, THE Double Thriller Redeye / New WeRock-Pop 607396522415 LP $18.58 9-Nov-18

07396-6432-2 GLANDS, THE Double Coda Redeye / New WeRock-Pop 607396643226 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18

NW5245 GLANDS, THE Double Coda Redeye / New WeRock-Pop 607396524518 LPx2 $21.37 9-Nov-18

07396-6414-2 GLANDS, THE The Glands Redeye / New WeRock-Pop 607396641420 CD $12.10 9-Nov-18

NW5225 GLANDS, THE The Glands Redeye / New WeRock-Pop 607396522514 LPx2 $21.37 9-Nov-18

NW5269X GLANDS, THE I Can See My House From HeRedeye / New WeRock-Pop 607396526918 LPx5 B$83.80 9-Nov-18

67031-3862-1 THEODORE It Is But It's Not Redeye / United WRock- Pop 667031386215 CD $12.10 IMMEDIATE

A selection of  NEW WEST Catalogue Titles

07396-6444-2 ALL THEM WITCHES Dying Surfer Meets His Maker Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396644421 CD $12.10 30-Oct-15

NW5117 ALL THEM WITCHES Dying Surfer Meets His Maker Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396511716 LP $18.58 27-Nov-15

07396-6107-2 CASE, NEKO Live From Austin, TX Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396610723 CD $12.10 5-Jan-07

07396-8031-2 CASE, NEKO Live From Austin, TX Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396803125 DVD $15.78 6-Oct-06

NW5159 CASE, NEKO Live From Austin, TX (180g) Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396515912 LP $23.25 10-Mar-17

07396-6378-2 CASE, NEKO Live From Austin, TX (CD + DVDRedeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396637829 CD + D $16.76 10-Mar-17

07396-6354-2 CROWELL, RODNEY Close Ties Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396635429 CD $12.10 31-Mar-17

NW5131 CROWELL, RODNEY Close Ties Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396513116 LP $23.25 31-Mar-17

07396-6282-2 DEVIL MAKES THREE, THI'm A Stranger Here Redeye / New West Folk 607396628223 CD $12.10 29-Oct-13

NW5080 DEVIL MAKES THREE, THI'm A Stranger Here Redeye / New West Folk 607396508013 LP $23.25 25-Nov-13

07396-6164-2 EARLE, STEVE Townes Redeye / New West Country 607396616428 CD $12.10 8-May-09

NW5022 EARLE, STEVE Townes Redeye / New West Country 607396502226 LP $22.35 22-May-09

07396-6165-2 EARLE, STEVE Townes (DELUXE) Redeye / New West Country 607396616527 CD + D $23.25 8-May-09

07396-6262-2 EARLE, STEVE & THE DUThe Low Highway Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396626229 CD $12.10 16-Apr-13

NW5073 EARLE, STEVE & THE DUThe Low Highway Redeye / New West Country 607396507313 LP $22.35 16-Apr-13

07396-6272-2 EARLE, STEVE & THE DUThe Low Highway (DELUXE) Redeye / New West Country 607396627226 CD + D $23.25 16-Apr-13

07396-6337-2 FOLDS, BEN So There Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396633722 CD $12.10 11-Sep-15



07396-6373-2 GALLO, RON Heavy Meta Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396637324 CD $12.10 3-Feb-17

NW5152 GALLO, RON Heavy Meta (with poster) Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396515219 LP $17.66 3-Feb-17

07396-6206-2 HIATT, JOHN Dirty Jeans And Mudslide HymnsRedeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396620623 CD $16.76 29-Jul-11

NW5036 HIATT, JOHN Dirty Jeans And Mudslide HymnsRedeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396503629 LP $23.25 12-Aug-11

07396-6209-2 HIATT, JOHN Dirty Jeans And Mudslide HymnsRedeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396620920 CD + D $23.25 29-Jul-11

07396-6402-2 KACY & CLAYTON The Siren's Song Redeye / New West Folk 607396640225 CD $12.10 18-Aug-17

NW5199 KACY & CLAYTON The Siren's Song Redeye / New West Folk 607396519910 LPx2 $18.58 18-Aug-17

07396-6239-2 LUND, CORB Cabin Fever Redeye / New West Country 607396623921 CD $12.10 10-Aug-12

NW5059 LUND, CORB Cabin Fever Redeye / New West Country 607396505913 LP $17.66 7-Sep-12

07396-6233-2 LUND, CORB Cabin Fever (DELUXE) Redeye / New West Country 607396623327 CD + D $21.37 10-Aug-12

07396-6313-2 LUND, CORB Counterfeit Blues Redeye / New West Country 607396631322 CD $12.10 1-Jul-14

NW5096 LUND, CORB Counterfeit Blues Redeye / New West Country 607396509614 LP $18.58 1-Jul-14

07396-6312-2 LUND, CORB Counterfeit Blues (DELUXE) Redeye / New West Country 607396631223 CD + D $23.25 1-Jul-14

07396-6177-2 LUND, CORB Losin' Lately Gambler Redeye / New West Country 607396617722 CD $12.10 25-Sep-09

NW5026 LUND, CORB Losin' Latley Gambler Redeye / New West Country 607396502622 LP $17.66 27-Jan-12

07396-6370-2 MCPHERSON, JD Undivided Heart & Soul Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396637027 CD $12.10 6-Oct-17

NW5146 MCPHERSON, JD Undivided Heart & Soul Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396514618 LP $18.58 6-Oct-17

07396-1005-2 ROMANO, DANIEL Come Cry With Me Redeye / New West Country 607396100521 CD $9.28 18-Jan-13

NTR2005 ROMANO, DANIEL Come Cry With Me Redeye / New West Country 607396200511 LP $17.66 18-Jan-13

07396-6307-2 ROMANO, DANIEL If I've Only One Time Askin' Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396630721 CD $12.10 31-Jul-15

NW5097 ROMANO, DANIEL If I've Only One Time Askin' Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396509713 LP $18.58 31-Jul-15

07396-6417-2 ROSE, CAROLINE Loner Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396641727 CD $12.10 23-Feb-18

NW5229 ROSE, CAROLINE Loner Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396522910 LP $18.58 23-Feb-18

07396-6364-2 SHOVELS & ROPE Little Seeds Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396636426 CD $12.10 7-Oct-16

NW5138 SHOVELS & ROPE Little Seeds (180g red vinyl) Redeye / New West Rock-Pop 607396513819 LPx2 $24.16 7-Oct-16

07396-6181-2 VARIOUS ARTISTS Crazy Heart: Original Motion Pict Redeye / New West OST 607396618125 CD $16.76 15-Jan-10

NW5185 VARIOUS ARTISTS Crazy Heart: Original Motion Pict Redeye / New West OST 607396518517 LPx2 $27.93 15-Dec-17

07396-6184-2 VARIOUS ARTISTS Crazy Heart: Original Motion Pict Redeye / New West OST 607396618422 CD $18.58 15-Jan-10

07396-6129-2 YOAKAM, DWIGHT Dwight Sings Buck Redeye / New West Country 607396612925 CD $12.10 19-Oct-07

NW5003 YOAKAM, DWIGHT Dwight Sings Buck Redeye / New West Country 607396500321 LP $17.66 26-Oct-07

AKR28 STEVENS, SUFJAN Songs For Christmas: VolumeSD / Asthmatic KitHoliday / C 656605366098 LPx5 b 70.00$   9-Nov-18

SP859CS MASCIS, J Several Shades Of Why Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787085945 CS 7.60$     9-Nov-18

SP1083CS MASCIS, J Tied To A Star Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787108347 CS 7.60$     9-Nov-18

FAT1332 CRAIG, IAN WILLIAM Thresholder SD / FatCat Records 600116133212 LP 19.00$   2-Nov-18

SC379 GOSHEN ELECTRIC COThe Gray Tower b/w Ring TheSecretly CanadianRock-Pop 656605037912 7" 8.00$     2-Nov-18

JAG294 MOONFACE This One’s For The Dancer & SD / Jagjaguwar Rock-Pop 656605229416 LPx2 22.00$   2-Nov-18

TAR085 ! COTA, MICH Kija / Care (180g Gatefold) Tin Angel Electronic 5052442014386 LP 20.00$   19-Oct-18

RVNGNL042 SELF, COLIN Siblings SD / RVNG INTL Experimen 747742382307 LP 19.00$   2-Nov-18

KCR102 GHOST FUNK ORCHESWalk Like A Motherfucker / IsaSD / Colemine Re Soul / Fun 674862653942 7" 10.00$   9-Nov-18

KCR102lp-C1 GHOST FUNK ORCHESWalk Like A Motherfucker / IsaSD / Colemine Re Soul / Fun 674862653935 7" 10.00$   9-Nov-18

CLMN161 GRIPSWEATS, THE Gripsweats Theme / IntermissSD / Colemine Re Soul / Fun 674862653553 7" 7.00$     9-Nov-18

CLMN166 IKEBE SHAKEDOWN Assassin / View From Above SD / Colemine Re Soul / Fun 674862653669 7" 6.00$     9-Nov-18

CLMN166lp-C1 IKEBE SHAKEDOWN Assassin / View From Above SD / Colemine Re Soul / Fun 674862653652 7" 8.00$     9-Nov-18

GRA128 KOENJIHYAKKEI Dhorimviskha (Coloured vinyl Redeye / SKiN GRAvant-Gar 647216612810 LPx2 $41.00 9-Nov-18

LN015LP VARIOUS ARTISTS Lumière Noire Presents From !K7 / Lumière NoirElectronic 4012957391519 LPx2 $23.00 9-Nov-18

KALITA12007 KALLALOO Star Child !K7 / Kalita Disco 4012957510705 12" 13.00$   16-Nov-18

WCR089 GONG GONG GONG Siren / Something's HappeninSD / Wharf Cat ReRock-Pop 843563106877 7" 5.00$     16-Nov-18

ZEN12496 LITTLE DRAGON Lover Chanting EP Ninja Tune Electronic 5054429135107 12" EP 14.75$   16-Nov-18

CT281 VARIOUS ARTISTS CT10: Volume 1 - LP Sample SD / Captured TraRock/Pop 817949014872 LP 10.00$   16-Nov-18

CT289 VARIOUS ARTISTS CT10: Volume 2 - LP Sample SD / Captured TraRock/Pop 817949015145 LP 10.00$   16-Nov-18

SS008LP RENARD BLANC Nuit Sexy Sloth 623339220019 LP 17.35$   14-Sep-18

NNA116LE BOOKER STARDRUM Temporary etc. Redeye / NNA TapExperimen 634457892811 LP $18.58 9-Nov-18



TE189 IT LOOKS SAD Sky Lake Redeye / Tiny EngRock-Pop 634457876514 LP 17.66$   2-Nov-18

EIS087 STOVE Stove's Favorite Friend Redeye / ExplodinRock-Pop 843563107195 LP 16.76$   2-Nov-18

MP06P BIRD, ANDREW Break It Yourself (PICTURE DRedeye / Mom+PoRock-Pop 858275046410 LP Pic $23.25 9-Nov-18

ERATP115 BRODERICK, PETER Two Balloons Redeye / Erased TOST 4050486115572 10" $15.78 9-Nov-18

SUND238X BYRDS, THE Eight Miles High / Why (BLUERedeye / SundazeRock-Pop 090771405418 7" $9.28 9-Nov-18

SIG7027 CROOKED STILL Shaken By A Low Sound Redeye / Signatur Folk 701237702728 LP $20.47 9-Nov-18

PNKSLM053 GESTURES Funny Games Redeye / Infreque Punk 634457889811 12" EP $19.55 9-Nov-18

BRGR1316 GYMSHORTS Knock, Knock! Redeye / Burger RPunk 634457889910 LP $16.69 9-Nov-18

TSR198 LITE Blizzard Redeye / TopshelfRock-Pop 634457891777 7" $8.38 9-Nov-18

MP033P NEON INDIAN Era Extrana (PICTURE DISC)Redeye / Mom+PoRock-Pop 858275044119 LP Pic $23.25 9-Nov-18

SUND5096X PAUL BUTTERFIELD B East-West (BLUE VINYL) Redeye / SundazeRock-Pop 090771405517 LP $23.25 9-Nov-18

TE188LE RESTORATIONS LP5000 (smoke coloured vinyRedeye / Tiny EngRock-Pop 634457876484 12"EP $17.66 9-Nov-18

MP11P SLEIGH BELLS Treats (Picture Disc) Redeye  / Mom+P Rock-Pop 858275050844 LP Pic 23.25$   9-Nov-18

TE179LE SPIRIT OF THE BEEHIVHypnic Jerks Redeye / Tiny EngRock-Pop 634457857780 12" EP $17.66 9-Nov-18

SUND214X TRASHMEN, THE Surfin' Bird / King of the Surf (Redeye / SundazeRock-Pop 090771404015 7" $9.28 9-Nov-18

NS106 WUME Towards the Shadow Redeye / NorthernElectronic 689770737929 LP $17.66 9-Nov-18

MHJL00012 YOSHIDA, MINAKO Let's Do It Light In The Attic /World / Po 4560427430928 LP 64.75$   9-Nov-18

MHJL00013 YOSHIDA, MINAKO Monochrome Light In The Attic /World / Po 4560427430911 LP 64.75$   9-Nov-18

MHJL00016 YOSHIDA, MINAKO Monsters In Town Light In The Attic /World / Po 4560427435206 LP 64.75$   9-Nov-18

MHJL00019 YOSHIDA, MINAKO In Motion Light In The Attic /World / Po 4560427436364 LP 64.75$   9-Nov-18

MHJL00018 YOSHIDA, MINAKO Light'n Up Light In The Attic /World / Po 4560427436326 LP 64.75$   9-Nov-18

MHJL00022 ONUKI, TAEKO Romantique Light In The Attic /World / Po 4560427436340 LP 64.75$   9-Nov-18

MHJL00038 ONUKI, TAEKO Adventure Light In The Attic /World / Po 4560427442235 LP 64.75$   9-Nov-18

MHJL00021 ONUKI, TAEKO Mignonne Light In The Attic /World / Po 4560427436333 LP 64.75$   9-Nov-18

OWS05 GLASS, PHILLIP Candyman (Original 1992 Mo Light In The Attic /Soundtrac 704907955677 LP 29.31$   31-Oct-18

HJL-49-50 YELLOW MAGIC ORCHNeue Tanz Light In The Attic /World / Ele 4560427444369 LPx2 76.50$   9-Nov-18

YEP2068 SADIES, THE Favourite Colours (repress) Yep Roc Records Rock-Pop 634457206816 LP $21.37 IMMEDIATE

YEP2353 SADIES, THE Internal Sounds (repress) Yep Roc Records Rock-Pop 634457235311 LP $18.61 IMMEDIATE



D U N H A M  R E C O R D S  I S  A  D I V I S I O N  O F  D A P T O N E  R E C O R D I N G  C o . ,  1 1 5  T R O U T M A N  S T . ,  B R O O K L Y N ,  N Y  1 1 2 0 6

ARTIST : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .CHARLES BRADLEY
T ITLE : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BLACK  VELVET
LABEL : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .DUNHAM RECORDS  /  DAPTONE RECORDS
RELEASE DATE : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .NOVEMBER 9 TH,  2018
F O R M A T : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CD DIGIPAK/LP (W/DOWNLOAD CODE)

                                              2LP BOXSET (W/DOWNLOAD CODE)

D A P - 0 5 4

KEY MARKETING POINTS:

• Previous press coverage by: Rolling Stone, GQ, Noisey, NPR, Paste, Pitchfork, SPIN,

   Newsweek, New York Observer, Esquire, New York Magazine and others

• TV appearances on CBS Saturday Morning, Conan, Jimmy Kimmel Live, Late Show with

   Stephen Colbert, The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon, The Daily Show and others

• PR campaign by Grand Stand PR) / Radio campaign by Distiller Co.

• 50+ million streams worldwide / 140K+ Physical albums sold in US

• Performed live at Coachella, Glastonbury, Primavera and toured the world extensively 

• Songs have been featured on Netflix’s Big Mouth, HBO’s Barry and many others

TRACKLIST ING:

CAN’T  F IGHT THE FEEL ING

LUV JONES

I  FEEL  A  CHANGE

SLIP  AWAY

BLACK VELVET

STAY AWAY

HEART OF GOLD

( I  H O P E  Y O U  F I N D )
THE GOOD L IFE

FLY L ITTLE  GIRL

VICTIM OF LOVE
( E L E C T R I C  V E R S I O N )

November 5th, 2018 would have been Charles Bradley’s 70th birthday. In celebration of his extraordinary life, Daptone imprint Dunham 
Records is proud to announce the release of his fourth and final album, Black Velvet.

Black Velvet is a celebration of Charles Bradley, lovingly assembled by his friends and family at Dunham/Daptone Records. Though 
chronologically the material spans Charles' entire career, this is no anthology, greatest hits or other shallow rehashing of the songs that 
already made him famous. Rather, this album is a profound exploration through the less-travelled corners of the soulful universe that 
Charles and his longtime producer, co-writer and friend Tommy "TNT" Brenneck created in the studio together over their decade-long 
partnership. It features new songs recorded during the sessions from each of his three albums, heard here for the very first time in all 
their scorching glory: "Can't Fight the Feeling," "Fly Little Girl" and the heart-wrenching single "I Feel a Change"; hard core rarities like 
his funk-bomb duet with LaRose Jackson, "Luv Jones," the psychedelic groover, "(I Hope You Find) The Good Life" and the ever-illusive 
alternate full band electric version of "Victim of Love"; sought-after covers of Nirvana's "Stay Away," Neal Young's "Heart of Gold" and 
Rodriguez's "Slip Away"; and the title track "Black Velvet," a stirring Menahan Street Band instrumental to which Charles was never able 
to cut a vocal.

Charles was truly a transcendent singer who led a remarkable life, overcoming unimaginable adversity to achieve great success and 
international acclaim very late in his life. What was really special about him and made him different from everybody else in the world 
was how he understood his pain as a cry for universal love and humanity. He felt that if he loved enough—if we all loved each other 
enough—we could take away the world’s pain and sadness. That is why he jumped off the stage and literally tried to hug everybody he 
could. It's why he took such great care of a mother that had abandoned him. It's why he sang and danced like a lunatic.
It's why he screamed like an eagle. And that's why we love him.

Black Velvet is a celebration of his life, and is destined to join Charles' first three albums alongside the cannon of essential soul records 
for the ages. 
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Fleet Foxes and Sub Pop present a limited-edition collection in 
honor of the 10th anniversary of Fleet Foxes’ debut LP. First 
Collection 2006–2009 spans the early days of Fleet Foxes’ 
career, including the self-titled debut album, plus the Sun Giant 
EP, The First EP (formerly a self-titled, very limited-edition, 
self-released EP), and B-sides & Rarities. The vinyl version is 
packaged in a lavish box, with a 12” LP of the debut album and 
separate 10” records for each of the added titles; the CD version 
has a separate CD for each title. In addition to its musical 
offerings, the collection features a 32-page booklet including 
show flyers, lyrics and artwork from band’s early history.
                                       
Fleet Foxes’ debut album made a tremendous impact on the 
international musical scene, topping numerous “best of” lists, 
including Rolling Stone’s 100 Best Albums of the 2000’s and 
Pitchfork’s 50 Best Albums of 2008, and earned the band 
Uncut’s inaugural Music Award Prize. Fleet Foxes is certified 
Gold in North America and Platinum in both the UK and 
Australia.
 
Fleet Foxes’ most recent release was the critically acclaimed 
full-length, Crack-Up, released June 2017 on Nonesuch. 
Following a six-year hiatus, the band delivered an internationally 
beloved full-length album, sold out notable venues including Red 
Rocks Amphitheatre and the Hollywood Bowl, performed on the 
Late Show with Stephen Colbert as well as CBS This Morning, 
and earned year-end recognition from Esquire, Consequence of 
Sound, Paste, Uproxx, Vulture, and more. 

    RELEASE DATE: NOV 9TH, 2018 

4xCD Packaging: Box with booklet

  

TRACKLISTING:
1.   Sun It Rises
2.   White Winter Hymnal 
3.   Ragged Wood 
4.   Tiger Mountain Peasant Song 
5.   Quiet Houses 
6.   He Doesn’t Know Why
7.   Heard Them Stirring
8.   Your Protector
9.   Meadlowlarks 
10. Blue Ridge Mountains
11. Oliver James
12. Sun Giant *
13. Drops in the River *
14. English House *
15. Mykonos *
16. Innocent Son *
17. She Got Dressed #
18. In the Hot Hot Rays #
19. Anyone Who’s Anyone #
20. Textbook Love #
21. So Long to the Headstrong #
22. Icicle Tusk #
23. False Knight on the Road ^
24. Silver Dagger ^
25. White Lace Regretfully ^
26. Isles ^
27. Ragged Wood (transition basement sketch) ^
28. He Doesn’t Know Why (basement demo) ^
29. English House (basement demo) ^
30. Hot Air (instrumental basement sketch) ^

* Sun Giant EP
# The First EP
^ B-Sides and Rarities EP

4xLP Packaging: One 12” LP and three 10" 
records with booklet and art reproductions in 
an embossed magnet-closure box
Note: includes mp3 coupon
NON-RETURNABLE

 

GENRE: Alternative Rock
 

FLEET FOXES
FIRST COLLECTION (2006-2009)

RETAIL: Posters and play copies will be available.

Advertising will be purchased on select sites.

RADIO: First Collection 2006-2009 will be worked to commercial and 
non-commercial/college radio. 

PUBLICITY: Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track):
https://www.subpop.com/artists/fleet_foxes 
Website: https://fleetfoxes.co/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FleetFoxes/ 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/fleetfoxes/ 
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Near the end of Reagan's first term, the Western Massachusetts 
Hardcore scene coughed up an insanely shaped chunk called 
Dinosaur. Comprised of WMHC vets, the trio was a miasmic tornado of 
guitar noise, bad attitude and near-subliminal pop-based- 
shape-shifting. Through their existence, Dinosaur (amended to 
Dinosaur Jr. for legal reasons) defined a very specific, very aggressive 
set of oblique song-based responses to what was going on. Their one 
constant was the scalp-fryingly loud guitar and deeply buried vocals of 
J Mascis.

A couple of years before they ended their reign, J cut a solo album 
called Martin + Me. Recorded live and acoustic, the record allowed 
the bones of J's songs to be totally visible for the first time. Fans were 
surprised to hear how melodically elegant these compositions were, 
even if J still seemed interested in swallowing some of the words that 
most folks would have sung. Since then, through the reformation of 
the original Dinosaur Jr lineup in 2005, J has recorded solo albums 
now and then. Sings + Chant for AMMA (2005), Several Shades of 
Why (2011) and Tied to a Star (2014) all delivered incredible sets of 
songs presented with a minimum of bombast and a surfeit of cool.

Like its predecessors, Elastic Days was recorded at J's own Bisquiteen 
studio. Mascis does almost all his own stunts, although Ken Miauri 
(Tied to a Star) plays keyboards and there are a few guest vocal spots. 
These include old mates Pall Jenkins (Black Heart Procession), and 
Mark Mulcahy (Miracle Legion, etc.), as well as the newly added voice 
of Zoë Randell (Luluc)  among others. But the show is mostly J's and 
J's alone.

He laughs when I tell him I'm surprised by how melodic his vocals 
seem to have gotten. “I took some singing lessons and do vocal 
warm-ups now, but that was mostly just to keep from blowing out my 
vocal cords when Dino started touring again. The biggest difference 
with this record might have to do with the drums. I don't have too 
many drum outlets at the moment, so I played a lot more drums than 
I'd originally planned.”

The gentleness of the approach on Elastic Days will draw easy 
comparisons to Neil Young's binary approach to working solo versus 
working with Crazy Horse. This is a lazy man's shorthand, but it still 
rings true. Elastic Days brims with great moments. Epic hooks that 
snare you in surprisingly subtle ways, guitar textures that slide against 
each other like old lovers, and structures that range from a 
neo-power-ballad to jazzily-canted West Coasty post-psych to a track 
that subliminally recalls the keyboard approach of Scott Thurston-era 
Stooges. The album plays out with a combination of holism and variety 
that is certain to set many brains ablaze.

J says he'll be taking this album on the road later in the year. He'll be 
playing by himself, but unlike other solo tours he says he'll be 
standing up this time. “I used to just sit down and build a little fort 
around myself -- amps, music stands, drinks stands, all that stuff. But 
I just realized it sounds better if the amps are higher up because I'm 
so used to playing with stacks. So I'll stand this time.” I ask if it's not 
pretty weird to stand alone on a big stage. “Yeah,” he says. “But it's 
weird sitting down too.” Ha. Good point. One needs to be elastic. In 
all things.

--Byron Coley

  RELEASE DATE: NOV 9TH, 2018

CD Packaging: Gatefold digipack

TRACKLISTING:
1.   See You At The Movies
2.   Web So Dense
3.   I Went Dust
4.   Sky Is All We Had
5.   Picking Out The Seeds
6.   Give It Off
7.   Drop Me
8.   Cut Stranger
9.   Elastic Days
10. Sometimes
11. Wanted You Around
12. Everything She Said

LP Packaging: Single LP jacket with 
custom dust sleeve
Includes mp3 coupon
NON-RETURNABLE

CS Packaging: Four-panel 
J-card in clear case.
NON-RETURNABLE

PUBLICITY: Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 

GENRE: Alternative Rock
 

J MASCIS ELASTIC DAYS

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track): 
https://www.subpop.com/artists/j_mascis  
Website: www.jmascis.com 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/jmascis 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/JMascisOfficial 
Website: http://ironandwine.com/ 

Advertising will be purchased on select sites. 

RADIO: Elastic Days will be worked to commercial and non-commercial/college radio. 

TOURING: J Mascis will be touring the US in 2018.
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Catalog#: MET 1160

Artist: VNV Nation

Title: Noire

Release Date: November 9th

Territory: North America

Genre: Electronic
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A Million

Armour

God of All  

Nocturne No.7

Collide

Wonders

Immersed

Lights go out

Guiding 

When is the Future

Only Satellites

Requiem for Wires

All our Sins

1

2

3

4

5
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8

9

10

11

12

13

CD

VNV Nation blends poetic, thoughtful lyrics with a vast repertoire of melodic dance beats & anthemic 
electronic, haunting ballads & post-classical soundtrack pieces. Noire is a cinematic exploration of 
contrast, dark & light. From the dark, ominous “A Million” to the pounding, symphonic “All Our Sins”, 

to the bright melodies of “When Is the Future” & “God of All”, Noire is a stunning work of art.

NOVEMBER RELEASES

vinyl
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Artist: Ash Code

Title: Perspektive

Release Date: November 9th

Territory: The Americas

Genre: Post-Punk
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Glow
Icy Cold

Betrayed   
Flesh And Words

Disease
Perspektive

If You Were Here
Rivers

Black Gloves 
Redeem Yourself

Lie
Disease (Hante Remix)

Perspektive (We Are Temporary Remix)

If You Were Here (She Pleasures Herself Remix)

Glow (Agent Side Grinder Remix) 

Perspektive (The NE-21 Remix) 

Icy Cold (Selfishadows Remix) 

 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

CD

Ash Code is an Italian Dark Wave band that masterfully blends influences, ranging from early Depeche 
Mode, The Sisters of Mercy to post-punk, Synthpop, coldwave, & EBM. On the critically-acclaimed al-
bum Perspektive, Ash Code combines its influences & innovation to create  driving, atmospheric Dark 

Wave devoted to the drum machine, powerful synthesizers & driving bass lines.

NOVEMBER RELEASES

vinyl

A1
A2
A3

CD only
A4
A5
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

CD only
CD only
CD only
CD only
CD only
CD only
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Artist: Eisbrecher

Title: Ewiges Eis

Release Date: November 9th

Territory: North America

Genre: Rock
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CD ONE
Teezer Hell

Was Ist Hier Los? 
Das Gesetz

Wo Geht Der Teufel Hin
1000 Narben

Rot Wie Die Liebe
Zwischen Uns

Prototyp
Verrückt 

Die Hölle Muss Warten 
Eiszeit 
Amok 

Kann Denn Liebe Sünde Sein?
This Is Deutsch

Leider
Vergissmeinnicht
Schwarze Witwe

Willkommen Im Nichts
Himmel, Arsch Und Zwirn (live)

Miststück 2012

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

CD

A best-of celebration of Eisbrecher, Ewiges Eis - 15 Jahre Eisbrecher collects the most beloved tracks from this 
powerhouse German band. Emotional, honest, & forthright, Eisbrecher forges delicately brutal music without com-
promises. Heavy industrial guitar sounds, driving electro beats, & distinctive vocals are modern & danceable while 

simultaneously rejecting the usual Neue Deutche Hart cliches. Contains many unreleased tracks and remixes.

NOVEMBER RELEASES
CD TWO
Eisbär 
Schwarze Witwe (2018)  
Adrenalin (2013) 
Eisbrecher (2013) 
Metall 
Wenn Zeit Die Wunden Heilt
Zu Leben
Süsswasserfisch
Ozean
Das Steht Dir Gut 
Eiskalt Erwischt 
Kein Wunder 
Zeit 
This Is Deutsch ([:SITD:] Remix) 

Miststück (Clawfinger Remix) 

Rot Wie Die Liebe (Neuroticfisch Remix)

Automat (Aesthetic Perfection Remix) 

Was Ist Hier Los? (Die Krupps Remix) 
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Artist: Indarra

Title: Walk On Fire

Release Date: November 9th

Territory: World

Genre: World
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The Basque word indarra, among its many meanings, connotes both 
supernatural power and grace. Indarra is also the name of a creative 
and acclaimed cohort of Toronto-based musicians making both di-
verse and evocative music with similar qualities: Indarra is music 
made manifest.

Indarra is the latest project of Canadian chanteuse Sue Hutton (Rhea’s 
Obsession),on vocals. She is working in collaboration with composer/
instrumentalists Chris Gartner (Hugh Marsh, Kevin Hearn and Loreena 
McKennitt), Kevin Laliberté (Sultans of String, Amanda Martinez, Jes-
se Cook), and synth wizards Heiki Sillaste (Kinder Atom) and Scott M2 
(DreamSTATE). Together, Sue and the Indarra collective draw on their 
extensive and varied influences to conjure dreamscapes of sound 
linked by footpaths of groove.

Hutton’s keening vocals, rooted in Celtic and Bulgarian modes sustain 
and soar, evoking sweeping emotions to weave a sonic tapestry, one 
both timeless and of today. The songs of Indarra are of the earth and 
the sky, the past and the future, and, as was said of Hutton’s chart-top-
ping and critically acclaimed project Rhea’s Obsession, sound as if 
two worlds were dancing.

NOVEMBER RELEASES

01. I l luminate   02 .  I l luminate   03 .  Fa l l ing Into  You  04 .  Two Separate  Wor lds
05.  Roots  Of  Innis   06 .  An Innis  Aigh  07 .   Walk  On Fi re   08 .   Melody Of  The North  Winds

09.  Eternal  Dreamer   10 .  To Make Change  11 .  Rise   12 .  Turn The L ight  Wi th in
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Artist: Moving Units

Title: This Is Six

Release Date: November 23rd

Territory: World

Genre: Indie
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Song Forever 

Love Minus One

Daggers 

Purple Moon 

Glow

Burn Like Bowie

Dragon’s Blood 

Cold Fire
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2
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5

6

7

8

CD

Dance-punk band Moving Units returns with This Is Six. From the surprisingly pop undertones of “Song Forever”, 
The Cure- & New Order-tinged “Daggers” & “Glow” to the raw, intimate “Burn Like Bowie”, grooving dance-punk 
on “Dragon’s Blood” & the blistering blend of dark nouveau-disco electro lurking in “Cold Fire,” This Is Six dis-

plays all the best elements of the signature swagger of Moving Units

NOVEMBER RELEASES
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Dead Oceans

The Lillywhite Sessions

RYLEY 
WALKER

About the album
On The Lillywhite Sessions, Ryley Walker and the similarly indebted 
trio of drummer Ryan Jewell and bassist Andrew Scott Young cover 
Dave Matthews’ infamously abandoned 2001 art-rock masterpiece of 
the same name, a record where he and his band indulged a new adult 
pathos and a budding musical wanderlust. 

With a delicate rhythmic latticework and vocals that ask you to lean 
in, “Busted Stuff” recalls Jim O’ Rourke’s golden Drag City days. 
Emerging from a wall of distortion, “Diggin’ a Ditch” becomes a power 
trio wallop à la Dinosaur Jr, shaking off existential malaise like twenty-
something pals writing rock songs in the garage.  Walker’s “Grace is 
Gone,” the most faithful take here, is a testament to his unflagging 
love for the music that helped make him a musician.
 
This end-to-end interpretation of youthful fascination is a collective 
reminder that we are all just kids from somewhere, reckoning with 
our upbringing the best we can. Walker has stepped through the door 
long ago opened by the Dave Matthews Band to find a world teeming 
with musical possibilities. On The Lillywhite Sessions, he has, in turn, 
created his own.

Selling Points
~  Ryley Walker’s paean to Dave Matthews Band’s unreleased 

fan-favorite, The Lillywhite Sessions, masterfully covered and 
reimagined by an indie rock polemicist

SIDE A: 

SIDE C: 

SIDE B: 

SIDE D: 

5. JTR
6. Big Eyed Fish
7. Grace Is Gone

10. Monkey Man
11. Kit Kat Jam
12. Raven

1. Busted Stuff
2. Grey Street
3. Diggin’ A Ditch
4. Sweet Up And Down

8. Captain
9. Bartender

Details
 

RELEASE DATE: November 16, 2018

 
GENRE: Alternative / Jam Rock
KEY MARKETS: Chicago, New York, Boston, Austin, Portland, Minneapolis, Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Washington D.C., Philadelphia, Seattle, Baltimore

VINYL NOT RETURNABLE

Tracks

    

6 56605 14702 4 6 56605 14701 7
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ARTIST:  CARACOL 
ALBUM TITLE:   SYMBOLISM  
CD  23339-3163-2 
UPC code:   6-23339-3163-2-3 
Release date:  November 2nd 2018 
 
LP:  INDLP163 
UPC code:  6-23339-3163-1-6 
Release date:  November 2nd 2018 

©+ Ⓟ Indica Records 

 
"Symbolism", the new musical project from Caracol, could be summed up as an amalgamation of all her musical experiences: her 
beginnings as a reggae / world songwriter and vocalist, her percussionist past, her work as a film sound assistant and more 
recently, her presence in the publishing community as a writer who collaborates with some of the best "beatmakers" and 
songwriters from around the world. 
 
"Symbolism" began with a chance meeting, during a creative writing trip to Los Angeles. Caracol met producer Joey Waronker 
(Beck, Atoms for Peace) and what followed was the recording of 12 eclectic tracks, where electro, alternative, pop and tribal 
influences all come together. The work carries the listener to unexplored landscapes, where Caracol reaches a peak of 
authenticity and artistic expression. 
 
Caracol returned to her studio headquarters, the Studio de l'Est in Montreal, where she continued her musical exploration with 
long-time producer allies: Seb Ruban (DJ Champion) and Toast Dawg (Brown).  
   
More than just a musical project, "Symbolism" allowed the collaboration with multidisciplinary artists The Doodys and art 
director Fred Caron to create a universe navigating the symbolism of various spiritual and artistic currents, in the midst of which 
the true nature of Caracol is revealed. 
 
Track Listing:   
1- The Way I Wanted        
2- Scars               
3- Symbolism              
4- Beautiful You           
5- Silver Girl               
6- Hacke r   

7- Flooded Field           
8- Les yeux transparents     
9- Hypersensitive          
10- Hide                
11- Ally                

 
Career Highlights: 

• Won the Prix des Diffuseurs Européens SODEC/Rideau 2009 

• Juno Awards Nomination for best  francophone album 2009 

• Canadian Folk Music Awards (Songwriter of the year nomination) 2009 

• ADISQ Song of the year nomination 2009 

• Won the Revelation of the year RADIO-CANADA Musique 2009 

• Won the Genie award /Prix Génie (best original song in a film for “Quelque Part”) Film Starbuck 2012 
 
TOUR DATES: 
Trois-Rivières 11 sept Le Gambrinus 
Maskinongé      27 sept.  Magasin Général Le Brun 
Québec                6 oct.    Théâtre Petit Champlain  
La Baie               13 oct.    Bistro Summum 
Gatineau            6 nov.     Brasseurs du Temps 
Lavaltrie             8 nov.   La Chasse-Galerie 



BILL RYDER-JONES
YAWN
TRACKLISTING 
01. There’s Something on Your Mind  
02. Time Will Be the Only Saviour 
03. Recover 
04. Mither
05. And Then There’s You  
06. There Are Worse Things I Could Do
07. Don’t Be Scared, I Love You 
08. John  
09. No One’s Trying to Kill You
10. Happy Song 

RELEASE DATE November 2, 2018

FILE UNDER Alternative “R”

FORMATS
CD 

 UPC: 887828038329

180 GRAM HEAVYWEIGHT LP 
w/ DOWNLOAD

 UPC: 887828038312

Vinyl is non-returnable

DOMINO RECORDING COMPANY 

OVERVIEW
“But there’s a fortune to be had from telling people you’re sad” says Bill Ryder-Jones on the 
opening track of Yawn, his fourth album, set for release on November 2nd via Domino. But 
Bill won’t be ordering gold taps for his bathroom on your tear-ducts anytime soon, simply 
because there’s nothing mawkish or insincere going on in here. Yawn is an album that looks 
for understanding - down the back of life’s sofa. These are everyday stories about situations 
we all fall from and into, out of, and back up against the wall again - and they are sung to us, 
up close, by a voice still in hock to a few uncomfortable truths.

The first track to be shared from Yawn is “Mither”, a song about Bill’s mother, who he talks 
about in a timbre warm as milky tea, worrying about her guinea pigs instead of Bill (for 
once). ‘Mither’ — one of the greatest words to walk the North of England – also features the 
words of someone in Bill’s musical linage, Mick Head.

Yawn is a buckle-up and knuckle-down listen that rewards the listeners’ attention with 
motifs and melodies that play hide and seek but never fail to deliver on those between-
the-lines verities. This musical belief of delayed gratification is something Bill learned from 
classical music as a child, from Elgar and Debussy in particular – and over the long hall of his 
short life, you can hear these riches being polished on Yawn. Most of the 10 songs clock-in 
over the 5-minute mark and this wide-angle lens affords us time to interpret and translate 
meaning – or just to revel in it.

Multi-instrumentalist, producer, string-arranger and composer Bill Ryder-Jones has had a 
career spanning 15 years, a rarity in a world that so often looks to the new. From his musical 
interpretation of Italo Calvino’s ‘If On A Winters Night A Traveller’ (If… in 2011), 2013’s A 
Bad Wind Blows In My Heart, the acclaimed West Kirby County Primary (2015) and now to 
Yawn, Bill has constantly widened his scope, weaving in an overarching sense of authenticity, 
intimacy and wryness as he goes.

Yawn was recorded and produced entirely by Bill himself, with a little help from friends 
including guest vocals from The Orielles and Our Girl, cello by Rod Skip and mixing by 
Craig Silvey (Portishead, The Horrors, Arcade Fire). Bill has also been steadily building up a 
list of album production credits for other musicians including Our Girl, Hooton Tennis Club, 
Brooke Bentham and Holly Macve, who he records at his own place in West Kirby, aptly 
titled Yawn Studios.
 
 

SELLING POINTS
- 2015’s West Kirby County Primary was featured by NPR Music’s First Listen, NPR 
Music’s All Songs Considered, amongst others.

- 180 gram heavyweight LP housed in a single LP jacket that includes a printed inner 
sleeve featuring lyrics and a download card.

- Bill Ryder Jones social media: Facebook.com/BRyderJones 13k+ likes; Instagram.com/
BillRyderJones - 11k+ followers
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LABEL CONTACT 

Ghostly International
www.ghostly.com

TRACKLIST

RELEASE INFO

Catalogue Number: GI-327
Format: CD, LP

Release Date: November 2nd, 2018

UPC- CD: 804297832722

UPC- LP: 804297832715

UPC- LPC1: 804297832739
Genre: Experimental, alternative

Vinyl is not returnable

POINTS OF INTEREST

 

• Third full length, follow up to 2016’s Escapements
•  Single “Marion” has 1.5 million+ plays via Spotify
• Joined Tycho on live dates for a vocal collaboration,
    including Coachella 2017
•  Beacon’s remix of Tycho’s “See” has 3 million+ plays via Spotify
•  Coverage at Pitchfork, The FADER, Creator’s Project, 
    Stereogum, Interview Magazine, Resident Advisor, etc
•  Standard weight vinyl is packaged in jacket with matte finish
    and obi-card. Pink clouded vinyl is ltd to 1250 units. CD is 
    packaged in matte digipak.

  

LP UPC LPC1 UPC CD UPC

GHOSTLY INTERNATIONAL

Beacon
Gravity Pairs

RELEASE BIO

 

06. Marion
07. The Road
08. Bending Light
09. Over My Head
10. The War You’re After

01. Don’t Go Looking
02. Be My Organ
03. Losing My Mind
04. Fields
05. On Ice

Beacon’s third full-length record enters sight as a work of meticulous revision 
and refraction. Returning home to New York in 2016, four years and several 
tours since the duo's first release with Ghostly International, Thomas Mullarney 
III and Jacob Gossett knew the next direction would be di�erent. Together they 
embarked on open-ended sessions, adopting a more linear style of songwriting 
compared to their previous loop and texture-driven method. They fundamental-
ly constructed demos from piano chords and guitar phrases with vocal 
melodies, editing iterations almost ad infinitum, looking through each from a 
multitude of angles. Compositions expanded, while others pared back to where 
they began. Like the bending of light, this abstractive and patient process 
outlines a space and scale in which seemingly separate colors — minimalist 
ballads, elaborate pop spirituals, and four-on-the-floor dance sequences — can 
coexist at di�erent speeds, fanning out with spectral cohesion. A prismatic 
collection Beacon call Gravity Pairs. 

“All matter is created by dividing gravity into pairs,” said 20th-century scientif-
ic-mystic Walter Russell, whose idiosyncratic “new world-thought” writings and 
musically-informed schematic drawings were as fringe in their time as they are 
fascinating. Mullarney details the concept further: "’Gravity Pairs’ is how Walter 
Russell describes the rhythmic order of the universe. I kept reading 'pairs' as 
both a noun and verb; simultaneously the elemental units of Russell’s balanced 
universe and the process that brings us together." This curiosity of natural 
phenomena shines through the album’s kaleidoscopic artwork — dichroic glass 
prisms photographed by the band themselves — and its lyrics, most directly 
through the narrative device of light. 

With each iterative breakthrough, Beacon expanded the spectrum of these 
recordings as well as their possibilities in the live setting. The material can be 
played straight or in previous variations, enhanced by the recent addition of a 
drummer to their live band. Another epiphany came in the spring of 2017 when 
Beacon joined Tycho at Coachella and for dates in Europe, with Mullarney 
experimenting as the band’s first ever vocalist. “Just doing things at that scale, 
and at that point in the record, was really validating,” says Mullarney. “We came 
back with confidence to finally finish the record.”

Two models exemplifying this mode are “Be My Organ” and “On Ice.” The latter 
is a smoke-filled still-life. Notes arpeggiate along a cool, motorik beat as 
Mullarney repeats “you’re not moving,” his vocals vaporized and echoed. The 
former elevates on a percussive build, reaching its peak in the final strobe-lit 
minute. Then there’s a late album flourish, “The Road,” which, through pinwheel-
ing repetitions beamed into four-on-the-floor framework — from  Tycho 
drummer Rory O'Connor — folds vibrating wavelengths into a symphony of 
fragmentary energies. 

Russell, the mystic, believed in balance, a rhythmic exchange “between all pairs 
of opposite expressions.” On Gravity Pairs, Beacon channel the philosophy with 
pure pop mystique, slicing through dense and foggy dance and electronic music 
apparatuses to create something familiar but unique, melodic but cathartic. 
Rippling through these songs are iridescent synthesizer lines, stoic piano 
phrasing, dazzling percussion, posh harpsichord, understated xylophone, and a 
crisp voice in complete control. Taken as a whole, in their various combinations 
and compressions, these complementary and secondary tones unlock the 
lushest field of color, a universe of light.
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JDMcPherson.com NewWestRecords.com

 JD McPherson presents A Christmas Album, 
SOCKS. Featuring 11 original tracks written by JD 
McPherson and his friends. SOCKS is an album of 
Holidays songs sure to be standards while you are 
decorating the tree. Come get warm by the fire with 
songs such as , “All The Gifts I Need” and “Every 
Single Christmas.” Or, burn the cookies to “SOCKS” 
and “Ugly Christmas Sweater.” There is something 
for everyone on this record to enjoy whether you are 
in the Christmas spirit or if you just wanna say, “Bah 
Humbug.”

Marketing Points
❆ Comprehensive press and radio campaigns, including 
promo appearances to support release
❆ Comprehensive social media ad campaigns to support 
release
❆ Available for in-stores and contesting
❆ Tour Dates performing SOCKS

“SOCKS” A CHRISTMAS ALBUM BY 
JD McPHERSON

 
STREET DATE: November 2, 2018

Track Listing: 
All The Gifts I Need ❆ Bad Kid ❆ Hey Skinny Santa! ❆ Socks ❆ Every Single Christmas ❆ Ugly Sweater Blues  

Holly, Carol, Candy & Joy ❆ Santa’s Got A Mean Machine ❆ What’s That Sound ❆ Claus Vs. Claus (feat. Lucie Silvas) 
Twinkle (Little Christmas Lights)

VINYL
Sel. #: NW5273 LP 
CONFIG: 140g, Opaque Green Vinyl + Holiday 
Songbook
UPC: 607396527311

Genre: Rock, Holiday
NON RETURNABLE

6 07396 52731 1

CD

CONFIG: Digiwallet 
UPC: 607396644827

Genre: Rock, Holiday

6 07396 64482 7

INDIE EXCLUSIVE VINYL
Sel. #: NW5281 LP 

CONFIG: 140G Vinyl, Clear with Red and Green 
Splatter, Holiday Songbook

UPC: 607396528110

Genre: Rock, Holiday
NON RETURNABLE

6 07396 52811 0
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EXCLUSIVE: THE LOST TAPES!!

MINGUS MEETS STRATA: LIVE FROM THE GALLERY

“I'm trying to play the truth of what I am. The reason 
it's difficult is because I'm changing all the time.” 
Charles Mingus

The radical discovery by Amir Abdullah of 5 two-track 
master tapes in the care of Hermine Brooks – widow of 
innovative Detroit drummer Roy Brooks – of the Charles
Mingus Quintet recorded live in Detroit at Strata Concert
Gallery is cause for some serious celebration.
These electrifying recordings took place during Mingus’ 
week-long residency in February 1973. They were 
broadcast live by drummer/producer and broadcaster 
Robert “Bud” Spangler for WDET FM – a public radio 
station dedicated to jazz – from Kenny and Barbara 
Cox’s multi-purpose home for Strata Records at 46 
Selden. Entrance to the gig was $5 dollars in advance 
and $6 on the door.

By the early Seventies Mingus’ militant musings, volatile
character and hugely innovative musical offerings had 
already earned him global notoriety. He’d played with 
the Bird, Dizzy, Max Roach, Duke Ellington and had 
released universally acclaimed albums as a leader like 
‘Blues & Roots’, Oh Yeah’ and ‘Black Saint & The Sinner 
Lady’. This gig – one of a Jazz In Detroit series that also
included Keith Jarrett, Tribe and Herbie Hancock – took 
place a few months after the release of Mingus’ “third 
stream” masterpiece ‘Let My Children Hear Music’.

The music on these tapes is blazing. According to the 
late Roy Brooks, the band – which included himself and 
fellow Detroit trumpeter Joe Gardner - had not long 
returned from playing two tours in Europe. Fresh to the 
quintet was stellar pianist Don Pullen and listening to 
these recordings Pullen’s church-driven power, blues 
sensibility and harmonic sophistication perfectly 
complements the bassist’s own vision. On tenor 
saxophone we have the soulful and innovative John 
Stubblefield. Like Pullen he was a recent recruit. 
Unfortunately, the saxophonist’s time with Mingus 
lasted a mere 5 months: “I got in a fight with Mingus 
and I shouldn't have done that. After that, I couldn't get
arrested in New York." Ironically, when Sue Mingus 
formed the Mingus Big Band in 1992, to perpetuate her 
husband's legacy, Stubblefield emerged as a talismanic 
presence in the ensemble until he passed in 2005.

Thanks to BBE, 180 Proof Records and Strata Records 
we can now tune in to WDET-FM and transport 
ourselves back to Detroit ’73, and get a taste of the 
furious energy and compositional sophistication of a 
unique and modern master at work in the most intimate
of settings.

For Fans of: Thelonious Monk, Ornette Coleman, Sonny
Rollins, John Coltrane

Tracklist:
5LP
A1 - Pithecanthropus Erectus 
B1 - Pithecanthropus Erectus (continued)
C1 - The Man Who Never Sleeps
D1 - Peggy's Blue Skylight
E1 - Introduction by Bud Spangler / Celia
F1 - Celia (continued)
G1 - C Jam Blues 
H1 - C Jam Blues (continued)
I1  - Orange Was the Color of Her Dress, Then
Blue Silk
J1 -  Dizzy Profile

5CD
CD1 
1. Pithecanthropus Erectus (Long Version)
2. The Man Who Never Sleeps
3. Peggy's Blue Skylight
CD2
1. Introduction by Bud Spangler / Celia
2. Bud Spangler Interview with Roy Brooks 
and Commentary
CD 3
1. C Jam Blues
2. Orange Was the Color of Her Dress, Then 
Blue Silk
3. Dizzy Profile
CD4 
1. Noddin' Ya Head Blues
2. Celia (Alternate Take)
CD5 
1. Dizzy Profile (Alternate Take)
2. Strata Gallery Announcement by Bud 
Spangler / Radio Broadcast WDET FM

Listening link: https://bit.ly/2LuQFN0

Label: Barely Breaking Even [pka BBE]
Type: Album
Genre:  Jazz
Formats: 5LP, 5CD
Released:  2nd November 2018

Artist: Charles Mingus 
Title: Jazz in Detroit / Strata Concert 
Gallery / 46 Selden 
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Soul	Jazz	Records	Presents	
	

SUGAR	MINOTT	
At	Studio	One	
	
	
	
	
	
	

		2nd	November	2018•	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
 

 

Long-out-of-print	 re-release	 of	 this	 classic	 Sugar	 Minott	 album	 on	 Soul	 Jazz	 Records,	
bringing	together	the	best	of	his	classic	material	recorded	at	Studio	One	in	the	1970s.	

Lincoln	Sugar	Minott	was	born	in	Kingston,	Jamaica,	in	1956.	He	grew	up	in	a	poor	area	of	
West	Kingston	and	from	an	early	age	developed	a	love	of	Reggae	music	and	the	music	of	
Studio	One	in	particular.	As	a	teenager,	he	became	selector	for	Sound	of	Silence	Keystone	
and	 Gathering	 of	 Youth	 local	 sound-systems.	 By	 the	 late	 1970s	 Minott	 had	 risen	 to	
become	one	of	the	biggest	stars	in	Jamaican	music.		

Sugar	Minott	 began	his	 career	 at	 Studio	One.	After	 auditioning	 in	 front	 of	 Clement	 ‘Sir	
Coxsone’	Dodd	 in	 the	early	 1970s,	 he	became	 the	 first	 artist	 to	 record	new	 songs	over	
classic	 rhythms,	 singing	 over	 original	 Studio	 One	 tapes	 –	 the	 significance	 of	 which	 led	
directly	 to	 the	 birth	 of	 dancehall,	 as	 Channel	 One,	 Joe	 Gibbs	 and	 hundreds	 of	 other	
Jamaican	 producers	 quickly	 began	 releasing	 their	 own	 material	 based	 on	 these	 same	
classic	Studio	One	rhythms	replayed	by	Sly	and	Robbie,	The	Aggrovators,	Soul	Syndicate,	
Roots	Radics	and	many	others.	

“I	 knew	Studio	One	 spiritually	before	 I	 knew	Studio	One	physically.	 You	know	 I	grew	up	
beside	a	dancehall	and	Sir	Coxsone’s	sound	used	to	play	there	from	when	I	was	a	boy.	So	
from	that	influence	you	know	I	used	to	love	Studio	One	sound	so	much,	I	became	a	sound	
selector.	So	that	was	my	first	involvement	with	getting	to	know	Studio	One	music	like	The	
Heptones,	Alton	Ellis,	Ken	Boothe,	the	whole	works	and	that	was	my	life	from	a	youth.”	

After	Sugar	Minott’s	debut	many	other	artists	 followed	suit	at	the	 label	such	as	Freddie	
McGregor,	 Johnny	Osbourne,	Lone	Ranger	and	Michigan	&	Smiley	 leading	to	one	of	the	
most	creative	periods	for	the	 label.	This	 is	 the	first	retrospective	of	Sugar	Minott	at	 the	
label	and	most	of	these	recordings	have	never	been	widely	available	outside	Jamaica.	

Sugar	Minott	went	on	to	a	huge	career	in	Reggae	and	is	today	one	of	the	biggest	stars	in	
Jamaican	music.	He	set	up	his	own	Black	Roots/Youth	Promotions	label	releasing	music	by	
Barry	 Brown,	 Michael	 Palmer,	 Tenor	 Saw,	 Barrington	 Levy,	 Horace	 Andy,	 Garnett	 Silk,	
Junior	Delgado,	Yami	Bolo,	Junior	Reid	and	many	more.		

Sugar	Minott	went	on	to	work	for	numerous	Jamaican	producers.	His	‘Good	Thing	Going’	
produced	by	Donovan	Germain	became	a	number	one	hit	in	the	UK	and	led	to	the	rise	of	
Lovers	Rock.	This	album	includes	classic	cuts	as	well	as	super-rare	singles	only	recordings,	
all	of	which	have	been	digitally	re-mastered	for	this	release. 

 

Tracklist	

 
1. Vanity	
2. Please	Be	True	
3. Hang	On	Natty	
4. Never	Give	Up	
5. Jahovia	
6. Give	A	Hand	
7. Try	Love	
8. Roof	Over	My	

Head	
9. Jah	Jah	Lead	Us	
10. Is	It	True	
11. Love	Gonna	Pack	

Up	
12. Give	Me	Jah	Jah	
13. Jah	Jah	Children	
14. Party	Time	
15. Change	Your	Ways	
16. Come	On	Home	
17. Jah	Almighty	

	
	

Release	Date:	 2nd	November	2018	

 

 

Artist:	 Soul	Jazz	Records	Presents	

Title:	 Soul	Jazz	Records	Presents	SUGAR	MINOTT	at	
Studio	One	

Label:		 Soul	Jazz	Records	

	 CD	
UPC:	5026328101040	
SJRLP104Double	LP	

UPC:	5026328001043	
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BENOIT PARADIS TRIO 

QUINTESSENCE DU COOL - CD - DUPR016 
Release date : 02 novembre 2018 

 
 

Fort de 12 années de tournée dans une centaine de 
villes au Canada et en Europe, le Benoit Paradis Trio 
tient bon le cap et présente ici son 4e album, intitulé 
Quintessence du cool, qu'on pourrait qualifier de 
poésie brute sur musique élégante.  

Les textes sont imagés, sensibles et décalés : déprime 
du célibataire, litanie du quêteux, problèmes d'égo, 
de téléphone ou de jeu, accident, cancer foudroyant... 
Bref, la quintessence du cool. 

Le tout sur des compositions aux ambiances 
contrastées où le texte se marie au piano précis et 
lumineux de Chantale Morin et à la contrebasse 
groovante et souriante de Benoît Coulombe. 

La joie manifeste qu'ils ont de jouer ensemble, les 
ambiances surprenantes et la subtilité de la 
performance font de chaque concert du trio un 
moment jouissif. 

Gagnant du Lucien de l'album jazz au GAMIQ 2015, le 
groupe a présenté une série de 22 concerts au festival 
OFF D'Avignon en 2015, une première pour un projet 
de chanson québécoise. Il a été invité à performer 
dans différentes vitrines professionnelles au Canada 
(RIDEAU, ROSEQ, RADART, CONTACT ONTAROIS, 
CONTACT OUEST) et en Europe (BIS de Nantes, le 
Chaînon Manquant, les Québécofolies à Albi ,  Festival 
Pro Pulse).  

 

 

 TRACK LISTING 

  
1. MICRO PEINE D’AMOUR 
2. KING COUINE 
3. AU RETOUR PEUT-ÊTRE 
4. J’M’ENNUIE 
5. ÊTES-VOUS? 
6. HUMHUM 
7. MÉLANIE 
8. QUINTESSENCE DU COOL 
9. RÉVEIL 
10. BATAILLE 
11. COMPTE PAS LES HEURES 
12. LE CIEL EST SAUMON 
13. CA S’EN VIENT 

 

ONLINE 
  

 BENOIT PARADIS TRIO – Quintessence du cool - 
DUPRINCE  

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/benoitparadistrio/ 

Site officiel : http://benoitparadistrio.com/ 

TOUR 

 

02 novembre 2018 - MONTRÉAL - Théâtre Ste-Catherine 
(lancement d’album dans le cadre de CCF) 
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TROUBLE IN MIND

Rays
You Can Get There From Here

TRACKLIST

RELEASE BIO

RELEASE INFO

POINTS OF INTEREST

LABEL CONTACT

TROUBLE IN MIND RECORDS

www.troubleinmindrecs.com

Release Date: November 9th, 2018
Genre: Indie / Guitar Pop / DIY / Post-Punk

RIYL: Dolly Mixture, Parquet Courts, Bluebelles, Monochrome Set, The Pastels

Vinyl is not returnable

1. Fallen Stars

2. The Garden

3. The Big One

4. To The Fire

5. Veterans

6. Yesterday ’s Faces

- Limited RED vinyl available direct to shops

- PLEASE NOTE: Vinyl does NOT include a download code.

- Oakland band ’s second album.

- Mixed and mastered by Mikey Young (Total Control, Eddy Current)

7. Around The Town

8. Anti-Hand Man

9. Subway

10. Work of Art

11. Ray Johnson

12. Before Sunrise
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    Oakland band Rays return to the fray with their second album, 
You Can Get There From Here, their f irst release since their 
eponymous Trouble In Mind debut in 2016.
    Rays formed in the ferti le crescent of the California Bay Area, a 
hotbed of musical growth in the past decade, and Rays' members pull 
not only from that recent miasma but also from a wealth of Bay Area 
musical histor y. You Can Get There From Here represents a turning 
point for the band, angling their scrappy, post-punk fur y into a more 
refined & melodic pop sensibil ity, drawing inspiration from UK DIY 
pop & punk l ike Dolly Mixture, Cleaners From Venus, Television 
Personalit ies & more. Straight from the gate, songs l ike "Fallen Stars" 
& "The Garden" temper their sonic crunch ever so sl ightly, relying 
more on the harmonic wallop of a solid hook than the sheer volume 
of guitars & cymbal crashes. This is urgent, chiming guitar pop of the 
highest order that clangs with a sonorous melancholy & a 
ramshackle grace. Rays can sti l l  lay it down with the rest of 'em; 
tunes l ike "Subway" & "Work of Art" shuff le & stumble forward, skirt ing 
chaos in a f lurr y of strums, recall ing recent antipodean pop groups 
l ike UV Race, Dick Diver or The Shifters who cull inspiration from 
idiosyncratic UK greats l ike Mark E. Smith or Robyn Hitchcock. With 
You Can Get There From Here, Rays add their voice to the chorus. 
The new album finds the core group of Stanley Martinez, Eva Hannan, 
Troy Hewitt & Alexa Pantalone augmented by new member & 
keyboardist Britta Leijonflycht, whose synth f lourishes add melodic 
embell ishments, sonic heft or psychedelic swirl  where needed.
    You Can Get There From Here is pressed on l imited RED vinyl for 
direct accounts, basic black vinyl and CD, and available via most 
digital streaming services.
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Asnakech Worku —  
Asnakech

AWESOME TAPES FROM AFRICA
PO BOX 986
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10009

1. Jinyew 06:09 
2. Tche Belew 04:32 
3. Awkew Beneber 04:21 
4. Baynelay Yidal 07:02 
5. Mingizem Yene New 07:42 
6. Tew Begize Giba 06:13 
7. Sak Bleh Askegn 05:33 
8. Abyotegnaw Jegna 05:41 
9. Kand Yerega Deg New 06:06 
10. Mech Alkugn Lela Sew 06:21 

RELEASE DATE: 11/02/18 
GENRE: Country/Folk 
KEY MARKETS: NYC, DC, LA, 
Chicago, Seattle, Detroit,  
San Francisco, Chicago 
VINYL NOT RETURNABLE 
NO EXPORTS 

 

 

There is perhaps 
no woman more 
cherished in 
modern Ethiopian 
history than 
Asnakech Worku. 
As a musician, 
actress, dancer and 
cultural icon, 
Asnakech inspired 
and challenged 
society for 
decades, until her 
death in 2011. 
From her 
beginnings as 
Ethiopia’s first 

theater actress in 
1952 to her climb to become one of the most famous actresses at 
the National Theater to her days as a club owner-turned-master 
musician, Asnakech’s inimitable confidence and charm made her a 
household name. She earned endless accolades across the 
artistic spectrum.  

She made seminal recordings of unforgettable original 
compositions, as well as legendary renditions of traditional songs, 
that became national staples. With a singular sense of style, 
glamour and sex appeal that sometimes stunned mainstream 
society, Asnakech wore clothes no one else wore and said things 
no one else said. Staid notions of how women should dress and 
behave didn’t apply to her. Battling a mentality that until the early 
1950s had men wearing dresses to play female roles in the 
theater, Asnakech became a national treasure on her own terms.  

Her family wasn’t pleased with Asnakech becoming an azmari—an 
itinerant praise musician who sings, often in bars, for tips—and 
didn’t bother her, especially after Emperor Haile Selassie I began 
to emphasize theater and music in society, officially legitimizing 
her career. Asnakech became an internationally-celebrated 
performer of Ethiopia’s ancient harp, the krar, making her one of 
the most visible female musicians of the 20th century. All this while 
leaving controversy, broken hearts and a changed cultural 
landscape in her wake.  

In 1975, keyboardist and bandleader Hailu Mergia got a call from 
the owner of Misratch Music Shop to do a recording with 
Asnakech and he went for it. This recording is a nearly-forgotten 
artifact of the remarkable icon’s singular legacy, remastered and 
available outside Ethiopia for the first time. It also provides a rare 
glimpse into Mergia’s work as a arranger-sideman in the Addis 
Ababa music scene. 

This trio recording featuring Mergia on organ and Temare Harege 
on drums using only brushes is starkly minimal but deeply 
evocative. The minimalist arrangements ensure the focus is on 
Asnakech’s incisive—and occasionally romantic—lyrics and her 
virtuosic krar performance.

Selling Points: 
- Backed by Hailu Mergia 
- Legendary singer/instrumentalist at 

her mid-1970s prime 
- Rare work by national hero 
- Double LP carefully extracted from 

cassette and remastered by ATFA 
family engineer Jessica Thompson 

- Expands our understanding of this 
monumental figure
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If Music Presents: You Need This – World Jazz Grooves
Compiled by Jean-Claude & Victor Kiswell

Fresh from bringing us two incredible volumes of ‘A 
Journey into Deep Jazz’ and providing an introduction to 
Black Saint & Soul Note Records on BBE, IF Music’s 
Jean-Claude joins forces with Victor Kiswell for new 
compilation, ‘World Jazz Grooves’.

Currently celebrating 15 years of trading from his London 
record shop IF Music, Jean-Claude has built an enviable 
reputation over the past 25 years, as the go-to rare 
vinyl vendor for some of the biggest DJs and producers 
on the planet. Fellow record dealer and specialist music 
expert Victor Kiswell has travelled the globe several 
times over, hunting for rare records and DJing, 
appearing on a Cairo edition of Boiler Room in 2017.
 
As you might expect, this treasure trove of music 
contains a generous handful of obscure and brilliant 
musical gems, carefully mined from all corners of the 
globe.  
“Europe, The Americas, Africa and Asia are all 

represented herein and hopefully a few surprises 
foryou, the listener, too” say Victor & Jean-Claude, 
summing up the project.
From its inspired opener: Vietnam veteran Billy 
Bang’s visceral New York social commentary 
‘Illustration’ whose Watts Prophets inspired spoken 
word vocal is (sadly) as relevant today as it was in 
1978; through to the album’s closer, a touching 
African township ballad titled ‘ITwenty-Five’, ‘World
Jazz Grooves’ takes the road less travelled to 
provide a jaw-dropping journey through world jazz 
culture.
 
As Jean-Claude and Victor put it: “Jazz will always 
have its appeal: though influenced, jazz does not 
need to be dictated by trends. It has been 
experimented with by (almost) every population on 
the planet. It is its diversity, the fusing of various 
elements of different folklores, that allows jazz to 
constantly evolve and maintain its relevance.”

Tracklisting:
A1 Billy Bang's Survival Ensemble - Illustration
A2 Michel Sardaby – Martinica

B1 Kafé - Fonetik A Velo

C1 Le Steel-Band De La Trinidad - Calypso Jazz 
Improvisation*
C2 The Theo Loevendie Consort – Timbuktu

D1 The Jazz Committee For Latin American Affairs - Ismaa

E1 Armand Lemal - Souffle (Part II)
E2 Masabumi Kikuchi - Pumu #1

F1 Joe Malinga & Southern African Force - IT Twenty Five

*Vinyl only

Key Selling Points:
- 180g vinyl and premium quality gatefold 

packaging
- full press campaign in UK, France and 

Germany
- 2 globally respected crate  diggers / record 

sellers at the very top of their game,  head up 
their first joint venture for BBE

For Fans Of:
Gilles Peterson, Garth Trinidad, Fela Kuti, Buena Vista 
Social Club
Type: Compilation      
Genre: Jazz, World

Released:  23rd Nov 2018
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BON DE PRÉCOMMANDE - CHANSON FRANÇAISE - Sortie le 19.10.2018

Le 10ème album studio d’Arthur H est son premier double album. 
Comme si cette fois, il n’avait pas voulu mélanger ses chansons 
poétiques et ses hymnes transe. 
Porté par le titre déjà culte « La Boxeuse Amoureuse », Amour Chien 
Fou a reçu depuis sa sortie un accueil dithyrambique et unanime de 
la presse francophone.
Le coffret Amour Chien Fou regroupe le double album, un CD bonus 
inédit (live & instrumentaux) et le livre « La Musique des Mots », 
reprenant les textes d’Arthur H sur ces 30 dernières années.

Coffret en édition limitée, inclus le double album « Amour Chien Fou », 
le livre « La Musique des Mots » et un CD bonus

19.10.2018
Chanson française 

Arthur H
Coffret Amour Chien Fou

coffret 3CD + livre / édition limitée 
M6808       

3700187668082  

Arthur H - Coffret Amour Chien Fou

Un double album éclectique et enchanteur
Un disque bouillonnant et touchant. Une merveille ou plutôt deux merveilles

Son œuvre la plus accomplie
Un voyage éclectique, luxuriant, bel et bien enchanteur. Un grand disque d’amour

Une âme fantasque et bouillonnante, qui jette des sortilèges à la conquête de nos oreilles. Sublime sorcier

Un double album foisonnant et poétique qui pourrait être le meilleur de sa carrière 
Un voyage sonore aussi virtuose que jubilatoire

UN ALBUM ENCENSÉ PAR LES MÉDIAS

 
LE DOUBLE ALBUM AMOUR CHIEN FOU, 

DÉJÀ PLUS DE  35 000 VENTES  !



For more than two decades the  
independent, idealistic Appleseed  
Recordings label has been releas-
ing new and archival CDs of folk/
roots-oriented music by many of 
the genre’s greatest performers. On 
October 19, the Pennsylvania-based 
label will release Appleseed’s 21st 
Anniversary: Roots and Branches, 
a deluxe three-CD, 57-track set 
that adds nine new/previously 
unreleased songs by high-profile 
friends of the label including  
Bruce Springsteen, rap/metal 
guitarist/activist Tom Morello 
(Rage Against the Machine, 
Prophets of Rage), Americana  

titan Tom Russell, actor/musician/social justice advocate Tim Robbins and singer/
songwriter/novelist John Wesley Harding to highlights from past releases by such musi-
cal giants as Pete Seeger, Al Stewart, Donovan, Tom Rush, Sweet Honey in the 
Rock, David Bromberg, Jonathan Edwards, Tom Paxton, and Jesse Winchester.

Each of the set’s three discs is devoted to a separate aspect of the label’s focus. 

Disc 1 contains politically-oriented songs addressing contemporary issues such as racism, 
gun violence, immigration, homelessness, the opioid epidemic, war, poverty, corporate 
greed and political corruption. Standout tracks include Springsteen’s unreleased  
“If I Had a Hammer,” Morello’s acidic new rewrite of AC/DC’s “Dirty Deeds Done 
Dirt Cheap” to confront our nation’s current political morass, and Harding’s scorching 
update of his 1990 song “Scared of Guns (Amended).”

Disc 2 presents the universal artistry of modern singer-songwriters whose songs are built 
on personal experiences and observations. Alongside popular selections from Appleseed’s 
formidable roster are newly released recordings by two wonderful musicians now 
deceased: Jesse Winchester (the exquisite “Get It Right One Day”) and John Stewart 
(“There is Love [The Wedding Song]”).

Disc 3 explores traditional US and world folk music in 22 songs, some hundreds of  
years old, some brought to our country by immigrants, all still vibrant. Donovan’s  
previously unreleased “Wild Mountain Thyme” joins other traditional songs by  
Roger McGuinn with Judy Collins, David Bromberg with Levon Helm, the 
 three Seegers (Pete, Mike and Peggy), the original version of late-’50s folk hit 
“Tom Dooley,” and other songs by an international array of artists (Scotland’s  
Tommy Sands, Ireland’s Aoife Clancy, Mexico’s Lila Downs, and others).

New York-based Shore Fire Media is working the new CDs to the press and to  
National Public Radio.

This upcoming new release was exclusively premiered in Billboard in August, followed by 
a Rolling Stone tweet about the set to its 6.3 million followers.

DISC 1: Let the Truth Be Told
 01.   Pete Seeger: “Oh Sacred World”
 02.  Bruce Springsteen: “If I Had a Hammer”  

(exclusive new track)
 03.   Tom Morello: “Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap” 

(exclusive new track)
04.   Tim Robbins: “Well May the World Go”  

(exclusive new track)
05.  Joan Baez: “I Wish the Wars were All Over” 
06.  Pete Seeger, Billy Bragg, Ani DiFranco,  

Steve Earle & Anne Hills: “Bring Them Home  
(If You Love Your Uncle Sam)” 

07.  Tom Russell: “Across the Border”   
(exclusive new track)

08.  Johnny Clegg: “Love in the Time of Gaza”
09.  John Wesley Harding (with Corporal Quorum):  

“Scared of Guns (Amended)” (exclusive new track)
10.     Sweet Honey in the Rock: “Second Line Blues”  
1 1.  Anne Hills: “Needle of Death” (exclusive new track)
12.    Natalie Merchant and Friends: “There is No Good Reason” 
13.    The Kennedys: “Give Me Back My Country” 
14.     Studs Terkel: “Blessed Be the Nation” 
15.     Tom Morello: “This Land is Your Land”
16.    Bruce Springsteen:“We Shall Overcome” 
17.  Pete Seeger: “Dr. King on Violence” 

DISC 2: The Wisdom Keepers
01.  Jesse Winchester: “Get It Right One Day”  

(exclusive new track)
02.  Donovan: “Poorman’s Sunshine”  
03.  Dick Gaughan:“Land of the North Wind” 
04.   Tom Paxton & Anne Hills: “Follow that Road”
05.  Al Stewart: “Katherine of Oregon” 
06.  Jonathan Edwards: “Surrounded”
07.  Jackson Browne and Bonnie Raitt: 

“Kisses Sweeter than Wine” 
08.   Angel Band:“Jump Back in the Ditch” 
09.   Eric Andersen: “Gonna Go Crazy” 
10. Tom Rush: “What I Know” 
11.  Sweet Honey in the Rock: “IDK, But I’m LOL!” 
12.  Lizzie West and the White Buffalo:  

“Portrait of an Artist as a Young Woman (Thank You)” 
13.  Joel Rafael Band with Jackson Browne,  

Jimmy LaFave & Arlo Guthrie: “Stepstone” 
14.  Tom Paxton: “Looking for the Moon” 
15.  Pete Seeger & Lorre Wyatt: “Somos El Barco/ 

We Are the Boat” 
1 6.  John Stewart: “There is Love (The Wedding 

Song)”(exclusive new track)
17.  Jesse Winchester: “Sham-a-Ling-Dong-Ding” 
18. Dick Gaughan: “When I’m Gone”

DISC 3: Keeping the Songs Alive
0 1.  John Gorka: “The Water is Wide” 
02.   David Bromberg with Levon Helm:  

“Bring It with You When You Come” 
03.   Ramblin’ Jack Elliott: “Roving Gambler”
04.  Tim Eriksen: “Careless Love”
05.  Donovan: “Wild Mountain Thyme” 

 (exclusive new track)
06.  Roger McGuinn with Judy Collins: “John Riley”
07.  John Wesley Harding: “Canadee-I-O” 
08.    Bernice Johnson Reagon with Kim 

and Reggie Harris: “Oh Mary, Don’t You Weep” 
09.  Pete Seeger: “Going Across the Mountain” 
10.  Frank Proffitt: “Tom Dooley” 
11.  Guardabarranco:“Asturias”
12.  Lila Downs: “El Quinto Regimiento” 
13.  Aoife Clancy: “Are You Sleepin’, Maggie?”
14.  Alec Stone Sweet: “Mrs. Poer, or, The Concerto” 
15.  Jody Stecher and Kate Brislin:“Sow ’Em on the Mountain” 
16.  Steve Young: “Little Birdie” 
17.  Mike Seeger and Peggy Seeger: “Cindy” 
18.  Sharon Katz and the Peace Train: “Sanalwami” 
19.  Danny Glover and Rev. Robert B. Jones, Sr.: 

 “Keep Your Lamps Trimmed and Burning”  
20.  Kim & Reggie Harris: “Wade in the Water”
21.  John Stewart and Darwin’s Army: “Bay of Mexico” 
22.  Tommy Sands with Dolores Keane 

& Vedran Smailovic: “Where Have All the Flowers Gone”   

6 11587 11422 8

Title: Appleseed’s 21st Anniversary: Roots and Branches 
Artist: various artists 
Catalog number:  
UPC: 611587114228 
File under: folk/bluegrass 
Street date:
Key Markets: Boston, New York, Philadelphia,  
Washington DC, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland OR.
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ELECTRO DELUXE 

CIRCLE LIVE and SQUARE REMIXES 
RELEASE DATE: IMMEDIATE 

 
CD: 00187-6671-5 

UPC: 3700187667153 

 
CD: 00187-6678-7 

UPC: 3700187667870 
      

En dépit d’un nom semblant prétendre le contraire, ELECTRO DELUXE n’est pourtant 

plus un groupe électro, surtout depuis que James Copley s’est installé définitivement 

dans le fauteuil de chanteur attitré. Pour ce nouvel album, samplers, machines et 

platines ont d’ailleurs été rangés sous housse, et c’est avec une recherche absolue 

d’authenticité que « CIRCLE » a été pensé et réalisé. 

Depuis, en enchaînant les tournées en Europe et partout en France, et en s’imposant 

dans les festivals les plus prestigieux (Montreal Jazz Festival, Printemps de Bourges…), 

comme sur les scènes les plus mythiques, ELECTRO DELUXE s’est forgé une identité 

éclectique et libre, solidement ancrée dans les classiques du jazz, de la soul ou du funk, 

tout en envoyant un groove décapant et inattendu, dans lequel résonne, plus que 

jamais, l’appel du live… 

 



KARIN PLATO    This Could Be The One         
“This Could Be The One” is Vancouver based vocalist/composer 
Karin Plato’s �rst release in almost a decade. For this recording 
she includes mostly original songs composed over a span of 
several years as well as a few songs from other genres of music 
including country, pop and jazz speci�cally arranged for her
quintet (Karin Plato, Chris Gestrin, James Danderfer, Laurence 
Mollerup and Joe Poole) with guest trombonist Rod Murray on
two songs plus guest vocalist blues star Jim Byrnes sings on a 
duet with Karin and vocalist Rebecca Shoichet on another duet.

Karin describes the songs and themes as “characters” many of 
us meet in our life journey. Some of the songs are more related 
to a feeling or an experience and some are more desirable than 
others. We may �nd ourselves savouring a hot summer day, 
breezeless and calm, �lled with the scent of sweet �owers. 
On occasion we meet identi�able characters: insomnia, love. 
There may be a loss where sadness envelopes the heart or the 
opposite may take place; true happiness. It’s all a part of the 
beautiful gave of life.

“A �ne composer, she writes some lines that a lesser singer 
would not be able to execute…there’s the delicate voice that 
seems caress each note but on this release, she is also singing 
out!”  ~ Dianne Donovan host of Voices In Jazz CKUA Radio

“Conveys a sense of reserved melancholy…Thanks to the 
absolutely impeccable production, there is a lot of wide-open 
space in the sound”
~ Stuart Derdeyn The Vancouver Sun/The Vancouver Province

“Hearts certainly interact on Ms. Plato’s 11-song seventh album, 
especially when she and blues singer Jim Byrnes duet on 
What Came Before.”  ~Malcolm Parry THE VANCOUVER SUN

Artist - Karin Plato
File Under - K Plato Vocal Jazz
Label - Stikjazz Music Independent
Release Date - Nov 2/2018

UPC Number - 875531014730
Format - CD (11 tracks)

Track Listing
1. This Could Be The One – 3:42 -  Karin Plato 
2. I’ve Just Seen A Face – 6:00 - Lennon & McCartney 
3. Sweet Summer – 5:30 – Karin Plato
4. July – 8:45 – Karin Plato
5. Take Time – 4:14 – Karin Plato
6. I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry – 4:47 – Hank Williams
7. What Came Before – 3:53 – Karin Plato
8. Life Is A Beautiful Game – 3:47 – Karin Plato
9. Insomnia – 6:15 – Karin Plato
10. Heart and Soul – 4:27 – H. Carmichael & F. Loesser
11. Sorrow – 4:40 – Karin Plato

Recorded at The Warehouse Studio in Vancouver July 2017
Producer – Karin Plato
Recording & Mixing Engineer - Sheldon Zaharko
Assistant Engineer – Nick Civiero
Mastering Engineer – Graemme Brown
Arrangements – Karin Plato

www.karinplato.com
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The act of escaping that which is predestined. / A hustle.
Reto A Ichi is a sonic tabula rasa for Guillermo Herren AKA Prefuse 
73. There are identifiable elements of the artist you already know - an 
uncanny sense for rhythm, an ability to shape samples and frequenci-
es like clay, an affinity for the subtle changes of repetition - yet this is 
first and foremost music born from the need for silence. There is no 
easy entrance point or index for the listener.
The first album, The Lapse of Exchange, is the sound of life as heard 
from a small Chinatown window in downtown Manhattan, the thunder 
of populism on the horizon. The album opens with music that reflects 
the inherent tension between the life of the artist - the self-doubt, the 
late nights, the aspirations - and the world outside - the hustle and 
bustle of a city that never sleeps, the wars abroad, the politicians at 
home. It's a tension felt in the repeating, circling keys of "Let The 
Pianos Freeze", the pulsating rhythms of "No Juntos", or the call and 
response of pitched vocal samples in "A Sword In The Rain". Ultimate-
ly it all becomes too much for our unwitting hero: the car horns outside 
the window, the 24 hour news cycle, the early stages of an election 
that tears down any remaining semblance of normality. Reto A’ichi can 
no longer grasp his humanity or connect to that of people around him. 

With the walls closing in, he packs his small life and escapes. This 
change in situation is reflected in the second half of the album, with 
tension giving way to a rush of emotions: modulated elation on "All 
Regrets", sweeping melancholy on "Tuesdays Always Awful", and 
soaring hope on "Broad Plant Pt.2".
On Alone Moving Often, the second album, we find Reto A’ichi away 
from the city, lost in the vastness of empty summer houses and the 
complications that solitude brings. Sitting in the prison of his own 
quiet, Reto A’ichi seeks to capture the essence of silence: the compo-
sitions are stripped back further ("Pforever Reto"), the instruments 
given prominence ("So Contra"), and the chaos of the city replaced by 
the cacophony of nature ("Criminality"). To be alone, one must learn to 
constantly move in both work and purpose. As the rest of the record 
unfolds, Reto A’ichi comes to realize that nothing is ever truly quiet 
and that to run from the world is to simply find yourself in another part 
of it. A sense of acceptance for these unsettling realities is reflected in 
the music, from the harsher tones and frequencies that resonate 
throughout "Noise Counter Melody" and "Ghost Arpeggio" to the 
heavy stroke of the keys on "Alone Moving Often" and the haunting 
drone of "Mountainside Hillside".

PRODUCT INFO

Release Date  02.11.2018
Artist  Reto A Ichi
Title  The Lapse Of The Exchange /
          Alone Moving Often

Packaging   2CD / 2LP + DL card

RETO A ICHI   THE LAPSE OF THE EXCHANGE  /  ALONE MOVING OFTEN

CDKEY POINTS

•  New alias of Guillermo Scott

    Herren, also known as Prefuse 73

•  Includes 4 panel comic visualization

    of the music

•  LP includes download card

•  Tour dates to support release

TRACKLISTING THE LAPSE OF THE EXCHANGE
01/A1  These Times Are Closing (Intro)
02/A2  Gambling in the Snow
03/A3  Let the Pianos Freeze
04/A4  No Juntos
05/A5  It's Her Birthday
06/A6  A Sword in the Rain
07/A7  Zato Lullaby Pt.2
08/B1  All Regrets
09/B2  The Leaning Tower of Our Leaders
10/B3  Tuesday Always Awful
11/B4  Percussions, Hearts and Airs
12/B5  Broad Plant Pt.2
13/B6  These Times Are Closing (Outro)
14/B7  Not Enough Gravity (Reprise)

TRACKLISTING ALONE MOVING OFTEN

01/A1  Criminality

02/A2  The World According to West 50th Pt.1

03/A3  So Contra

04/A4  Pforever Reto

05/A5  The World According to West 50th Pt.2

06/A6  Duration Meditation

07/A7  Everything in the Air

08/B1  Magazine PM

09/B2  Alone Moving Often

10/B3  Noise Counter Melody

11/B4  Mountainside Hillside

12/B5  Ghost Arpeggio

7 30003 73632 2

LP
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 ARTIST Savages Y Suefo  

TITLE Brotherhood  
FORMAT CD / LP  

PACKAGING Digipac / Standard  
LABEL Agogo Records  

    

   

GENRE International Pop / Soul  

REL. DATE Nov 2nd  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Tracklisting 
CD 
01. Brotherhood feat. KRSA 
02. Revolution feat. Ashley Slater 
03. Keep Going On feat. Bryant Goodmann 
04. All My Life Is In This Bag feat. Denise M’Baye 

05. Come Away With Me feat. Fedora 
06. It Works feat. M3NSA 
07. People Kill People feat. Ashley Slater 
08. Pass It On feat. KRSA & Bogár 
09. Bad Man’s Ballad feat. Bryant Goodman & Bogár 
10. Wings feat. Denise M’Baye & M3NSA 
11. Life Is Love feat. Ashley Slater 
12. All Is Blues 

 
LP 
A1. Brotherhood feat. KRSA 
A2. Revolution feat. Ashley Slater 
A3. Keep Going On feat. Bryant Goodmann 
A4. All My Life Is In This Bag feat. Denise M’Baye 
A5. Come Away With Me feat. Fedora 
 
B1. It Works feat. M3NSA 
B2. People Kill People feat. Ashley Slater 

B3. Pass It On feat. KRSA & Bogár 
B4. Wings feat. Denise M’Baye & M3NSA 
B5. All Is Blues 
 

 
 
After the release of their playful debut album "Worldstyle" the Budapest 
duo are now returning with their 2nd album "Brotherhood" and this time 

their message is more serious. The music if often summons blues 
elements but also influenced by dub, funk and a little hip-hop while the 
lyrics are mainly about the social and personal problems of our time 

interpreted by talented guest vocalists from all over the world.  
 
The guest performance of KRSA puts the point on the letter “i” in 

“Brotherhood” and in the other reggae-inspired song “Pass It On”. Being 
one of the dominant figures of the Hungarian ska movement he is an 
important guest on the album.  

As the main driving force behind the 90’s very popular and recently 
revived British band Freak Power Ashely Slater needs no introduction. 
He has worked with Dub Pistols, Dublex Inc., or Fort Knox Five, and his 

talents and professional performances are turbocharges three 
completely different songs. “Revolution!“ has previously released in 2016 
as a 7” single and features dazzling electro blues and Ashley’s food for 

thought lyrics. In “Life Is Love” he proves that his talent has no barriers 
whether he sings lonely doo-woptempo or the dub-ska of “People Kill 
People” which is a unique cover of Éric Serra’s seminal 80’s cult classic 

“Guns & People”.  
 
Denise M'Baye known as the MC/singer of Mo'Horizons is featured in 

two downtempo tracks. “Wings” is a laidback song about love while and 
“All My Life Is In This Bag” smuggles back a little bit of the mood of 
“Worldstyle”.  

 
Fedora is the best-known female MC/singer of the Hungarian bass music 
life. She made her own solo album in 2017. With “Come Away With Me” 

she proves that she’s not only an bass music MC, but a great singer with 
deep emotions.  
Another guest from Hungary is the lead singer of the downtempo-funk 

band Mystical Plants. Bryant Goodman contributes to the album in two 
different tracks with his gravelly voice. “Bad Man’s Ballad is bittersweet 
song about the average politician of our age while “Keep Going On” on 

the other hand is full of playfulness and delivers a short but positive 
message.  
 

At last but not least we have the Ghanaian M3NSA on the board from 
Fokn Bois and RedRed. His lyrics in “It Works” is very motivating for 
everyone and spreads the message of not giving up even if the world is 

seemingly against you.  
 
Savages Y Suefo’s new album “Brotherhood” is a lot different from their 

previous one in many ways but it remained just as eclectic as its 
predecessor “Worldstyle” and still proves Savages Y Suefo’s wide 
interest and openness in music that is needed today... and not just in 

music. 

 

Savages Y Suefo - Brotherhood  
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This Is My Dinner was written during Sun Kil Moon’s November 
2017 European tour. The album was recorded November 18, 
2017 at TAPF Studio in Copenhagen and December 7, 8, 9, 
2017 at Hyde Street Studios in San Francisco.
Music by Tony Scherr, Ben Boye, and Ramon Fermin. Words 
by Mark Kozelek. The album includes versions of AC/DC’s 
“Rock ‘N’ Roll Singer,” The Partridge Family’s “Come On Get 
Happy,” and John Connolly's “Chapter 87 of He” set to music.
Musicians include Tony Scherr, Jim White, Scott McPherson, 
Ben Boye, Ramon Fermin, Chris Connolly and special guest 
Jordan Cook.

TRACK LISTING:
1. This Is Not Possible
2. This Is My Dinner 
3. Linda Blair 
4. Copenhagen
5. Candles
6. David Cassidy
7. Come On Get Happy 
8. Rock ‘N’ Roll Singer 
9. Soap for Joyful Hands
10. Chapter 87 of He

Artist: Sun Kil Moon
Title: This is My Dinner 
Street Date:  11/2/2018

SUN KIL MOON
THIS IS MY DINNER 
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CD

lp

limiteD eDition 
“Steel” Color 
vinyl lp

Thought Gang
Thought Gang

traCk liSting:
Stalin Revisited (2:02)
Logic and Common Sense (3:35)
One Dog Bark (3:07)
Woodcutters From Fiery Ships (4:35)
A Real Indication (5:35)
Jack Paints It Red (3:41)
A Meaningless Conversation (3:14)
Frank 2000 Prelude (1:54)
Multi-Tempo Wind Boogie (4:10)
The Black Dog Runs at Night (1:46)
Frank 2000 (16:41)
Summer Night Noise (9:03)

key information / Selling pointS:
Hometown / Key Markets: 
Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Chicago

Selling Points:
“Steel” color vinyl limited to 1000 units
Legendary early ’90s experimental jazz recordings by 
David Lynch and Angelo Badalamenti
Music has appeared in pieces in Lynch’s film and TV 
work but never seen the light of day as a proper release

Related Catalog:
SBR-109 David Lynch The Big Dream CD/LP
SBR-110 David Lynch Bad the John Boy 12"
SBR-3018 David Lynch and Marek Zebrowski Polish 
Night Music LP

RiYL: David Lynch, Angelo Badalamenti, free jazz

genre: Experimental/Jazz
releaSe Date: 11-2-2018

vinyl iS not retUrnable

label ContaCt:
Sacred Bones Records
www.sacredbonesrecords.com

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

By the time Twin Peaks’ second season had aired and Fire Walk With Me had just 
begun principle production, Thought Gang had been born. The esoteric jazz 
side-project of David Lynch and Angelo Badalamenti evolved from the seeds 
of Twin Peaks’ trademark slow cool jazz and blossomed into more experimen-
tal pastures: horizonless vistas of acid-soaked free-jazz, laced with spoken word 
narratives and sprawling noisescapes. Fire Walk With Me’s soundtrack would ulti-
mately showcase two preliminary tracks (“A Real Indication” and “The Black Dog 
Runs at Night”) from a full-length album that wouldn’t see release for two-and-a-
half decades. Beginning in May 1992 and continuing throughout 1993, the bulk 
of the remaining material for the album was recorded in pieces, and dove-tailed 
into a string of contracted sessions for other Lynch-Badalamenti projects. 

In the years following, fragments and working versions of Thought Gang 
material would make appearances in everything from a Lynch-helmed Adidas 
commercial to scenes in Hotel Room, Mulholland Dr., Inland Empire, deleted 
scenes from Fire Walk With Me, and most expansively utilized in Showtime’s 
third season of Twin Peaks. “Frank 2000” and “Summer Night Noise,” as well as 
an alternate instrumental mix of “Logic and Common Sense,” would score scenes 
from season three and aid in defining the show’s distinctly experimental, noise-
tilted soundtrack. 

“It’s sort of like jet-fueled jazz in a weird way…but it’s all based on stories,” says 
Lynch. “It’s Modern Music.” 

Those two words seem to efficiently capture both Thought Gang’s essence and 
distinctively genre-less genre. Quite often music that finds release beyond its 
decade of creation experiences a bit of an aural patina resulting from the process 
of marinating in the ether of time. Perplexingly, Thought Gang retains a contem-
porary quality difficult to quantify. Fittingly, the resulting album somehow still 
sounds “modern” and will continue to remain “modern,” decades upon decades 
after is creation. 
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Artist:	KAELAN	MIKLA	
Title:	Nott	Eftir	Nott	 	 	

	 	 		
	 	UPC	CD:	628070635924	

UPC	VINYL	(Clear):	628070635993	
	

Street	Date	(CD):	11/09/2018	/	Street	Date	(VINYL):	12/07/2018		

“Threatening darkwave rumblings beneath 
ominous monologues broadcast in their 

mother tongue and the occasional 
cathartic, blood-curdling banshee wail.” 

-Louise Brown, Roadburn Festival 
 

“Unique and mesmerizing.” 
-Hans Rollmann, Pop Matters 

SALES	BULLETS:	
• Invited	 personally	 by	 Robert	 Smith	 (The	 Cure)	 to	

play	 Meltdown	 Festival	 and	 The	 Cure’s	 40th	
Anniversary	in	Hyde	Park	

• Spring	2018	tour	completed	with	Drab	Majesty.	
• Fall	2018	tour	with	King	Dude.	
• Confirmed	for	Iceland	Airwaves	2018.	
• Other	 2018	 Festival	 dates	 include	 Roadburn	 and	

Fekete	Zaj.	
• Title	track	recorded,	produced,	and	mixed	by	Icelandic	producer	Bang	Gang.	
• 2018	press	has	included	FACT	Mag,	Pop	Matters,	Bandcamp	Daily,	and	Drowned	in	Sound	
• Special	collectors’	vinyl	on	milky-clear.	
• Full	press	and	social	media	ads	via	Artoffact	Records.	
• Canadian	press	campaign	handled	by	Looters	/	US	press	campaign	handled	by	The	Chain	/	UK	&	EU	press	

TRACK	LISTING:	
1.	Gandreið	
2.	Nornalagið	
3.	Hvernig	kemst	ég	upp?	
4.	Skuggadans	
5.	Draumadís	
6.	Næturblóm	
7.	Andvaka	
8.	Nótt	eftir	nótt	
9.	Dáið	er	allt	án	drauma	

INFORMATION:	
Icelandic	post-punk	trio	Kælan	Mikla	returns	for	the	group’s	third	album,	Nótt	eftir	nótt.	
	
Topping	a	year	that	catapulted	the	band	onto	stages	shared	with	the	likes	of	The	Cure	and	Placebo,	Nótt	Eftir	Nótt	
is	 Kælan	Mikla	at	 their	most	 confident,	 and	 their	most	deadly.	 It’s	been	 five	years	 since	Margrét	 Rósa,	 Laufey	
Soffia,	and	Sólveig	Matthildur	 formed	the	band	in	Reykjavik,	and	after	several	tours	and	high-profiles	stages,	as	
well	 as	 two	 critically-acclaimed	 albums,	 Kælan	 Mikla	 has	 truly	 brought	 their	 A-game.	
	
Starting	off	quietly	with	a	creepy,	gothed-out	and	ethereal	 intro,	Nótt	Eftir	Nótt	erupts	with	post-punk	brilliance	
and	 synthlines	 that	 harken	 back	 to	 the	 bad	 old	 days	 of	 the	 Batcave,	 big	 hair,	 and	 Egyptian-inspired	 eye-liner.	
Tracks	 like	the	melancholy	“Hvernig	kemst	ég	upp?”	 are	wonderfully	delightful,	while	the	band	goes	 for	 the	big	
goth	dance	number	on	“Skuggadans,”	succeeding	with	glorious	ease.	Near	the	end	of	Nótt	Eftir	Nótt,	when	you’ve	
already	ingested	a	healthy	dose	of	Diamanda	Galas	meets	The	Birthday	Party,	the	title	track,	produced	by	popular	
Icelandic	 electronic	 wizard	 Bang	 Gang,	 is	 basically	 perfect.	
	
Hot	on	 the	heels	 of	 shows	at	Roadburn,	Meltdown,	 and	The	 Cure’s	 40th	 Anniversary,	 as	well	 as	 a	Fall	 tour	
supporting	King	Dude,	Kælan	Mikla	are	set	to	take	their	place	as	one	of	darkest	aural	poets	on	the	world	stage.	
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SALES	BULLETS:	
• 25	year	anniversary	of	a	classic,	pioneering	EBM	album.	
• CD	edition	includes	7	bonus	tracks!		
• Completely	remastered	from	the	original	tapes.	
• Brand	new	cover	design.	
• Special	splatter	vinyl	editions	designed	in	collaboration	with	Apop	front-man	Stephen	Groth.	
• Full	press	and	social	media	ads	via	Artoffact	Records	 /	Canadian	press	campaign	handled	by	

Looters.	

Artist:	APOPTYGMA	BERZERK	
Title:	Soli	Deo	Gloria	(25th	Anniversary)	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	

	
	 	

UPC	CD:	628070636129	

UPC	VINYL	(Purple):	628070636112	/	UPC	VINYL	(Black):	628070636198
	

	
Street	Date	(CD):	11/09/2018	/	Street	Date	(VINYL):	12/07/2018		

TRACK	LISTING:	
1.	Like	Blood	From	The	Beloved	(Part	1)	
2.	Bitch	 	 3.	Burnin'	Heretic	(Album	Version)	
4.	Stitch		 	 5.	Walk	With	Me	
6.	Backdraft	 	 7.	ARP	(808	Edit)	
8.	Spiritual	Reality	 9.	Skyscraping	(Schizophreniac)	
10.	All	Tomorrows	Parties	
11.	The	Sentinel	 	 12.	Ashes	To	Ashes	'93	
13.	Like	Blood	From	The	Beloved	(Part	2)	
	
Bonus	tracks	(CD	only):	
14	-	Borrowed	Time	(Club	Mix)	
15	-	Burning	Heretic	(Crisp	Version)	
16	 -	 The	 Sentinel	 (Nun	 Of	 Your	 Business	 Version	 by	
Blackhouse)	
17	-	Ashes	To	Ashes	(Guitar	Version)	
18	-	ARP	
19	-	Ashes	To	Ashes	(4-Track	Version)	
20 - Backdraft (Sarpsborg Synth Version)  

INFORMATION:	
Norwegian	EBM	pioneers	Apoptygma	Berzerk	have	announced	a	 reissue	 campaign	for	 their	debut	album,	Soli	
Deo	 Gloria,	 with	 Toronto-based	Artoffact	 Records.	 The	 album,	 which	 launched	 Apoptygma	 Berzerk	 into	 the	
spotlight	and	kicked	off	a	career	that	would	see	them	release	with	Columbia,	Gun	Music,	and	The	End,	turns	25	
this	Fall.	
Soli	Deo	Gloria	will	be	reissued	on	LP	and	CD,	with	the	original	13	tracks	remastered	for	vinyl	 from	the	original	
tapes.	The	CD	version	will	include	seven	bonus	tracks,	four	of	which	are	previously	unreleased.	Artoffact	Records	
has	designed	special	splatter	vinyl	editions	in	collaboration	with	Apoptygma	Berzerk's	front-man,	Stephan	Groth,	
which	are	each	limited	to	only	250	units	worldwide.	
Soli	Deo	Gloria	was	a	massive	hit	 for	the	band,	and	 includes	 some	of	 their	best-loved	songs,	 including	Bitch	and	
Burnin’	Heretic.		
Apoptygma	 Berzerk	 was	 formed	 in	 1989	 and	 has	 released	 six	 studio	 albums,	 several	 live	 albums	 and	 best	 of	
collections,	 and	 a	 series	 of	 experimental	 EPs.	 The	 band	 has	 played	 live	 on	 every	 continent	 in	 the	 world	 save	
Antarctica.	Artoffact	Records	has	previously	designed	deluxe	vinyl	and	cassette	reissues	of	some	of	Apoptygma's	
best-loved	releases.	
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SALES	BULLETS:	
• Unearthed,	previously	unreleased	Skinny	Puppy	demos	and	outtakes	
• Includes	collaborations	with	Bill	Leeb	(Front	Line	Assembly,	Delerium)	
• Stayed	at	#1	on	Bandcamp	for	one	week	upon	announcement	
• Interviews	confirmed:	Bandcamp	Daily,	Rue	Morgue,	Sonic	Seducer	
• Limited	collectors’	yellow	vinyl	available	
• Facebook	ads	will	run	targeting	Skinny	Puppy	fans	in	October	
• Full	press	and	social	media	ads	via	Artoffact	Records	/	Canadian	press	campaign	handled	by	Looters.	

Artist:	CEVIN	KEY	
Title:	Brap	and	Forth	Vol.	8	 	 	 	

	 	 	

	UPC	CD:	628070636426	

UPC	VINYL	(Yellow):	628070636495	/	UPC	VINYL	(Black):	628070636491		
Street	Date	(CD):	11/09/2018	/	Street	Date	(VINYL):	12/07/2018		

TRACK	LISTING:	
1.	Scratch	BRAP	(1988)	
2.	cEvin	Key	&	Wilhelm	Schroeder	-	Remember	Ash	
(1984)	
3.	Pathway	(1983	demo)	
4.	Home	BASS	(1984	back	and	forth	out-take)	
5.	Doobie	Drive	(1984	out-take)	
6.	coma	(1984)	03:26	 	
7.	dont	look	behind	your	eyes	(1984)	
8.	Floating	(dragon	experience	1985	out-take)	
9.	scraPpy	BrapPy	(remnant	slice	1984)	
10.	cEvin	Key	&	Wilhelm	Schroeder	-	FlyZ	(1984)	
11.	ChromaDOG	(Remission	demo	1984)	
12.	cEvin	Key	&	Wilhelm	Schroeder	-	Jam	Brak	(1983)	
13.	sniper	(1984)	
14.	lifeRAMP	(2001)	
	
Live	2018	
KAIJU	Ongaku,	October	28th,	Tokyo,	Japan	

INFORMATION:	
Bites	and	Remission-era	demos,	out-takes,	and	braps	by	Skinny	Puppy’s	founder.		
In	the	early	days	of	Skinny	Puppy,	when	the	band	was	mostly	just	an	idea,	cEvin	Key	spent	much	of	his	time	in	his	apartment,	
recording	demos	and	experimenting	with	electronic	equipment.	These	recordings,	some	of	which	went	on	to	be	the	basis	for	
early	Skinny	Puppy	releases	like	Back	and	Forth,	Bites,	and	Remission,	are	finally	released	as	part	of	the	famous	Back	and	
Forth	series,	through	Toronto-based	Artoffact	Records.		
Brap	and	Forth	Vol.	8	is	a	collection	of	a	dozen	demos,	out-takes,	and	braps	by	cEvin	Key,	recorded	between	1983	and	1985.	
The	collection	finally	gives	us	a	glimpse	into	the	birth	of	Skinny	Puppy,	those	first	experiments	that	would	blossom	and	contort	
into	 the	visionary	sound	of	 the	band’s	 first	albums.	A	dozen	Bites	and	Remission-era	demos	are	presented	here,	 transferred	
from	cEvin	Key’s	own	archive,	restored,	and	remastered.	Three	of	the	recordings	feature	Wilhelm	Schroeder,	aka	Bill	 Leeb,	
founder	and	singer	of	Front	Line	Assembly,	and	of	course	an	early	Skinny	Puppy	band-member.		
The	release	is	bookended	by	two	other	demos	from	later	periods,	perhaps	to	emphasize	the	centrality	that	the	earlier	material	
represents.		
Artoffact Records will be releasing Brap and Forth Vol. 8 on CD, vinyl, and digital formats. There are several versions of 
the vinyl: an audiophile black edition and a limited yellow vinyl edition will receive wider release. The vinyl itself comes in a 
beautifully designed gatefold sleeve, with a digital version available to Bandcamp customers. The first pressing of the CD 
edition is housed in a beautifully designed digipak.  
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TRACK LISTING : OVERVIEW :

RELEASE DATE :

GENRE :
PACKAGING :

November 9, 2018

Indie / Alternative
JACKET / WALLET

RECOMMENDED IF YOU LIKE :

VINYL NON-RETURNABLE.

2:51
2:30
3:23
3:03
4:58
3:49
3:54
1:03
3:09
3:08

1
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Occasional Din is a sunny shoebox diorama for the eternal pessimist. Over the past 
decade, songs by Chicago artist J Fernandez have appeared like unexpected gifts, 
each time invoking a holiday we didn't realize existed. Like all good holidays, his 
songs are imbued with a mythical energy, full of curious moods, charmed settings and 
the timelessness of a familiar moment.

J Fernandez started as the eponymous home recording project of Arkansas born 
Justin Fernandez, who came to Chicago in 2008 to work for map company Rand 
McNally. After three EPs, his 2015 debut LP, Many Levels of Laughter, attracted high 
praise from the music press – including 8/10s from UNCUT and NME, plus end of year 
nods from Under The Radar and Brooklyn Vegan, who called it “one of 2015’s most 
underrated albums”. That year also saw him share the stage with the likes of 
Unknown Mortal Orchestra, Alvvays, Mitski, and Ezra Furman. 

Fernandez is a hunter of what is lost and a seeker for that which is forgotten, 
spending his free time photographing missing gloves which have been split from their 
other half, or scouring the Craigslist collectibles section for treasures otherwise 
consigned to oblivion. He celebrates the mundane, allowing it to permeate his music 
and its surrounding ephemera - the album’s minimal artwork is even designed to look 
like packaging, more like a candy bar or box of cigarettes than an album cover. 

Fernandez starts skeletons of songs with an organ and a Casio drum machine. 
Through endless revisions and tweaks, he builds and rebuilds each into complex 
arrangements. With Occasional Din, he mines the sound of the past; drawing 
influences from vintage Italian pop and soundtrack composers like Bruno Nicolai, 
Alessandro Alessandroni, and Mina, as well as their American contemporaries like The 
Free Design and Margo Guryan. Enlisting the mixing services of Cooper Crain (Bonnie 
Prince Billy, Circuit Des Yeux, Bitchin Bajas), along with utilizing instruments such as 
vibraphone and clavinet, Fernandez fleshes out the orchestration and flair for 
experimentation he began to explore in his debut. This also meant a diligent 
month-long search for a harpsichord which ended with him recording in a stranger’s 
basement.

Lyrically, Fernandez expands on previous themes of isolation by exploring topics such 
as climate change, trend-forecasting and data collection - the song ‘Rewards’ is 
written in the form of an online survey - but where Many Levels of Laughter merely 
pointed out these 21st-century anxieties, Occasional Din becomes their anthem. 
“Overall the mood is pretty bleak, but I think the musical content balances it out. I 
was aiming to write a feel-good soundtrack but with somewhat grim lyrics,” Fernan-
dez says. The result is a playful pop record that holds a kaleidoscopic mirror up to our 
need for escapism.

Common Sense
Unwind
Volcanic Winter
Don't Need Anything
Wildfire
Expressive Machine
Rewards
Assorted Balloons
Method Acting
Light Years

Robin Hitchcock
Tim Buckley
Weyes Blood
Carl Sagan
Andy Shauf
The Byrds
Broadcast

VINYL INCLUDES DOWNLOAD

joyful noise recordings
joyfulnoiserecordings.com

Amber Vinyl
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CD    
 

LP     
 

 

Vinyl is non-returnable

GENRE :  
FILE UNDER : i.e. “B” BEAST  “H” Holtkamp, Koen
RELEASE DATE :  November 9, 2018
NO EXPORT (JAPAN, S. AMERICA EXPORT OK)

BEAST
Ens

*90377-AEHFBg

*9037H-AEHFCd

SALES POINTS

BEAST is Koen Holtkamp of Mountains, his duo with 
fellow Thrill Jockey Artist, Brendan Anderegg

Ens is Beast’s Thrill Jockey debut, a visually inspired 
ensemble of rhythmic, electronic pieces

Beast previous LPs Vol 1 and Vol 2 were extremely limited  
and quickly sold out

LP version pressed on virgin vinyl and packaged with free 
download coupon. Limited quantities pressed on clear 
vinyl. CD version packaged in mini-LP style envelope.

“Holtkamp and Anderegg deliver a kind of 21st century 
folk music – one that’s immersed in the aesthetics of 
modern technology yet retains a very natural, very 
approachable sound. Absolutely gorgeous music and a 
massive recommendation.” – Boomkat

“[Koen Holtkamp] shows that one can create process live 
or in the studio and the results point to the same thing: 
a world worth listening to. At the very least, Holtkamp’s 
world certainly is. So get to it. (But take your time once 
you get there.)” - Line of Best Fit

“Koen Holtkamp’s primary directive is to make your 
journey through inner space both safe and enlightening.” 
- Ad Hoc

On November 9th, 2018, Koen Holkamp (of Mountains) will 
release his Thrill Jockey debut as BEAST, entitled Ens. Crafted 
leading up to and after the birth of Koen’s first child, Ens is a 
profoundly intimate and heartfelt journey into the composer’s 
psyche. BEAST reins in his sprawling sound with new resolve, 
crafting tightly constructed pieces of engaging and ecstatic beauty.

BEAST’s initial releases simply titled Vol 1 & Vol 2 were 
performance-centric limited editions and were directly linked 
to a series of visual environments Holtkamp created with 3D 
laser projections. As a purely studio project, Ens takes on a more 
precise and contemplative approach, utilizing finely tuned virtual 
instruments to create a wealth of beautiful, idyllic textures. The 
simple beauty of Holtkamp’s music explains the recent surge 
in interest of both his solo material and Mountains’ albums, via 
popular ambient and electronic playlists.

As BEAST, Holtkamp has nimbly altered his process of creating 
dense, immersive music. Ens stands as not only the culmination 
of his newfound methods, but also a deeply personal  moment. In 
crafting the graceful and passionate sonic tapestries into compact 
compositions, BEAST’s Ens masterfully melds the earthbound and 
the ethereal.

@thrilljockey

TRACK LISTING: 

1.  Paprika Shorts
2.  Color Feel
3.  Boketto
4.  Edb

5.   Staren
6.   Miniature
7.   For Otto

*90377-EHFBBb
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BON DE PRÉCOMMANDE - RAP / HIP HOP - Sortie le 02.11.2018

Gaël Faye - Des Fleurs
02.11.2018

Rap / Hip Hop
Gaël Faye

Des Fleurs

M6830      
3700187668303 

Allpoints

Après plus d’un an de tournée, découvrez les titres inédits du live. 
Révélation scène des Victoires de la Musique 2018

PROMOTION
 PRESSE 

Chroniques et interviews dans Les Inrocks - Le Monde – Libé – Le Parisien –
Le Figaro – L’Humanité – La Croix – 20 Minutes – Les Echos - Le JDD – L’Express - 
L’Obs – Society - Magic– Causette – Tsugi – Technikart – GQ  

 RADIOS 

France Inter, itv et live sur : 
Foule sentimentale – Didier Varrot / Le Nouveau Rendez-Vous - Laurent Goumarre
La Bande Originale - Nagui

RTL, Itv et live sur : Le Grand Studio / FIP : Sous les jupes de FIP

RFI : La Bande Passante  / Vous m’en direz des nouvelles / News

NOVA : De la tête aux pieds /  L’heure de Pointe de Xavier de Lapointe / A la dérive

 TV 

France 2 : Itv Alcaline  / France 5 : C à vous / Arte : Tracks / Le journal de la 

culture / Canal + : Le Tube 

 WEB
Konbini, Inrocks, Télérama, Huffington Post, i-D, Brain, Général Pop, Greenroom

 DIGITAL
Campagne Le Monde-Télérama / Campagne Klox / Campagne sponsoring FB 
Campagne pre-roll Youtube

concert / live
MAMA FESTIVAL - PARIS 
ELMEDIATOR - PERPIGNAN
LA BELLE ELECTRIQUE - GRENOBLE
CSC LA BLAISERIE - POITIERS
LA LAITERIE - STRASBOURG
LE MOLOCO - AUDINCOURT
CHABADA - ANGERS
LA NOUVELLE VAGUE – SAINT MALO
LE NORMANDY – SAINT-LÔ
LA CARTONNERIE – REIMS
OLYMPIA - PARIS

19 OCT 
15 NOV 
16 NOV 
17 NOV
22 NOV 
23 NOV 
24 NOV
29 NOV 
30 NOV
01 DEC 
05 DEC

Après 2 EP acclamés par la critique, un livre bestseller, une Victoire de la Musique et une tournée de plus d’un an, Gaël Faye offre 
aujourd’hui un EP de titres inédits. Un cadeau aux fans qui ont pu le suivre sur la route et qui avaient découverts ces titres en live.
Cet EP marque un pas de plus vers son premier album, en cours d’écriture, et offre des titres dansants taillés pour la scène ainsi qu’une 
touchante ballade avec Flavia Coelho, une bulle d’énergie pour mieux combattre l’injustice et le cynisme actuel.

ACTU Son livre “Petit Pays” en cours d’adaptation au cinema et en bande dessinée 

TRACKLISTING Balade brésilienne feat. Flavia Coelho / Jackie Jacky Jack / By / Tropical / Dinosaures



UPC:
798576541620

CD
Available Formats:

4:10
3:37
4:23
3:53
4:31
2:56
2:26
4:21
4:09
2:07
4:12

Tracklist: 
01 Welcome
02 Lachrymose
03 Reminder
04 Whores
05 Trixies
06 Camel
07 Selling Ourselves
08 See Me Out
09 Cradles
10 Sadswell
11 Mysteries

Selling Points: 
• Hometown: Indianapolis, IN

• Sync placement for their song “Garden View” in the YouTube Premium show Sideswiped - released July 2018

• Debut album Garden View peaked in the top 150 in both the CMJ (R.I.P.) and NACC radio charts

• Lead singer Wes Cook’s new solo project Marmelade released its debut single in August 2018, EP coming soon

• Tidal Rising playlist cover in July 2018

Some Context: 
Hales Corner’s self-titled second album is a perfect balance between 
the band’s debut album Garden View, a collection of bedroom-
recorded, summery guitar songs, and their dynamic live performances. 

As before, the intricate melodic interplay between lead singer Wes Cook 
and guitarist Caleb Adams remains the beating heart of Hales Corner, 
from the opening notes of the first song “Welcome” to the striking 
chorus of album-standout “Trixies” to the charming verses of “Cradles”. 
However, the additions of Earl on drums, Chelsea (Wes’ sister) on 
backing vocals, and Wes himself on clarinet further enliven the music.

Artist:
Hales Corner
Catalog Number: 

Available Format: 
CD
Genres: 
Indie Rock, Americana,
and a touch of “Alternative”

Title: 
Hales Corner
Resolicitation Date: 
November 9, 2018

Recommended If You Like: 
Real Estate, Kevin Krauter, 
Kurt Vile, The National

Hales Corner Hales Corner

Darling Recordings
Pittsburgh, PA

016
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ABOUT THIS RECORD

Release Date  Formats   Packaging  
NOVEMBER 16, 2018 CD / LP / LP-C1  LP JACKET / CD WALLET  

Catalog Number  Genre   Return Policy
WV182   JAZZ / AMBIENT    VINYL IS NON-RETURNABLE

TRACK LIST

Anne, the second album By Toronto saxophonist and composer Joseph Shabason, is a 
tonal essay on degenerative illness. Delicately and compassionately woven with interviews 
of Shabason’s mother from whom the album takes its name, Anne finds its creator navigat-
ing a labyrinth of subtle and tragic emotions arising from his mother's struggle with 
Parkinson’s disease. Across the nine vivid postcards of jazz-laden ambience that comprise 
the album, Shabason unwraps these difficult themes with great care and focus revealing 
the unseen aspects of degenerative diseases that force us to re-examine common notions 
of self, identity, and mortality. 

Shabason’s uncanny ability to manoeuvre through such microscopic feelings is mirrored by 
his capacity to execute a similar tightrope-walk through musical genres. His music 
occupies a specific space that is as palpable as it is difficult to pin labels to. On Anne’s 
second track “Deep Dark Divide” rays of effected saxophone shine behind clouds of digital 
synthesizer that echoes the sound of jazz in the late 80s, but with a Jon Hassell-esque 
depth of sensibility that consciously subverts the stylistic inoffensiveness of that era. There 
is detail and idiosyncrasy beneath Shabason’s dawn-of-the-CD-era sheen that elevates the 
album far beyond a mere aesthetic exercise.

Still, the sounds on Anne are not so experimentally opaque as to stand in the way of the 
album’s through-line of sincerity and emotionality. When dissonance is employed it is 
punctual and meaningful, like on album-middler “Fred and Lil” where a six-minute cascade 
of breathy textures builds suddenly to an agitated growl, only to abruptly give way to Anne 
Shabason speaking intimately about her relationship to her own parents. Snippets of such 
conversations see her taking on something like a narrator role across Anne while the sound 
of her voice itself is sometimes effected to become a musical texture entwined into the 
fabric of the songs without always being present or audible.  On “November” Shabason 
lays muted brass textures atop a wavepool of electric chords provided by none other than 
the ambient cult-hero Gigi Masin, one of Anne’s many integral collaborators.

The serene tragedy of the album distils itself gracefully into the ironically titled album 
closer “Treat it Like a Wine Bar” wherein flutters of piano and mournfully whispered wood-
winds seem to evaporate particle by delicate particle, leaving the listener with a faint 
emotional afterglow like a dream upon waking. There is a corollary to be drawn here with 
what it must be like to feel one’s own mind and body drift away slowly until nothing 
remains, while the collection of memories and abilities that we use to denote the “self” 
softens into eternity. On Anne, it is precisely this fragile exchange of tranquillity and 
anguish that Joseph Shabason has proven his singular ability to articulate.

• Limited edition LP on whale-blue vinyl.  CD in gatefold cardboard wallet. 
• R.I.Y.L. Brian Eno, Jon Hassell, Beverly Glenn-Copeland, Laraaji, Robert Rich, Harold Budd
• Hometown: Toronto
• Key Markets: Brooklyn, NYC, Chicago, Austin, Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland, Philly, SF

01  I Thought That I Could Get Away With It 4:45

02  Deep Dark Divide   7:00

03  Dangerous Chemicals  6:32

04  Donna Lee   4:51

05  Forest Run   4:30

06  Fred and Lil   6:51

07  Toh Koh   3:09

08  November   5:10

09  Treat It Like A Win Bar  6:12

 “…otherworldly…”
– Pitchfork

“ravishing”
– Uncut

“I love it…very original...so exciting." 
– Bob Boilen, NPR Music

“…densely textured ambient jazz that 
is wonderful to immerse yourself in…”
- The Guardian

“...seriously engaging…”
– Aquarium Drunkard

“…magical transportive healing vibes.”
– Gorilla vs. Bear

“…rich, healing ambient jazz.”
– The A. V. Club

C D  8 4 3 5 6 3 1 0 6 2 8 0               L P               L P - C 1  

PRESS QUOTES

W E S T E R N  V I N Y L
A U S T I N • T E X A S
WESTERNVINYL.COM

8 43563 10628 0 8 43563 10626 6 8 43563 10627 3
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Various Artists  
Brainfeeder X  
Street Date: 11/16/2018 

To celebrate its 10 year anniversary, Brainfeeder releases a compilation 
of unreleased and previously released music from various artists. 
Brainfeeder X will be available on 4LP box set and 2CD.  

LA based label Brainfeeder celebrates 10 years of cutting edge releases with 
Brainfeeder X, a 36 track compilation. The 4 LP box set features a split 
selection of tracks from previously released and unreleased music. The label 
of Flying Lotus has been home to a wide range of electronic, jazz, rap, and 
funk over the last decade and has been instrumental in the careers of Kamasi 
Washington, Thundercat, Teebs, Lapalux, and many more. 

The unreleased material includes a track from WOKE (Flying Lotus, 
Thundercat, Shabazz Palaces) featuring George Clinton, a new Thundercat 
collaboration with BADBADNOTGOOD, as well as tracks from Teebs, 
Jeremiah Jae, Iglooghost, Ross from Friends, Flying Lotus featuring 
BUSDRIVER with strings from Kamasi Washington, and much more. 

HIGHLIGHTS  
BF077 
• 4LP Box Set  
• 4 x 12” LPs in 3mm spined sleeves with printed inners  
• Housed in rigid board box with outer slipcase featuring “Brainfeeder X” 

laser die cut logo, spot gloss detail, and Japanese obi strip  
• Includes MP3 download code 
• Artwork by Charles Munka  

• 2 X CDs housed in a digipack sleeve with Japanese obi strip  
• Artwork by Charles Munka  

TRACKLISTING 
SIDE A 
A1. Teebs - Why Like 
This? 
A2. Jeremiah Jae - 
$easons 
A3. Lapalux - Without 
You (feat. Kerry 
Leatham)  
A4. Iglooghost - Bug 
Thief  
A5. TOKiMONSTA - 
Fallen Arches  
SIDE B 
B1. Miguel Baptista 
Benedict - Phemy  
B2. Matthewdavid - 
Group Tea (feat. 
Flying Lotus)  
B3. Martyn - Masks  
B4. Mr. Oizo - Ham  
B5. Daedelus - Order 
Of The Golden Dawn  
SIDE C  
C1. Jameszoo - Flake  
C2. Taylor McFerrin - 
Place In My Heart 
(feat. RYAT)  
C3. MONO/POLY - 
Needs Deodorant  
C4. Thundercat - 
Them Changes  
SIDE D 
D1. DJ Paypal - Slim 
Trak VIP  
D2. Thundercat - 
Friend Zone (Ross 
from Friends Remix)  
D3. Brandon 
Coleman - Walk Free 
(Flying Lotus Remix)  
SIDE E 
E1. Thundercat - King 
of the Hill (feat. 
BADBADNOTGOOD)  

E2. Lapalux - Opilio  
E3. Ross from Friends 
- Squaz  
E4. Georgia Anne 
Muldrow - Myrrh 
Song 
SIDE F 
F1. Dorian Concept - 
Eigendynamik 
F2. Louis Cole - 
Thinking 
F3. Iglooghost - 
Yellow Gum  
F4. WOKE - The 
Lavishments of Light 
Looking (feat. George 
Clinton)  
F5. PBDY - Bring Me 
Down (feat. Salami 
Rose Joe Louis)  
F6. Jeremiah Jae - 
Black Salt  
SIDE G 
G1. Flying Lotus - 
Ain’t No Coming 
Back (feat. 
BUSDRIVER)  
G2. Miguel Atwood-
Ferguson - Kazaru 
G3. Taylor Graves - 
Goku  
G4. Little Snake - 
Delusions  
SIDE H 
H1. Strangeloop - 
Beautiful Undertow 
H2. MONO/POLY - 
Funkzilla (feat. Seven 
Davis Jr)  
H3. Teebs - Birthday 
Beat 
H4. Moiré - Lisbon  
H5. Locust Toybox - 
Otravine   

 

Label: Brainfeeder 
File Under: Electronic  

2CD:
UPC: 5054429135077 

4LP: BF077 
UPC: 5054429135060 
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Michele Mercure often dreams of music, and in her waking life, reclaims fragments of these fleet-
ing, floating melodies in her compositions and sound art. Beside Herself, an anthology of Mercure’s 
self-produced and distributed cassettes released between 1983 and 1990, collects these dreamlike 
passages and lo-fi nocturnes, preserving the qualities of discovery and intimacy surrounding their 
genesis. 
 Mercure’s sound is a porous electronic art that overlaps ambient, abstract, and industrial sensi-
bilities – its spaciousness reveals an artist attuned cinematically rather than for radio play or public 
performance. She approached the latter theatrically, and rarely, disdaining most live shows as too 
serious, and bringing her music to bare on her audiences in playful, immersive contexts. On record-
ings, Mercure’s night lit synth music evokes non-confined environments, at once expressionistic and 
minimal and always aware of its surroundings.
 Mercure was a busy collaborator during the years surveyed by Beside Herself, making music for 
theater, performance, film, and TV animation, yet it was through her self-released cassettes that she 
established her music among like-minded artists abroad. Circulated through tape-trading networks 
assisted by insightful reviews in Eurock, a seminal music magazine covering progressive rock and 
electronic music scenes, these album-length releases included Rogue and Mint (1983), A Cast of 
Shadows (1984), Dreams Without Dreamers (1985), and Dreamplay (1990). Though unvarnished in 
fidelity (and now scarcely seen), these tapes showcased Mercure’s transportive aptitude within and 
beyond the limited sound recording medium.
 Mercure’s artistic path never ran through creative meccas New York, San Francisco or Los 
Angeles. Raised in Springfield, Massachusetts, and then moving to Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, in her 
twenties, Mercure was already an adept musician when she encountered a local and lively theater 
scene, and was asked to score an unorthodox performance of Waiting for Godot. The experience 
was pivotal in marrying music and image for Mercure, and so she began making music for film, 
television, dance, and theater. It wasn’t until a long sojourn in Eindhoven, however, that she became 
transfixed by electronic music (ala Conrad Schnitzler, whom she would correspond with for years) 
that would inform her music to come.
 Acoustic elements such as voice and stringed instruments add a haunting lyricism to the non-
tonal space unoccupied by electronic presence in Mercure’s music. The graduality of phrasing and 
measured sequence of tones also distinguish her music from the repetition and improvisation-heavy 
hallmarks of the Kosmische genre, a stylistic antecedent for the artist. Mercure’s fascination, or obses-
sion, with new, consumer conscious music technology is demonstrated in her inventive sequencing 
and sampling, adding a mechanical, sometimes menacing, feel to Beside Herself.
 Mercure’s contemporaries became the kindred minds of the Eurock “scene” such as The 
Nightcrawlers, Lauri Paisley, and Don Slepian. It was in association with Paisley and Pauline 
Anna Strom that Eurock featured Mercure in an article titled “Women Synthesists” in 1986. The 
three artists all shared a bravura for homespun, self-produced electronic music that looked beyond 
pop conventions for a higher plane of avant-gardism or musical spirituality. Not long after the article 
went to print, Mercure offered Eye Chant, her standalone vinyl album self-released in 1987.
 Beside Herself extends RVNG Intl.’s preservation efforts to sister label Freedom To Spend who 
reissued Eye Chant in 2017, an occasion marking just over twenty years since its original release on 
Mercure’s own Quick Shower Music. (Eye Chant, and the cassettes surveyed on Beside Herself, were 
originally credited to Michelle Musser, the name which the artist used until a divorce in 1987). 
 The anthological scope of Beside Herself joins Eye Chant to restore the canon of Mercure’s arrest-
ing dream-music, revisiting this anomalous creator’s breakthrough material. Beside Herself will be 
released on double LP, CD, and digital formats on November 9, 2018. The set features liner notes by 
Emily Pothast and an incredible array of unseen photography and ephemera of the era. 

Artist Highlights
• Michele Mercure is an American recording artist, soundtrack, and score composer residing in 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
• RIYL: Conrad Schnitzler, Pauline Anna Strom, Muslimgauze, Art of Noise, Lena Platanos.
• Mercure was part of a group of American musicians in the 80s dabbling with new and cutting 

edge instrument technologies and self-distribution including Pauline Anna Strom, Lauri 
Paisley, and K. Leimer. 

• Mercure’s latest collection of work, Beside Herself, is the next edition of RVNG Intl.’s ReRVNG ar-
chival series, presented in collaboration with Freedom To Spend, following the latter label’s 
2017 reissue of Mercure’s 1986 album Eye Chant.   

• The music collected on Beside Herself includes works from Mercure’s releases Rogue and Mint 
(1983), A Cast of Shadows (1984), Dreams Without Dreamers (1985), and Dreamplay (1990), 
circulated through tape-trading networks assisted largely by insightful editorial in Eurock, a 
seminal music magazine covering progressive rock and electronic music scenes. 

• A short documentary film on Michele’s life and art is in production with Mary Halberson, Mi-
chele’s partner. Together, they run Haverstick Films, a production and distribution company 
based in Pennsylvania. 

• Michele Mercure is preparing her return to the live stage for early 2019.  
• RVNG Intl. / Freedom To Spend’s double LP and single CD co-release includes a multi-format 

digital download code and 12-page booklet (16-page for the CD) with extensive liner notes by 
Emily Pothast and ephemeral enrichment. 

Track Listing
1. A Little Piece
2. Ghosts Before Breakfast
3. Dreamplay 2
4. Beside Myself
5. Liberation Day
6. The Sky Is Falling
7. Beginning
8. No More Law In Gotham City
9. Time Piece
10. A Void Dance
11. Mother
12. Beside Herself
13. Dinosaur Dancing
14. An Accident Waiting To Happen
15. Reverie
16. De Dunk
17. Night Music 
18. Antigone
19. Antarctica

Artist
Michele Mercure

Title
Beside Herself

Genre
haunted / feral / minimal

Release date
November 9, 2018 

Vinyl Is Not Returnable

RVNG Intl.

UPC

Michele Mercure
Beside Herself 
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Public Memory

RELEASE INFO
Label: felte

Format: LP/CD
Release Date(s): November 09, 2018

UPC-LP: 843563106532

UPC-CD: 843563106549

Genre: Electronic, Trip Hop, Coldwave, Krautrock
RIYL: Portishead, Thom Yorke, BEAK>, SUUNS, TR/ST, 

Vinyl Is Non-Returnable

POINTS OF INTEREST  
• Follow up to the producer’s 2017 EP, Veil of Counsel 

• Solo project of Robert Toher who was the creator of ERAAS 
(also released by felte) and post-rock act Apse (ATP Recordings)
• Compared in media to Thom Yorke, Portishead, Massive Attack 

w/ hints of Suicide, 4AD catalog of yesteryear
• Covered by Quietus,Pitchfork, NME, Stereogum, Earmilk, The 

405, Clash, BBC Radio, Clash and more 
• Tour dates coming soon

Public Memory is a mixture of damaged and dubbed-out 
percussion, unfurling synths and sparse sampling - all strung 
together by producer Robert Toher's spectral tenor. The 
project's sophomore LP, Demolition follows 2017's Veil of 
Counsel EP and 2016's Wuthering Drum LP with cinematic 
fortitude.

While Public Memory's prominent krautrock and trip-hop 
rhythms are represented here, Demolition explores a greater 
range of tempos and an expanse of alien emotions with layers 
of electronic drums, live drums, Korg synths and samples from 
nature. Themes of rebirth and reflection imbue the album's 
atmosphere, rich in tape delay, spring reverb, and textures that 
conjure a sci fi and supernatural narrative.

Opener "The Line" sets the album in motion with a driving 
energy and introspective unease, as if estranged from the 
world it was created in. A meditation on impending collapse, 
"Red Rainbow" begins with an arpeggiated melody that hints at 
a sense of dread. Like the darkness of night descends, the 
track unfolds with haunting atmospherics and howling synths, 
finishing with an unexpected climax that ominously builds until 
at last it falls apart, quickly, softly, without incident. The slow-
tempoed "Aegis" reflects on the banal reality of love lost, with 
shuffling rhythms, lingering inflections and a growling synth at 
its core. 

Toher's adept use of space and tension articulates the world of 
Demolition as eerie, emotive, and above all, narcotic. Each 
track is an existential procession. "Turning out the lights on 
your illusion," Toher sings to close the album, accepting that 
change is an inescapable condition of being.

01. The Line
02. Red Rainbow
03. Mercy
04. Falsetto

 

Demolition

https://www.instagram.com/public.memory 
https://www.facebook.com/thepublicmemory
https://twitter.com/public__memory

LP UPC

05. Aegis
06. Redeemer
07. Doorstep 
08. Trick of The Light 

CD UPC

8 43563 10653 2 8 43563 10654 9
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ABOUT THIS RECORD

Release Date 
NOVEMBER 9, 2018  

 Genre    Return Policy
POP / INDIE 

   

VINYL IS NON-RETURNABLE

TRACK LIST

Stunned with grief in the months following the Ghost Ship fire, Oakland-based 
Stephen Steinbrink ate LSD daily, bought a synthesizer, and locked himself in his 
shipping container studio, refusing to sleep for days as he wrote and recorded 
what would become Utopia Teased, as a means of working through his 
overwhelming feelings of cynicism and loss.    

Recorded in between stints touring as a member of Dear Nora, and then as a 
touring member of Girlpool, Utopia Teased is Stephen Steinbrink's followup to 
his critically acclaimed 2016 album Anagrams.  Unlike the pristine production of 
Anagrams, on Utopia Teased, Steinbrink embraces the rough edges, as he shifts 
his focus from the craft of production to the art of processing and capturing his 
experiences with honesty.   He explains, “I was driving the preamps a little too 
hard, mixing down to tape, bouncing back to the computer, and repeating the 
process over and over again. I wanted it to reflect how fried my brain felt at the 
time, totally pulverized.  The songs just poured out of me, it hardly felt like work 
to make them up. It was like turing on a spigot. I don’t write often, maybe once or 
twice a year, but when I do, a lot comes out. To me my craft is less about putting 
in the hours physically playing music — the real work is getting my soul right so 
that when the holy wave of pure creative energy moves over your house, it will 
recognize you as worthy enough. If it does, maybe it’ll give you a song.” 

In an interview with North of the Internet, Steinbrink recalls a video he came 
across on his phone, which was taken the day after the fire, “It sent me spiraling 
and thinking, it’s almost been a year...I could only only react to the future at a 
remove because the horror of everything was inescapably tying me to the 
present. The idea of doing laundry or driving across the bridge to San Francisco 
to work was too abstract, so I just didn’t do it...Two days after the fire I woke up, 
walked to P.’s porch and sat there for hours alone and cried without a jacket on 
until the sun started going down. Geese were flying across power lines at dusk 
and I took a video of them on my phone. I imagined one of the birds was my 
friend.”  He goes on to share some insight provided by a friend he reached out to 
when trying to finalize the album: “Finishing the thing puts a limit around some-
thing that comes from an infinite well; this is uncomfortable.” True. 

• Album features vocals by Melina Duterte aka Jay Som
• Limited edition transparent mint green vinyl
• Stephen Steinbrink has toured as a member of Girlpool and Dear Nora
• R.I.Y.L. Elliott Smith, Jose Gonzalez, Nick Drake, Iron & Wine, Sufjan Stevens
• Hometown: San Francisco
• Key Markets: San Francisco, Brooklyn, NYC, Chicago, Austin, Los Angeles, 
Seattle, Portland, Philly

01 Bad Love    2:58
02 I Wanna Be Free    2:29
03 A Part of Me is a Part of You  2:51
04 Empty Vessel    2:05
05 Maximum Sunlight   3:27
06 Zappa Dream    4:08
07 Coming Down     1:16
08 Mom     2:05
09 In Another Kind of Dream   4:11
10 Become Sphere    2:54
11 You Could Always Leave   3:31
12 I'm Never Changing Who You Are 5:44

“Recalls the magic pop purity of Arthur 
Russell… its minimalism manages to feel 
enlightened and transformative.” 
-Pitchfork

“Lushly arranged pop songs, the listener can 
tie and untie Steinbrink’s vivid and unrelated 
images into something meaningful” 
-NPR

“Melodic and self-assured. Steinbrink delivers 
his knotted lyricism with a smooth lilt.” 
-Stereogum

PRESS QUOTES

W E S T E R N  V I N Y L
A U S T I N • T E X A S
WESTERNVINYL.COM

843563103524 843563103517

ISTEPHEN STE NBRINK

UTOPIA TEASED
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Soul	Jazz	Records	Presents	
	

STUDIO	ONE	Lovers	Rock	
	
	
	
	
	
	

		9th	November	2018•		
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	

	
	
 

 

Soul	 Jazz	 Records	 new	 Studio	 One	 album	 is	 a	 fantastic	 selection	
featuring	 all-star	 legendary	 Studio	 One	 vocalists	 -	 Alton	 Ellis,	Marcia	
Griffiths,	 The	 Heptones,	 Horace	 Andy,	 Freddie	 McGregor,	 Sugar	
Minott	-	alongside	a	host	of	classic	and	super-rare	Lovers	Rock	cuts	all	
of	which	Clement	Dodd	recorded	at	the	Brentford	Road	studio.	

Lovers	 rock	 brought	 together	many	 elements	 and	 here	 you	will	 find	
sweet	 harmonies,	 late	 1960s	 rocksteady,	 1970s	 soul	 covers,	
discomixes,	 recuts	 and	 new	 rhythms	 –	 which	 all	 fit	 together	 in	 a	
timeless	 twilight	 of	 love	 &	 harmony	 -	 as	 if	 lovers	 silhouetted	 by	 a	
Kingston	sunset.	

Here	 you	 will	 find	 stone-cold	 classic	 Studio	 One	 tunes	 –	 Marcia	
Griffiths	‘Truly’,	Horace	Andy’s	I’ll	Be	Gone	super-rare	cuts	like	Carlton	
and	The	Shoes	killer	70s	versions	of	Never	Give	Your	Heart	Away	and	
Let	Me	Love	You	(vocal	cut	to	Jackie	Mittoo’s	mighty	Wall	Street),	The	
Invaders	 sweet	 lovers	 rocksteady	 bomb	 ‘Sweet	 Soul	 Rocking’	
(currently	for	sale	at	£2,500	on	discogs!)	and	many	more!	

This	 new	 album	 comes	 with	 sleevenotes	 by	 Lloyd	 Bradley,	 the	
acclaimed	 author	 of	 Bass	 Culture,	 Sounds	 Like	 London	 and	 Reggae:	
The	 Story	 of	 Jamaican	Music.	 The	 album	 is	 pressed	 on	 heavyweight	
double	gatefold	vinyl	(+	free	download),	deluxe	slipcase	CD	and	digital. 

	

 

1. Alton	Ellis	–	Tumbling	Tears	

2. The	Heptones	–	I	Hold	The	Handle	
3. Carlton	And	The	Shoes	–	Never	Give	

Your	Heart	Away	
4. The	Minstrels	–	Yours	Until	

Tomorrow	
5. Jerry	Jones	–	Oh	Me	Oh	My	
6. Horace	Andy	–	I’ll	Be	Gone	

7. Carlton	And	The	Shoes	–	Let	Me	
Love	You	(12”	Discomix)	

8. The	Invaders	–	Soulful	Music	
9. Sugar	Minott	–	Ghetto	Girl	
10. Marcia	Griffiths	–	Truly		
11. Devon	Russell	–	My	Woman’s	Love	

12. Billy	Cole	–	Rock	All	Night	
13. Freddie	McGregor	–	I	Don’t	Know	
14. Cornel	Campbell	–	Didn’t	I		

15. Horace	Andy	–	Wanna	Be	Free	
16. The	Heptones	–	My	Ting	A	Ling	(12”	

Discomix)	
17. Alton	Ellis	–	Someone	(Extended	

mix)	
18. The	Righteous	Flames	–	I	Was	Born	

To	Be	Loved	
	

	

Release	Date:	 9th	November	2018	

 

 

Artist:	 Soul	Jazz	Records	Presents	

Title:	 STUDIO	ONE	Lovers	Rock	

Label:		 Soul	Jazz	Records	

UPC:	5026328104225	

SJRLP422	
Double	LP	
UPC:	5026328004228	
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VINYL TRACKLISTING 

SIDE A 
01 Sukkar, Sukkar, Sukkar 
02 Om Schar Asmar Medaffar 
03 Hanwil Tanza  
 
SIDE B 
04 Yah Nasma Yah Halina 
05 Mabruk 
06 Amira 
 

BONUS TRACKS 

07 Nouba 

 

 

CD TRACKLISTING 

01 Sukkar, Sukkar, Sukkar 
02 Om Schar Asmar Medaffar 
03 Hanwil Tanza  
04 Yah Nasma Yah Halina 
05 Mabruk 
06 Amira 
07 Nouba 

 

 

WEBLINKS 

Artist & Release Info 
lnk.piranha.de/ahk_info 
Streaming 
lnk.piranha.de/ahk_music 
YouTube 
lnk.piranha.de/ahk_video 
EPK 
lnk.piranha.de/ahk_epk 

SALES TEXT 
 

From a self-taught musician exploring his Nubian people’s musical roots to a 
professional, successfully leading his various bands into new, vibrant, 
international pop territory – Ali Hassan Kuban became an international star 
when his music finally went global in the 1980s. 
 
When precisely Ali Hassan Kuban’s legendary recordings, released internationally by 
Piranha in 1988, were made, nobody knows any more. What we do know, recordings 
had taken place at Delta Sound S.A. in Cairo – with the orchestra’s entire line-up 
circled around the only working microphone at hand. The tracks had been travelling in 
the Arab world on two audio-cassettes afterwards and accompanied his rise from a 
local superhero to a musical innovator of new, vibrant, international Pop. 

 
Ancient Nubian melodies played on a 
background of pulsating Western beats and 
sounds that draw from American jazz and 
international pop – Ali Hassan Kuban served 
as one of the founding fathers of the musical 
breed which crushed the gates between the 
Global underground and Western pop: the old 
and the new! The Orient and the Occident! 
 
“From Nubia to Cairo” is the first milestone in 
urban Nubian Pop. The record is available in 
glorious audiophile format - remastered from 
analogue tapes with listening standards 
updated to contemporary levels. The first batch 
of Ali’s long-legendary Nubian originals, 
seductively praising in touching lyrics his native 
Nubia and Egypt, their people, in particular, 
their women, and life. Life in general. 
 

 
 

KEY SELLING POINTS 
 A collection of Ali Hassan Kuban’s early Cairo hits 
 Signature-album in Ali’s carrier, these are the original recordings that 

broke him internationally 
 The first milestone in urban Nubian Pop music  
 A collector’s item, has been out of print  for many years  
 High quality reissue and remaster on 180g vinyl and CD 

 

 

ARTIST Ali Hassan Kuban 
TITLE From Nubia To Cairo 
FORMAT Vinyl incl. Download Code | CD 
PACKAGING Full color LP sleeve 180gr | Digipak 4pp without a tray 
LABEL Piranha Records & Publishing 

  
BARCODE  LP: 826863316610 | CD: 826863316627 
GENRE Nubian, Soul 
REL. DATE 16 November 2018 
PRICE 
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The Men
Hated: 2008-2011

track listing:
Twist the Knife (3:44)
Hated (4:30)
Free Sitar (2:09)
Gates of Steel (3:22)
Ailment (6:02)
Digital Age (4:52)
Control Loop (1:45)
Think (7" Version) (3:10)
Impish (4:39)
Walking Out on Love (1:36)
Saucy (2:35)
Somebody’s Watching Me (2:35)
Love Revolution (2:32)
Captain Ahab (4:12)
Cowboy Song (1:20)
California (1:35)
Wasted (5:00)

key information / selling Points:
Hometown / Key Markets: 
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphis

RiYL: Sonic Youth, Wipers, Protomartyr, Fucked Up

genre: Alternative/Punk
release Date: 11-9-2018
available formats: cD, 2xlP

exPort restrictions: none
vinyl is not retUrnable

label contact:
Sacred Bones Records

www.sacredbonesrecords.com

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

•
NYC’s The Men have made a name for themselves as wayfaring musicians, 
constantly evolving and eluding their listeners. Before they were genre-hopping 
through country, post-punk, noise rock, and more, they were applying that experi-
mental nature within the more confined space of punk. Within that genre they 
were wildly adventurous, playing noise shows, hardcore shows, rock shows, and 
switching up the instrumentation as they saw fit, while always operating within a 
general punk ethos. Their first demo was a hand-dubbed and spray-painted run of 
32 copies, half of which worked, and their first shows were at New York dives like 
Tommy’s Tavern, Matchless, and Don Pedro (all of which have been shut down). 

That hand-dubbed demo kicked off a furious run of creative output from 2008 to 
2011, much of which is now collected on the new compilation, Hated. The songs 
on Hated are pulled from a variety of sources — the debut demo tape, a split with 
Nomos, a 7", a 12" EP, and a slew of unreleased demos, outtakes, and live record-
ings. These songs show the huge range and potential of a band still in its infancy, 
when they were just beginning to blaze the path they’re still on to this day.

The core value of the original incarnation of The Men was work ethic. The band 
became a lifestyle for original members Chris Hansell, Mark Perro, and Nick 
Chiericozzi, with Hansell even living off unemployment checks to dedicate his 
time to the project. The three of them would jam and obsess over music together 
over all else. 

For those who were at those early NYC shows, Hated will be a welcome reminder 
of a glorious time in the underground. For those who weren’t, it’s a chance to ex-
perience The Men as the locals did, and to get a glimpse of a Brooklyn DIY scene 
that doesn’t really exist anymore, at least not in the same way. And for diehard 
fans of the band, it’s a reminder of how much they’ve evolved, and how much 
more evolution they still have to go.

cD 

lP 
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UPC:
798577055126

CD
Available Formats:

3:18
4:17
1:22
3:26
3:16
2:11
3:34
4:15
2:24
3:18

Tracklist: 
01 What I Do Best
02 In My Mind
03 Oh I Love You
04 For My Friends
05 Wabash
06 Muse
07 Strain Provided
08 Lighted Room
09 In the Rain
10 Sinner

Selling Points: 
• Hometown: Los Angeles, CA
• Recent shows with The Besnard Lakes (Jagjaguwar), Gordi 
(Jagjaguwar), Arlie (Atlantic), and Shortly (Triple Crown)
• Sinner peaked at #135 in the NACC Top 200 Chart (Radio)

Press Quotes: 
“Irr channels the Beach Boys and 
Sufjan Stevens in equal measure, using 
ethereal, layered harmonies and a 
sweeping arrangement to tell the story 
of the dark places the mind can go 
when experiencing separation from a 
loved one.” 
- American Songwriter

“Best taken as one whole, enveloping 
chronicle, Sinner balances smart 
songwriting with a wholly compelling 
heart; the kind of record that quietly, 
over time, might well become 
something truly special.” 
- Gold Flake Paint

Some Context: 
Stone Irr is the product of a special kind of Midwestern religious folk. 
Just start with the name: what seems like an obvious pun was, in fact, an 
honest mistake, and as soon as Stone’s parents found out, they offered 
to take him to the Lafayette, Indiana courthouse and change it. He was 
already in middle school. True story.

Stone Irr’s debut album is called Sinner. It’s a record that renders the 
listener vulnerable, and it’s Stone’s voice that is most disarming. At its 
peak, a belted croon that bursts out of his small frame, but at other 
moments, and just as effortlessly, a controlled, focused whisper. His 
songwriting dips into the intimacy of early Sufjan Stevens and the 
attractive brood of a Jeff Buckley album. The lyrics tapping into the open 
heart of The Antlers and doing the poetic work of early Elliott Smith. A 
start-to-finish listen is a ritual reminder of what laying yourself bare can 
yield: the possibility of loving and hurting, building and destroying, to 
be loud and to be soft. And this possibility is as intoxicating as it is 
terrifying.

Artist:
Stone Irr

Available Format: 
CD

Genres: 
Indie Rock, Singer-Songwriter,
Folk, “Bandcamp”

Title: 
Sinner
Resolicitation Date: 
November 9, 2018

Recommended If You Like: 
Sufjan Stevens, Bon Iver, Kevin 
Krauter, Angelo De Augustine

Stone Irr Sinner

Darling Recordings
Pittsburgh, PA

nick@darlingrecordings.com
www.darlingrecordings.com
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 HIGHNOTE RECORDS & SAVANT RECORDS  

Street Date 09 November 

 

 

  

PAT BIANCHI - In the Moment 

Savant Records  
Pat Bianchi, organ 

Paul Bollenback, guitar • Byron Landham, drums 

With special guests  

CD: 33842-2173-2 // UPC BARCODE:  633842217321  
  
 

  
Capable of everything from vibrato-laden intimate murmurings to sermonizing at a roaring 
volume, the jazz organ can sometimes be strangely dispiriting - like being stuck at a bar with a 
non-stop talker.  PAT BIANCHI will have none of that, eschewing all the clichés and displaying 
the instrument’s versatility with a setlist that ranges from Chick Corea to Patsy Cline to Monk 
and Billy Eckstine.  For this, Bianchi’s first recording on Savant, the leader has brought along a 
number of friends and colleagues including PAT MARTINO, JOE LOCKE, CARMEN INTORRE, JR. 
the late, lamented KEVIN MAHOGANY and others making for an extra-special debut recording. 

__ 
   

FRANK MORGAN & GEORGE CABLES 

Montreal Memories 

HighNote Records  
Frank Morgan, alto saxophone 

George Cables, piano 

Recorded Live in Canada, 1989 

CD: 32375-7320-2 // UPC BARCODE:  632375732028 
  
  
Jazz duo recordings can provide an exceedingly wide range of musical expression including but 
not limited to, profundity, humor, tenderness, introspection, exuberance and a whole host of 
others which can all change at the drop of a flatted-fifth.  This type of mercurial interplay is on 
full display on this live gig from the Théatre Port-Royal in Montreal, Canada.  Morgan and 
Cables played together frequently and their improvising is imbued with an almost telepathic 
communication.  Cables’ large piano tone is the perfect accompaniment to Morgan’s slightly 
dry, Bird-like sound.  At the same time, their spontaneity and sheer joy of music making 
succeeds in even making the chestnut “All the Things You Are” sound fresh and newly wrought. 
  



 
DAVID ALLRED 

The Transition [Erased Tapes] 
CD / LP 

 

Following on from last year's collaborative release Find The Ways with Peter Broderick, the Californian 
singer and multi-instrumentalist David Allred returns with a first solo album on Erased Tapes out 

November 2nd, titled The Transition. Hailing from Loomis, a small town outside of Sacramento, via 
Portland, Oregon David worked as a sound engineer and session musician, featuring on multiple 

recordings by the likes of Birger Olsen, Brigid Mae Power, Brumes, The Beacon Sound Choir, Chantal 
Acda, Heather Woods Broderick, Jung Body, Masayoshi Fujita, and many more. He quickly found himself 

touring Europe with Peter, culminating in a Royal Festival Hall performance, and contributing the 

arresting voice and double bass piece Ahoy to the Erased Tapes 10th anniversary box set 1+1=X; only to 
return to where he started, Loomis, and finally write and record The Transition as his first full-length 

statement in just one month. 
 

JEFF CAREY 

Zero Player Game [Ehse Records] 
CD  

 
Zero Player Game is a simulation where information given it's own agency becomes an evolving synthetic 

stream of consciousness. The initial input of the game sets guidelines for moving into future states that 
flow between variations of density and structure. Memory accumulates and dissipates until no moves or a 

stream of infinitely repeating moves remain. Jeff Carey's fourth CD release is is electro-instrumental 

music performed with custom software controlled by a joystick and gamer keypad. Zero Player Game is 
an intensely artificial sound world where beats and bass lines are replaced with an elastic structure of 

synthetic texture, feedback and bit crushed noise blasts. 
 

RODNEY CROWELL 

Christmas Everywhere [New West Records] 
CD / LP / LP Split Green and Red Vinyl [Indie only] 

 
My childhood memories of Christmas aren't warm and fuzzy. The holidays were more of a nuisance for 

my parents than cause for celebration. This is not to say that on behalf of their only child they didn't give 

the season a halfhearted try. There were Christmases when I found under the tree an electric football 
set, a Daisy pump air-rifle and a basketball goal that never got nailed up. But, there were also mornings 

when apples, oranges, hickory nuts and a hammer signified that year's bounty. Which is to say that 
Christmas in our household was mostly a wait-and-see proposition. I was finally ready to record an album 

of original Christmas songs. With Dan Knobler producing and some very gifted musicians and vocalists 
lending their talents, the making of the album Christmas Everywhere ranks as some of the most 

enjoyable recording sessions I've ever experienced. The record was close to being finished when it 

occurred to me that to set the tone for the albums mostly irreverent subtext, I needed to compose a 
lyrical prelude. In honor of Clement Moore, who wrote the poem we all know as, "The Night Before 

Christmas," I came up with a short piece called "Clement's Lament (We'll See You in The Mall)". Tania 
Hancheroff and Kim Keyes stopped by the studio and performed the tune with Jordan Lehning's 

orchestral backing and the album was pronounced complete. Seasons Cheer, Rodney Crowell 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



RICHARD DEVINE 
Sort \ Lave [Timesig/Planet Mu] 

CD / LPx3 
 

After a break of 6 years, Atlanta based electronic musician, producer and sound designer Richard Devine 

returns with a new album Sort\Lave on Venetian Snares Timesig imprint. Recorded between 2016 and 
2017 using Richards custom built Eurorack modular system and two Nord G2 Modular units, Sort\Lave 

features 12 tracks of intricate electronica that ranges from abrasive percussive experiments such as 
Revsic to Astras dazzling juxtaposition of sounds and onto the radiant ambience of the albums closer 

Takara. Talking about the albums genesis Devine explains Ive been using modular synthesizers since I 
was 17, but have never written complete tracks using these newer systems. This was my first experiment 

to see if it would be possible and I probably spent about 5 years building up the systems that I used on 

this album. I wanted the record to sound very different to my previous works which had been more cold, 
digital, clinical even, and had all been made using computers. The aim here was the complete opposite, 

to create something that felt very organic, detailed, spacious, big and warm and just as importantly, a 
record that you could put on and play all the way through that flowed in a seamless way. Making his 

debut in 1995, Devines releases for labels including Schematic, Warp Records and Detroit Underground 

have established him as one of the leading figures within the electronica community. In addition to his 
musical productions, Devine has enjoyed a lengthy and successful career in sound design, developing 

patches for many of the worlds leading music technology businesses and working with companies such as 
Google and Nike. 

 
HEATERS  

Suspended Youth [Beyond Beyond is Beyond] 

CD / LP 
 

Heaters are back, with their fourth LP in as many years! The evolution of Heaters over 4 years has been 
a thrill to hear, from the original sonic maelstrom of three young men to a seasoned 4-piece unit totally 

finding its groove and its voice the further it ventures on. ts also true that Heaters have grown exactly 4 

years over that time, which is quite substantial when youre talking about dudes in their twenties. Many of 
the songs have an overarching theme addressing the march of time and getting older, and valuing peace 

as much as chaos, the yin and yang that is life; something that comes through in the overall sound, too. 
You have never heard a Heaters quite as balanced as on Suspended Youth; balancing their whirlwind 

sonic rave-ups with steady motorik lock-ins. Lush guitars and beautiful harmonic vocals, out in the 

forefront this time around, to dizzying effect. This is the sound of a band aging gracefully, growing 
artistically, and on their own terms. 

 
MAD PROFESSOR 

Ariwa 2018 Rthym Series [Ariwa Sounds] 
CD / LP 

 

Mad Professor produced LP and CD/ First of a series / Analogue ARIWA RHYTHM tracks. The first release 
of the long anticipated Rthym Series coming out on ARIWA. An ideal reference for soundtrack and 

background music. The Rythms are the raw rhythm tracks before final overdubs, backing vocals and 
melodies have been added to finish off a recording. Technical information has been included to safisfy 

the curious minded geeks and trainspotters. The first batch of recordings feature Horseman on Drums, 

Black Steel on guitars and Lloyd Parks on bass guitar. Once again the ARIWA Sound Studio produces 
another top quality release for the market place. ARIWA Records is one of the most important Reggae 

labels in the world and next year is thirty years old. Stunning LP artwork by OhoRoho. 
 

 
 

 



PART TIME 
Spell #6 [Burger Records] 

CD / LP 
 

Part Time returns to Burger Records with his album! 

 
AXEL RIGAUD 

Transformation [n5MD] 
CD / LP 

 
Transformation is the debut album from Parisian multi-instrumentalist Axel Rigaud. Rigaud's style as a 

whole is the exploration of the crossroads of electronic music and jazz. By blending steady big bottomed 

analog synth arpeggios, shuffling beats, and swirling jazz influenced reed instruments Rigaud makes the 
juxtapositional a compelling and interwoven whole. Only a few moments on the album does one genre 

eclipse the other. Even when this happens one finds that the sax or flute are being electronically 
manipulated or the electronics have that all to special swing. While seemingly new ground for n5MD 

Miles, Coltrane and Weather Report are often in the rotation at n5HQ. So it makes perfect sense that 

Rigaud has found a home for his debut on n5MD. 
 

ACE OF CUPS 
Ace of Cups [High Moon Records] 

CDx2 
 

Ace Of Cups, the beloved all-women rock group from the late 60s Haight-Ashbury psychedelic scene, will 

release their self-titled, debut studio album on November 9th via High Moon Records. Produced by Dan 
Shea (Santana, Jennifer Lopez), this album includes both newly recorded songs written between 1965 

and 1969 and new originals written over the past decade. The record features contributions from friends 
like Bob Weir (Grateful Dead), Jorma Kaukonen and Jack Casady (Jefferson Airplane, Hot Tuna), Taj 

Mahal, Buffy Sainte-Marie, and many more. During their original run from 1967 to 1972, Ace of Cups - 

Mary Gannon (bass), Marla Hunt (organ, piano), Denise Kaufman (guitar, harmonica), Mary Ellen 
Simpson (guitar), and Diane Vitalich (drums) - wrote and sang together as one of the area's first all-

women bands, and they were known throughout the Bay Area for their instrumental mastery and social 
commentary-driven rock n roll; Jimi Hendrix even gave them a shout out in Melody Maker after they 

opened for him at Golden Gate Park. The band never officially recorded any music, and their only release 

was a 2003 compilation of informal recordings. Ace Of Cups is the first proper showcase of the band's 
freewheeling spirit that blends multi-colored rock with elements of roots and folk. Learn more about Ace 

of Cups in this award-winning KQED piece, which has garnered almost 5 million views on social media: 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/meet-ace-cups-haights-almost-forgotten-girl-band 

 
TOM ADAMS 

 Yes, Sleep Well Death [Kowloon Records] 

CD / LP 
 

Ghost Forests musical conversations between Meg Baird and Mary Lattimore are intimate, fluid, effortless 
and spontaneous. They're filled with the euphoria of creation and, at times, they articulate hard truths 

and tangled emotions with an ease only trusted friends can manage. The songs alternate between 

extended ethereal instrumental excursions, gauzy and dreamy pop, blown-out Bull of the Woods heavy 
haze, and modern re-imaginations of epic traditional balladry all while touching on the strange and 

otherworldly places between these stations. 
 

 
 

 



BAIRD, MEG AND MARY LATTIMORE 
Ghost Forests [Three Lobed Recordings] 

CD / LP 
 

Ghost Forests musical conversations between Meg Baird and Mary Lattimore are intimate, fluid, effortless 

and spontaneous. They're filled with the euphoria of creation and, at times, they articulate hard truths 
and tangled emotions with an ease only trusted friends can manage. The songs alternate between 

extended ethereal instrumental excursions, gauzy and dreamy pop, blown-out Bull of the Woods heavy 
haze, and modern re-imaginations of epic traditional balladry all while touching on the strange and 

otherworldly places between these stations. 
 

DONNA THE BUFFALO 

Dance In The Street [Donna Buffalo] 
CD / LP 

 
Celebrating thirty years as a band Donna the Buffalo is releasing their eighth studio album, 'Dance In The 

Street' The band worked with acclaimed producer Rob Fraboni, well known for his work with The Band, 

Bob Dylan, The Rolling Stones, and Bonnie Raitt Well known for their socially conscious lyrics and 
contagious roots rhythms, Donna the Buffalo continues to appear at the most prestigious festivals across 

the country 
 

FOREVER HOUSE 
Eaves [Infrequent Seams Records] 

CD 

 
Eaves, the debut album from the raucous avant-grunge outfit Forever House, provides the perfect twisted 

mix-tape for your apocalyptic road trip. In a tour de force of subversive anthems, sloppy math waltzes 
and wasted love themes, the nine songs that comprise Eaves playfully conjure decrepit skylines, brazen 

entitlement, hollow self-betterment and internet-induced paranoia. Lead vocalist and cellist Meaghan 

Burke toggles between moments of seductive crooning and maniacal freak-outs as James Moore (guitar), 
James Ilgenfritz (bass) and Pete Wise (drums) provide a powerful rhythm section. All seasoned 

performers from New York's indie and experimental scenes, each member of the band brings in a breadth 
of influences from contemporary classical music, downtown jazz and free improvisation. 

 

MILES HUNT 
The Custodian [Good Deeds Music LTD] 

CDx2 
 

The Custodian is a double CD of thirty acoustic songs from The Wonder Stuff's Miles Hunt written over 
the last four decades. The album includes hits and rarities from his extensive back catalogue including 

'The Size Of A Cow' and 'Caught In My Shadow.' There are five different colour sleeves available. Hunt 

says that the idea of becoming The Custodian came from a conversation with one of his musical heroes. 
'I was in New York a few years back and was invited to guest at a Tom Robinson solo show. Tom has 

long been an inspiration to me and given the opportunity to perform with him... well, lets just say I 
couldn't polish my boots quick enough. During our brief rehearsal together on the afternoon of the show 

Tom asked me who I felt now owned the songs that I have written over all these years. I answered that 

whoever the publishing company I signed with probably did, but ultimately, I did. Tom was quick to 
correct me pointing out that all of my songs now belonged to my audience. Going on to explain that the 

songs I have written have been part of the sound track to thousands of people's live and it is those 
people that now truly own them. He said that my position was now of The Custodian, the person who's 

job it is to see that the songs are treated and performed with the respect the audiences deserve. It was 
an incredibly important thing to have said to me and something I have not and will not ever forget.' 

 



SARATHY KORWAR 
My East Is Your West [Gearbox Records] 

CDx2 / LPx3 
 

Percussionist, composer, and Indo-jazz pioneer Sarathy Korwar has reached new heights with his second 

album My East is Your West. The recording consists of a live performance at Church of Sound and 
features the UPAJ Collective, a group of estimable Indian classical, folk, and jazz musicians as well as 

Western jazz musicians. Sarathy and UPAJ take the fusion of Indian music and jazz further than its ever 
been; they create a cross-cultural exchange where both styles are used in an ethnologically-informed yet 

organic manner, leading us to a one-of-a-kind musical achievement that will surely influence spiritual jazz 
for years to come. 

 

PERRY, LEE "SCRATCH" & MAD PROFESSOR 
Black Ark Experryments [Ariwa Sounds] 

CD 
 

Classic Reggae from Lee "Scratch" Perry and Mad Professor/ Features (Rico) Rodriguez on Trombone/ 

Lee Perry & Mad Professor produced. ARIWA Records are proud to present on CD Lee "Scratch" Perry & 
Mad Professors Black Ark Experryments. An Audio assault of mystic magic! Originally issued in 1995 and 

long deleted until NOW. The Lee Perry and Mad Professor partnering continues here with a batch of tip 
top recordings like "Super Ape In A Good Shape", "From Heaven Above" and "Black Art Experryments". 

These tracks jump out of the grooves! Lee believes in miracles as he asks you to free your mind! It's as 
you'd expect a wonderous set of recordings featuring classic Black Ark studio sounds mixed with modern 

techno-ology with a real earthy feel. Triptastic, Mystic and dreamy! "Hello can I speak to the Upsetter!! 

No he's busy arranging his reggae with the Mad Professor at ARIWA studio"..A killer opening line from 
opening track "Thank You". This is as out there as out there can be for Reggae and the masterful Lee 

Perry delivers solid gold Lightnin 'n' Thunder! Recording features the legendary Rico Rodriguez on 
Trombone , Black Steel on guitars and William the Conqueror on piano and bass. Victor Cross also 

features on keyboards while the mighty Mad Professor plays drums, delivers percussion and mixes up the 

magic! 
 

REPUTATIONS, THE 
Electric Power [Nine Mile Records] 

CD / LP 

 
The Reputations have carved out a cult following in their hometown of Austin based on full-throttle, 

sweat-soaked club shows marked by sharp muscianship and singer Rockyanne Bullwinkels soulful voice. 
To capture these elements on their new record Electric Power, the band traveled to fabled Ardent Studios 

in Memphis, where resident guru and Big Star drummer Jody Stephens signed on as producer. The Austin 
chronicle calls Electric Power a long lost best-of from a Sixties family band atop modern energy. 

 

SCHORR, SARI 
Never Say Never [Manhaton] 

CD 
 

Over the last 18 months, I have travelled from a loft apartment in New York, to a finca in Spain, lived 

over a bakery in Bath, on to a factory in Germany, stayed for a while at a sheep farm in Wales, stopped 
off at a holiday chalet in Skegness, UK, then to a gite in France and finally to a barn in Norfolk, England. 

 
 

 
 

 



BEN SIDRAN 
Ben There, Done That: Live Around The World 1975-2015 [Sunset Blvd Records] 

CDx3 
 

Sunset Blvd Records is Proud to Present BEN SIDRAN BEN THERE, DONE THAT: BEN SIDRAN LIVE 

AROUND THE WORLD (1975-2015) 27 Tracks of Previously Unissued Live Performances from Pianist, 
Vocalist, Producer, Label Owner and Journalist Ben Sidran Spanning 40 Years and 6 Countries Includes 

an Extensive 24-page Book with Essays by Former NPR Producer Becca Pulliam and Co-producers Zev 
Feldman and Ben Sidran, plus Sirius XM’s Mark Ruffin Interviews Sidran, with Reflections by Janis Siegel 

(Manhattan Transfer) and Georgie Fame (Van Morrison) Limited Edition Deluxe 3-CD Set Available on 
November 9, 2018 

 

JEFF SNYDER 
Concerning the Nature of Things [Carrier Records] 

CD 
 

"Following on the heels of Sunspots, Jeff Snyders debut solo analog synthesizer album released this past 

January, Concerning the Nature of Things is a striking collection of Snyders concert music, performed by 
internationally-renowned musicians. The album is a bold statement of Snyders unconventional artistic 

voice, blending influences from medieval polyphony, Brazilian percussion, and experimental noise music 
into a singular musical vision. Four of the five pieces feature unusual electronic instruments invented and 

built by Snyder, many of which produce sound through acoustic resonators instead of speakers, and are 
designed to encourage nuanced expression from the performers, creating a visceral and corporeal 

musical world. The performers include pedal steel guitarist Susan Alcorn (Mary Halvorson Octet), singers 

Caroline Shaw (Roomful of Teeth, Kanye West) and Gabriel Crouch (King Singers, Gallicantus), Mivos 
string quartet, and members of Wet Ink Ensemble and So Percussion." 

 
MATTHEW STEVENS & WALTER SMITH III 

In Common: [Whirlwind Recordings] 

CD / LP 
 

The moment when spontaneity and technical expertise coalesce into a decidedly different soundscape is 
captured convincingly in this eponymous debut release from In Common. Available on CD and high 

quality, 180 gram, 12" LP - comes with download code containing the high-res digital album. Behind that 

veiled moniker are the prominent names of tenor saxophonist Walter Smith III and guitarist Matthew 
Stevens - and together with vibraphonist Joel Ross, bassist Harish Raghavan and drummer Marcus 

Gilmore, they fashion striking improvisations from original compositional foundations. "In Common" is a 
dynamic recording by a group of peers sharing a mutual musical vocabulary. "Part of the basis for the 

project was to write relatively simple music," says Walter Smith III. "The idea of simplicity downplayed 
individual ownership which was liberating." The outcome is a collection of succinct, in-the-moment 

canvases that exhibit an engaging contemporary style. Preceded by "freefive", an improvised piece that 

captures the intangible moments that can arise between improvisers, Stevens' "Unsung" celebrates the 
overlooked in our society in a poignant song illuminated by Ross's vibes. "YINZ" - Pittsburgh's version of 

'y'all' - allows plenty of ducking and diving; and levitational "foreword" centers around a rich duet 
between Smith and Ross. The offbeat, almost Bachian ground of "ACE" becomes filled out by Smith's rich 

tenor, while "Baron" is buoyed by syncopated drums and lush, animated guitar. Mysteriously striding 

"13th Floor" contrasts with breezy "About 360" and in tribute to the late Geri Allen, her "Unconditional 
Love" is elegantly painted in new light. The success of In Common's informal collaboration is in creating a 

work that is unmistakeably alive and instinctive. 
 

 
 

 



SWEENEY, JOEY & THE NEON GREASE 
Catholic School [Burnt Toast Vinyl] 

CD / LP 
 

Drawing inspiration from sources as disparate as 1970s Philly nightlife folklore and Denis Johnsons The 

Incognito Lounge, Joey Sweeney & The Neon Grease have dug deep to present a living micro-history of 
redemption amidst sleaze. One their new LP Catholic School, chiming 80s 12-string guitars, classic rock 

sax solos and rainy bedroom Velvet Underground listening sessions all blend together. In these songs are 
little stories of triumph over dirty circumstance and grace under pressure, with the friendship of an urban 

family street bandwoven throughout. Theyre little tales of hard-won glory. In Baptized in Vibe, Sweeney 
sings, Everybody except me knew I would survive. 

 

THE GLANDS 
Double Thriller [New West Records] 

CD / LP 
 

New West Records is humbled and proud to release recordings from Athens, GA luminaries The Glands. 

The band's debut album, Double Thriller has been meticulously remastered from original source materials 
and will now be released for the first time ever on vinyl. Take a listen and hear why NPR says, "Do 

whatever you can to hear these records "they're ripe for re-discovery." 
 

THE GLANDS 
Double Coda [New West Records] 

CD / LPx2 

 
There is an enormous and curiously shaped hole in the story of the Glands, the on-again/mostly off-again 

duo or quartet or sometimes quintet but let's just say band from Athens, Georgia, who released only two 
albums of weird, irascible, irresistible indie rock before band leader Ross Shapiro died in 2016. He wrote 

the songs, he sang the songs, he played guitar, and he gathered around him a bunch of close friends to 

play them. He inspired many people around town, frustrated many others, and generally proved to be a 
painstaking artist with an ear for catchy melodies, a very grim sense of humor, a taste for reheated 

Dunkin Donuts coffee, a supernaturally exhaustive knowledge of Grateful Dead bootlegs, and a creativity 
that extended beyond music to the strange portraits he painted and the odd shapes he sculpted. Ross's 

passing left a hole in Athens, in the community where he had become a fixture and arguably even a 

celebrity of sorts. And there really is something heroic about his career as an artist, something noble to a 
life devoted to creativity and creation, even if that mostly means jamming with friends. The Glands first 

two albums established Ross as an unlikely and maybe even unwilling cult artist; you could argue that 
not enough people bought Double Thriller and The Glands, but everyone who did became avid fans for 

life. And even though we only have access to an infinitesimal portion of the music he made, these two 
albums' and now this third! (Double Coda)' add invaluable detail and nuance to our portrait of Ross 

Shapiro. We can see him reflected back to us in his songs: a guy whose grumpiness hid a big heart and 

whose reticence could not obscure his talent and vision. (Stephen Deusner) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



THE GLANDS 
The Glands [New West Records] 

CD / LPx2 
 

New West Records is humbled and proud to release recordings from Athens, GA luminaries The Glands. 

In the year 2000 the band released their critically acclaimed eponymous middle record, The Glands. This 
recording has been remastered and features the band's definitive sequence including five rare songs. 

Take a listen and hear why NPR says, "The Glands' self-titled effort from 2000 is a record whose seeming 
accessibility makes less sense the more you pull it apart. Take, for instance, "Work It Out," where '60s 

Merseybeat butts up against Rolling Stones licks but stretches in and out like taffy slapped on a snare. Or 
"I Can See My House From Here," which should roll on end credits for every cool movie ever made; its 

layers of backwards guitar and Shapiro's double-tracked close harmonies transform into a boogie-rock 

jam The Flaming Lips probably wished it had recorded first." 
 

THE GLANDS 
I Can See My House From Here (Colour vinyl) [New West Records] 

LPx5 Boxset 

 
New West Records is humbled and proud to release recordings from Athens, GA luminaries The Glands. 

After nearly two decades of radio silence, new music has surfaced in the form of a 23-song record - titled 
Double Coda - featuring all original and unreleased material written by the late Ross Shapiro. As a 

bookend to the new Double Coda, the band's debut album, Double Thriller was meticulously remastered 
and is gets its first ever release on wax. Last but not least, the critically acclaimed eponymous middle 

record, The Glands has also been remastered and features the band's definitive sequence including five 

rare songs. Take a listen and hear why NPR says, 'Do whatever you can to hear these records 'they're 
ripe for re-discovery. The records will be available individually on CD and LP as well as a career 

encompassing 5 LP Box Set with a 52-Page book featuring never-before-seen photos and testimonials 
from David Cross, James Mercer, Ira Kaplan, Patterson Hood as well as a forward by music critic and 

writer Stephen Deusner (Pitchfork, Salon, Paste). Read an excerpt below: Ross' passing left a hole in 

Athens, in the community where he had become a fixture and arguably even a celebrity of sorts. And 
there really is something heroic about his career as an artist, something noble to a life devoted to 

creativity and creation, even if that mostly means jamming with friends. The Glands first two albums 
established Ross as an unlikely and maybe even unwilling cult artist; you could argue that not enough 

people bought Double Thriller and The Glands, but everyone who did became avid fans for life. And even 

though we only have access to an infinitesimal portion of the music he made, these two albums' and now 
this third!' add invaluable detail and nuance to our portrait of Ross Shapiro. 

 
 

THEODORE  
It is But It’s Not [United We Fly Records] 

CD 
 

Greek multi-instrumentalist Theodore is shaping up as one of SXSWs most singular prospects, his 

beguiling album It Is But It's Not is now being released in the USA for the first time. 
 



Outside Music is proud to welcome New West Records and 
their family of labels in Canada. New West Records is in their 
20th year of releasing music recordings and is proud to join 

forces with Outside Music.
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Asthmatic Kitty Records 
	

Sufjan Stevens 
Songs for Christmas 
 
CATALOG / AKR028 
VINYL RELEASE DATE / November 9, 2018 
 
DESCRIPTION / For over a decade, and almost every 
Christmas, Sufjan Stevens recorded a Christmas album 
that he gifted to friends and family.  The recording 
process took place every December, for one week, 
usually at home, provoking collaborations with friends, 
roommates, and musical peers. In 2006, Stevens' label, 
Asthmatic Kitty Records, released Songs for Christmas, a 
CD boxset compiling the first five of these albums, 
Volumes I-V. And in 2012, the label released Silver & 
Gold, a CD and vinyl boxset compiling of Volumes VI-X.  
 
But the first five volumes have never been released to 
vinyl. 
 
This holiday season, Asthmatic Kitty Records is finally 
releasing Songs for Christmas: Volumes I-V as a 5xLP 
vinyl boxset. The boxset arrives November 2, 2018 and 
includes fan favorites like "Sister Winter," "That Was The 
Worst Christmas Ever," "Only At Christmas Time," and 
"Put The Lights on the Tree." 
 
HOMETOWN / New York City 
 
KEY MARKETS / Los Angeles, Brooklyn, London, 
Sydney 
 
QUOTES /  “Hardly a straight-ahead Christmas album, 
then...Whatever, it's Sufjan Stevens. He's a modern 
wonder, and now he's just made Christmas better as 
well!” BBC (2006) 
 
“The season's most thrilling holiday release.” 
Entertainment Weekly (2006) 
 
“There are moments of quirky holiday splendor -- 
moments akin to some of the best material on Greetings 
from Michigan and Illinois -- that make plowing through 
the entire five-EP set a pleasure.” Allmusic (2006) 
 
SELLING POINTS /  
• Includes entire Songs for Christmas on 5-LP boxset, 

just in time for Christmas.  
 

 
 

 
 
UPC / 656605366098 

PKG / Spine pullcase 
FORMAT / 5xLP Boxset 
GENRE / Singer-songwriter 

 
 
 
 



SEVERAL SHADES OF WHY
SP859
Genre: Alternative Rock
Packaging: 4-panel J-card in a clear box

 

J MASCIS CASSETTES
RELEASE DATE: NOV 9TH, 2018    

TIED TO A STAR
SP1083
Genre: Alternative Rock
Packaging: 4-panel J-card in a clear box

ONLINE:

The nearly all-acoustic Several Shades of Why was created with the help of a few friends. Notable 
amongst them are Kurt Vile, Sophie Trudeau (A Silver Mount Zion), Kurt Fedora (long-time 
collusionist), Kevin Drew (Broken Social Scene), Ben Bridwell (Band of Horses), Pall Jenkins 
(Black Heart Procession), Matt Valentine (The Golden Road), and Suzanne Thorpe (Wounded 
Knees). Together in small mutable groupings, they conjure up classic sounds ranging from 
English-tinged folk to drifty, West Coast-style singer/songwriterism. But every track, every note 
even, bears that distinct Mascis watermark, both in the shape of the tunes and the glorious rasp 
of the vocals. Ten brilliant tunes that quietly grow and expand until they fill your brain with the 
purest pleasure.

Tied to a Star is the follow up to J Mascis’s acclaimed Sub Pop debut Several Shades of Why. The 
album, led by the songs “Every Morning” and “Wide Awake,” was recorded and produced by 
Mascis and mixed by John Agnello at Bisquiteen in Amherst, MA. It features appearances by Ken 
Maiuri (Young@Heart Chorus), Pall Jenkins (Black Heart Procession), Mark Mulcahy (Miracle 
Legion) and Chan Marshall (Cat Power).

Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track): 
https://www.subpop.com/artists/j_mascis  
Website: www.jmascis.com 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/jmascis 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/JMascisOfficial 
Website: http://www.jmascis.com/
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Goshen 
Electric Co.

Secretly Canadian

About the album
Goshen Electric Co. happened both all at once and gradually: an 
electrifying culmination of Tim Showalter’s nearly two decades-
long love affair with Jason Molina’s craft, and just one half-day in 
the recording studio with the members of Magnolia Electric Co.

Better known as Strand of Oaks, Showalter’s turn at the helm 
of Magnolia Electric Co. (Mike Benner, Jason Evans Groth, Mikey 
Kapinus, Mark Rice, Peter Schreiner) comes ahead of the Goshen, 
In. native’s Memorial Electric Co. European tour. The resulting 
7-in. shows a sweeping range: “The Gray Tower,” a 2002 single, 
and “Ring the Bell,” which appeared on both Songs: Ohia’s Didn’t 
It Rain (2002) and Magnolia Electric Co.’s Trials & Errors (2005). 

“Ring the Bell,” recorded in one take, roars in with a twinge of 
psychedelia, thrumming with vibe; Showalter’s wail recalls Molina’s 
somber, choir-boy croon, but roughened with sandpaper. The 
prophetic, dystopian darkness of “The Gray Tower” captures the 
original soaring chorus and delicate melody with the power of 
a full band. Decades later, the intense, unflinching urgency of 
Molina’s songwriting endures.

“There was such an intimate relationship with his music – it felt 
a lot deeper than just liking a song,” says Showalter.  “You live in 
these songs.”

Selling Points
•  Goshen Electric Co is Tim Showalter (of Strand of Oaks) and the 
original line up who backed Jason Molina in Magnolia Electric 
Co.

•  Limited to 1000 copies worldwide - when it’s gone, it’s gone
•  European tour dates to coincide with release
•  Featuring exclusive artwork by frequent Jason Molina 
collaborator William Schaff

The Gray Tower b/w 
Ring The Bell

SIDE A: SIDE B: 

2. Ring the Bell1. The Gray Tower

Details
CATALOG NUMBER: SC379 
RELEASE DATE: November 2, 2018
FORMAT: 7”/Digital
GENRE: Alternative
KEY MARKETS: Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, 
London, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle

NO EXPORTS
LIMITED EDITION 7” NOT RETURNABLE

7” UPC:  
656605037912

Tracks

6 56605 03791 2



MOONFACE
THIS ONE’S FOR THE DANCER & THIS ONE’S 
FOR THE DANCER’S BOUQUET

Seven years in the making, placed repeatedly on hold while other releases came and went, This 
One’s for the Dancer & This One’s for the Dancer’s Bouquet is the final album Spencer Krug will 
release as Moonface.

Like the title itself, the album is made up of two distinct yet connected ideas. The music is culled 
from two separate projects, each with different collaborators, recorded  in different studios, in 
different towns, in different years. The songs are sung from two completely different standpoints. 
But rather than split the songs into separate releases, or group them respectively onto the two 
discs of vinyl they inhabit, Krug has blended them together into one sequence; a long weave of 
enjoyable variation.

Half the songs are sung from the perspective of the Minotaur. A whimsical,  empathetic look 
at a monster’s demise from the monster’s POV, in them we hear the Minotaur examining the 
horrible nature of a lifetime trapped unjustly within a labyrinth, while simultaneously forgiving 
those responsible for putting him there. Here Krug collaborates with fellow percussionist Michael 
Bigelow, and together on marimbas, vibraphone, steel drum, keys, and drums pads the two create 
dense walls of rhythm with quick turns of melody; dreamy halls from within which the Minotaur’s 
vocoder-voice can cry out.

The remaining songs are results of Krug exploring keyboard treated with delay. These too are 
set in a percussive world, also lush and trance-inducing in their use of fast repetition over slow 
progression, but with Ches Smith joining on drums and Matana Roberts on saxophone, they lean 
into a more improvised and acoustic space. Here Krug sings more as himself, sifting through and 
trying to exorcise modern-day feelings of anxiety, loneliness, regret, and alienation.

The two sessions compliment each other, like sun and moon to the same musical  planet. 
Each song is in some way unmerciful, saturated with notes that act as single raindrops within 
a downpour. And whether it’s Krug and Bigelow wailing on percussion as though in a race for 
most hits, or Smith and Roberts pouring out wild first  takes onto  Krug’s OCD compositions; 
whether it’s the Minotaur lamenting the twisted familial circumstances that landed him in the 
labyrinth, or Krug scraping at the earth and wincing at the stars, cursed with a human heart, the 
album contains a self-betraying darkness  that creeps in unexpectedly, exposing real weight to 
what seemed at first something lighter.

Though this is the last Moonface album, this does not mark the end of Spencer Krug writing, 
recording, and performing outside of Wolf Parade. He’s simply putting the old moniker aside in 
order to move forward under his own name, to release and tour new music in a more natural, 
real-time rhythm, and be less tied to album cycles, project names, and the past. For now, as a sort 
of parting gift before Moonface sails into oblivion, the alter-ego offers up this last album, a swan 
song, with sincere gratitude for anyone willing to receive it.

SELLING POINTS

 · Moonface is the solo project from Spencer Krug of Wolf Parade and 

Sunset Rubdown

SIDE A: 

SIDE C: 

SIDE B: 

SIDE D: 

5. Last Night
6. Minotaur Forgiving Minos
7. Aidan’s Ear
8. Minotaur Forgiving Theseus

13. Hater
14. Minotaur Forgiving The White Bull
15. Walk The Circle In The Other Direction
16. Minotaur Forgiving Poseidon

1 Minotaur Forgiving Pasiphae
2. The Cave
3. Minotaur Forgiving Knossos
4. Heartbreaking Bravery II

9. Sad Suomenlinna
10. Minotaur Forgiving Daedalus
11. Okay To Do This
12. Dreamsong

 

TRACKS

ABOUT THE ALBUM DETAILS

RELEASE DATE: Novemeber 2, 2018

GENRE: Alternative / Indie Rock

KEY MARKETS: Montreal, NY, LA, Chicago, Austin (Major Markets)

TERRITORY RESTRICTIONS: None

VINYL NOT RETURNABLE

6 56605 22941 6
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Mich Cota to release debut album ‘Kijà / Care’ on October 19th via 
Tin Angel Records

The language of sound has always been in-
grained in Mich Cota’s identity. As a two-spirit 
woman, raised by a native father and a white 
mother in Southern Ontario, Cota began com-
posing small melodies on the piano from the 
age of three to create her own sacred space 
in an intensely religious home. Inspired by her 
countryside surroundings, she would ingrain 
herself in nature, imagining herself in a place

free of theology and restraint.

This is something Cota has carried with her 
throughout her creative existence. Her music 
is a way of navigating past traumas while ex-
ploring her queer experience, with open, un-
apologetic sincerity. It’s through her artistic 
expression that she relates to others, to build 
collective understanding and empathy, with 

the intention to heal and to challenge norma-
tive ways of being.

“Sometimes it’s difficult to show who I am, 
but I use my music and performance to help 
elaborate my essence. As a trans woman pre-
senting with the body I have now, I challenge 
myself as well as others to not immediately 
categorize gender. I inhabit a male form, but I 
am a woman. This is my truth; I deal with dys-
phoria from social and self-criticism but hope 
to pacify these insecurities through creative 
practice. A wish of mine is for moments of self 
doubt to exist in the past, making way for new 
growth.”

It’s this determination and focus that al-
lows Cota to actualize her work in an extrin-
sic world. After dropping out of high school 
and leaving home at an early age, she built a 
modest independent life whilst continuing to 
develop her musicianship. Taking inspiration 
from these overwhelming new experiences – 
and pouring them into her performance.

“I used to be focused on my childhood, it car-
ried into my young adult life until I found a way 
to empower myself. My pain is not a focus, but 
it is also not something I can forget. I experi-
enced emotional and sexual abuse within my 
home. My decision to speak up and share is a 
means to put an end to a cycle of shame that I 
was encouraged to keep secret. Beginning to 
accept myself was the first step in admitting 
that I am now more than a victim, I am a heal-
ing survivor.”

Now residing in Montreal, Cota has received 
both loving support and alienation after liv-
ing as her true self – making for a complex, 
everyday life. This creates an unsettling, in-
ward universe on debut album Kijà / Care that 
follows Cota as she wrestles with finding her 
way through an overgrown, intimidating path . 
“She’s got to be her own, find a place in this 
life,” she sings on ‘Eta-Godj / Only’. “She’s put 
herself together and pushing through, pushing 
through.”

“I look back at my past and thank myself for 
continuing to find ways of liberation through 
creative focus and working very hard, whether 
it was working at a catering company or as a 
sexworker to sustain my independence. I thank 
the mothers in my past who have opened their 
hearts and homes to me, and thank my friends 
for becoming my family.

Today I enjoy company of others who accept 
me as I am. I celebrate life and want to share 
my enthusiasm. I like to go out to parties, meet 
new people and build friendships that can ex-
pand me. I’m a lucky person, wanting to share 
my love as much and I desire to be loved.”

Cota is constantly learning and searching for 
methods to exhibit her history in a way that 
informs her artistic production rather than 
exhausts it. The song titles on Kijà / Care are 
represented in both Algonquin and English; its 
dynamics oscillate between a restrained deli-
cacy and a roaring exultation while its painful 
assertions blossom into a strengthened au-
thority. The intention on Kijà / Care is to heal, 
to encourage others to process aspects of be-
ing that they can reflect on and to observe and 
study the world around them. It is an assertion 
of ancient understanding in a world that wants 
to erase it, surging this emotional energy with 
an intense but fragile spirit.

This visceral conflict not only informs Cota’s 
artistic production but offers a place of distinct 
vulnerability and substantial endurance; it’s a 
culmination of discovering two worlds that are 
both vital and beautiful that Cota delivers with 
a confident, meditative spirit. It is a creative, 
alternative space that works towards change 
and sees Cota piece together the fragments 
of her past, present and future self to produce 
an album that not only liberates those from 
the constraints of societal convention but 
welcomes them into an informed, empathetic 
reality. Kijà / Care offers a sanctuary to digest 
the intensity of differing.
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Colin Self’s Siblings is a proposal for interdependence, critical joy, and an expansive 
sense of being. As the lyrics beam, “I used to live as an anomaly... no explanation 
biologically,” so siblings share hidden language, lore, and identity. On Siblings, ecstatic 
voices and sound knot to form new ideals of kinship, emerging as horizontal relations 
for multi-species flourishing.
 Colin Self challenges boundaries of perception with his art, music, and perfor-
mances. Inspired by the work of Donna Haraway (Cyborg Manifesto, Staying with the 
Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene), Siblings is the final segment of the six-part 
opera series entitled Elation. Informed by Self’s exploration of the ways of knowing, 
Siblings places a non-biological family at its center. The characters, bonded by curiosity 
and caring, generate ways of collectively coming together on a damaged planet. Self 
uses Siblings to define this familial experience through sound and its soundmakers.
 From years experiencing Riot Grrrl shows around Self’s early home of Oregon to 
his involvement in the New York City-based performance collective Chez Deep, Self 
expands the DIY ethos to a space and mind of Do-It-Together. Feeding into Siblings 
is XHOIR, Self’s ongoing project of group vocal workshops for singing and listen-
ing, and a broad cast of kin including but not limited to Michael Beharie, Greg 
Fox (drums), Martine Syms (words and voice), The Mivos Quartet, and Raul De 
Nieves (cover art).
 On “Story,” Siblings’ opening moment, breath and beats emerge as echoes within 
a vast, heaving chamber, sound conjured and cajoled into a new, blistered terrain. 
“Foresight” urges us toward a worlding - a break from the planet we’ve disregarded: 
“I see on my screen all the doubt, where it comes from, why you trust in no one. I see 
a new light.” While the unhinged form of “Ante-Strategy” lays the sonic compost for a 
Belurusian political poem, written with Tanya Zamirouskaya and Anastasia Kolas, 
Self tends toward elaboration and excesses in a “joyous rendering of survival.”
 Siblings splits sides with “Transitions,” a pluri-vocal burst called forth from inter-
stellar margins to put uncounted bodies in motion. Repetitions of “I commit to you” 
end with “We commit to you.” Self utilizes theoretical vocabulary to encourage germi-
nation of a new language. “Research Sisters” will make their own myths and forge their 
own families, the work’s fire sparking frenetic, ecstatic voices flashing back and forth 
in stereo. The gathering of choral voices lift up the melancholic words of “The Great 
Refusal” over pillowy layers of strings and stumbling, sputtering showers of keyboards.
 Siblings is Self’s second full-length release following 2015’s Elation. Siblings has 
been performed iteratively and internationally with humor, drama, and fierce song. 
Siblings’ MoMA PS1 staging in 2018 featured black-light messaging, countdown 
clocks, books on rope, and dancers adorned with swirling prints and LED lanterns. Self 
follows, in Haraway’s words, towards a “commitment to the finicky, disruptive details of 
good stories that don’t know how to finish.” Future performances will likely carry away 
in the best way.

Artist Highlights

• Colin Self is an American artist and composer from the Pacific Northwest and 
based in Berlin, Germany.  

• Self’s portfolio of performance projects spans the DIS Magazine boy band HD-
BOYZ, the NYC-based drag collective Chez Deep, Holly Herndon’s A/V Trio that 
toured with Radiohead in 2016, and co-writing the operetta The Fool (Elation V) 
with Whitney Biennial 2017 artist Raul De Nieves, which was presented at The 
Kitchen NYC in 2017. 

• Self runs Xhoir: non-utilitarian vocal workshops for group singing and listening. 
• Self follows up his self-released 2015 album Elation with Siblings, Self’s second 

record release and his first project for RVNG Intl. 
• Siblings proposes an alternative means of relation, interfacing with biological 

and technological software. As the final chapter of Self’s speculative sci-fi operetta 
Elationseries, Siblings has been performed iteratively and internationally with 
humor, drama, and fierce, earnest song at internationally renowned spaces such 
as NYC’s MoMA PS1 in the spring of 2018.  

• Siblings will be released October 19, 2018 in limited vinyl and digital editions.

Track Listing
1. Story
2. Foresight
3. Survival
4. Quorum Feat. Aunt Sister
5. Ante-Strategy
6. Stay With The Trouble (For Donna)
7. Emblem
8. Transitions
9. Research Sister
10. Uncounted
11. The Great Refusal

Cat#
RVNGNL42

Artist
Colin Self

Title
Siblings

Genre
communal / celebratory / extra-human

Release date
November 2, 2018

Vinyl Is Not Returnable

Colin Self
Siblings 

RVNG Intl.

UPC
LP — 747742382307



	  

TRACKS 
1. Walk Like A Motherfucker 
2. Isaac Hayes 
 
 

  
 :  

 

Ghost Funk Orchestra 
Walk Like A Motherfucker 
 

RELEASE DETAILS 
 
ARTIST: Ghost Funk Orchestra 
TITLE: Walk Like A Motherfucker 
LABEL: Karma Chief Records/Colemine Records 

  
RELEASE DATE: November 9, 2018 
FORMAT: 7-inch (Orange), 7-inch 

  
GENRE: Psych, Indie Rock 
KEY MARKETS: NYC, Cincinnati, Chicago, LA, Portland 
 

   
VINYL NOT RETURNTABLE 

 
 

7-inch UPC (black):  
674862653942 

7-inch UPC (orange):  
674862653935 

- -  
 

 
 

FOR FANS OF… 
Temples, Allah-Las, Unknown Mortal Orchestra, Khruangbin 
 
 
 

SELLING POINTS 
- Orange vinyl is limited to 550 copies 
- This is the band’s debut release on vinyl (only tapes before) 
- Forthcoming LP in 2019 

ABOUT THE 45 
 
Ghost Funk Orchestra are a mystery. Plain and simple. Dirty, soulful 
production, verbed and fuzzed out guitars, mysterious vocals that feel 
like a lost score to a Quentin Tarantino film. The brainchild of one-man 
producer/musician/arranger Seth Applebaum, GFO is forging new 
territory and blurring the line between soul and psychedelic. 
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RELEASE DETAILS 
 
ARTIST: The Gripsweats 
TITLE: Gripsweats Theme 
LABEL: Colemine Records 
CATALOG NUMBER: CLMN-161 
RELEASE DATE: November 9, 2018 
FORMAT: 7-inch (white), 7-inch 

GENRE: R&B/Soul, Funk, Library 

VINYL NOT RETURNTABLE 

Exc lus ive ly  d i s t r ibu ted b y Secre t l y D is t r ib ut ion  /  P hone:  (812 )  335-1572  / Fax:  (888)  678-0167  
US domest ic  sa les  con tact:  d om est ic@s ecr e t lyd is t r i but i on .com / Inte r nat iona l sa les  con tact : i nte rn at iona l@s ecr e t lyd is t r i but i on .com 
 
 

The Gripsweats 
Gripsweats Theme 
 

 

CLMN-161 
 

ABOUT THE 45 
 
The nastiest, sweatiest instrumental funk on Colemine is back with a 
second helping. This time coming through with some fuzzed out funk 
on the A-side with “Gripsweats Theme” and some mellow library vibes 
on the B-side. DJs are going to need doubles of this bad boy as this 
one has the vibe to get the party started right. 
 
 
FOR FANS OF… 
The JBs, The Meters, Vulfpeck 
 
 

SELLING POINTS 
- White colored vinyl is limited to 550 copies and will sell out 
- Breakbeats for all the DJs that are diggin’ for breaks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TRACKS 
1. Gripsweats Theme  
2. Intermission  
 

7-inch UPC (white):  
674862653553 



	  

RELEASE DETAILS 
 
ARTIST: Ikebe Shakedown 
TITLE: Assassin 
LABEL: Colemine Records 
CATALOG NUMBER: CLMN-166 
RELEASE DATE: November 9, 2018 
FORMAT: 7-inch (Clear with black swirl colored), 7-inch 

 
GENRE: R&B/Soul 
KEY MARKETS: NYC, St. Louis, LA, SF, London, Paris 
 

   
VINYL NOT RETURNTABLE 

-1572  / Fa :  (888)  678-016  
rn a t iona l sa les  co act : i nte rn at ona l@s cr e t lyd is t r i but on .c m 

 
 

Ikebe Shakedown 
Assassin 
 

 

CLMN-166 
 

ABOUT THE 45 
 
The latest and greatest from Ikebe Shakedown! “Assassin” is pulled 
from Ikebe Shakedown’s most recent LP The Way Home (CLMN-
12017) with a B-side that is exclusive to this 45. Brooklyn's Ikebe 
Shakedown explores a wide variety of instrumental soul, touching on 
afro-funk, R&B, and even psych at times. 
 
FOR FANS OF… 
Menahan Street Band, The Budos Band, Antibalas, El Michels Affair 
 
 

SELLING POINTS 
- Clear with black swirl colored vinyl is limited to 600 
- “Assassin” recently featured in The Blacklist (episode 519) 
- B-side “View From Above” is a previously unreleased track and 
exclusive to this 45 
- Previous 45s with us have sold over 4000 copies physically 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TRACKS 
1. Assassin  
2. View From Above  
 
 

  
  

 

7-inch UPC (black):  
674862653669 

7-inch UPC (clear with black swirl ):  
674862653652 
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ARTIST Various Artists  
TITLE Lumière Noire Presents From Above Vol. I  

FORMAT 2LP  
PACKAGING Standard 3mm sleeve  

LABEL Lumière Noire  
CAT. NO. LN015LP  

BARCODE 4012957391519 

GENRE Electronic  

REL. DATE Nov 9th 2018  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Tracklisting 
 
2LP 
VINYL  1 
A1. Markus Gibb - Kuru 
A2. C O N T R A - Taurus 
A3. Ben Shemie - A Million Kinds 
B1. Drvg Cvltvre - Last Rites 
B2. Sutja Gutierrez - Allodoxaphobia 
B3. Théo Muller - Douce Transe 
 
VINYL 2 
A1. Dave e Brun VS Frank Agrario - Grace 
A2. Benedikt Frey - Iaon 
A3. Lauer - Pythor 
B1. Bajram Bili - Restart 
B2. Il Est Vilaine - Fahrenheit 451 
B3. Jonathan Fitoussi - Cercles Polaires 
B4. Lumi - Izerditan 

 
 
In just a year of existence, Chloé’s Lumière Noire has brought emerging 
artists and promising newcomers together – and this first compilation of 13 
brand new tracks expands the roster, exposing the label’s eclectic vision in full 
daylight. When Chloé talks about her label, she puts forward the fundamental 
values that informed her own musical journey, her trust in her own musical 
taste – and, of course, the predominance of human relationships: “I followed 
my bliss and only commissioned tracks from artists that I respect and whose 
music I love. That to me is Lumière Noire’s musical palette.” With this 13-
track, unmixed compilation, Chloé makes a case for a label aesthetic that is 
based in open-mindedness. Familiar, elemental Lumière Noire artists are 
represented, as are new faces, producing a kind of group photo presaging 
what’s next for the fledgling label.  
 
Lyon’s Markus Gibb leads the track listing with Kuru with a deep chiaroscuro 
matching the label’s ethos, followed by other mainstays Il Est Vilaine’s 
Farenheit 451, which evokes Ray Bradbury’s retro-dystopic angst with the 
band’s usual electro-pop elegance. Sutja Gutierrez, who released in debut EP, 
The Legend of Time on Lumière Noire in April, pursues his electro-
Shamanism with the ceremonial Allodoxaphobia, while Iñigo Vontier (whose 
EP Aluxes came out on the label in late 2017) brings his C O N T R A project 
online with track Taurus, a further development in voodoo house. Elsewhere, 
Suuns lead singer Ben Shemie, who lent his fascinating art-rock croon to 
Recall, a single from Chloé’s Endless Revisions LP, contributes A Million 
Kinds, a synthy, psych-pop debut that is as brilliant as it is surprising. On to 
the freshman class: Dutch producer Drvg Cvltvre (who gets personal kudos 
from Chloé with each new 12”) brings the uncompromising dark electro of his 
hypnotic and claustrophobic Last Rites. Jonathan Fitoussi’s airy, minimalistic 
Cercles Polaires brings the respite of his recent Versatile Espaces Timbrés LP 
(a collaboration with Clemens Hourrières): “I met him at Xavier Veilhan’s 
Studio Venezia at the Venice Biennale. He’s a great guy, and his universe is 
unique,” says Chloé. Benedikt Frey’s deep techno track Iaon, is on par with 
his smash 2017 album, Artificial, out on ESP Institute. First-timers are also 
part of the recruits: Bajram Bili with the ten cerebral minutes of Restart, Théo 
Muller with the ultra-deep Douce Transe, and Lumi, a Basque band that fuses 
electronic sounds with acoustic instruments, brings the compilation to a close 
with a track commissioned by Chloé. These audacious choices are anchored 
down with the likes of Permanent Vacation pioneer Lauer’s hooky, 80s-infused 
Pythor (“Just like him, I was a resident of the Robert Johnson, and he was a 
guest of mine at one of my Lumière Noire nights at the Rex. He is one of 
these people whose music I highly appreciate“); Aergeworc & Franck Agrario, 
half of English duo Swayzak David Brown’s project, weaves an ethno* mood 
into Grace’s techno. Bringing together different generations, genres, and 
styles? That may not necessarily be Chloé’s MO. She invokes a more 
arbitrary, personal logic: “I like to mix of-the-moment tracks and more timeless 
one, but the rule is above all ‘do I love this or not?’. That was my ethos when I 
started Lumière Noire.” In that way, the label is definitely in keeping with its 
time… 

 

Various Artists – Lumière Noire Presents From Above Vol. I 



KALLALOO - STAR CHILD
RELEASE: 16th Nov 2018           •          ARTIST: Kallaloo          •         TITLE: Star Child           •         GENRE: Disco/International

FORMAT:   12” 3mm spine
CAT. NO:   KALITA12007

    
BARCODE:  4012957510705

Key Points:
- First ever and official reissue of Kallaloo's sought-after 1982 disco single 'Star Child'

- Accompanied by liner notes based on interviews with IDA owner and musician, producer and manager Jeffrey Turpin

- Featuring Keith Diamond, who was later responsible for numerous hits by Billy Ocean, Donna Summer, Starpoint and Melba Moore

Kalita Records are proud and honoured to announce the first 
ever and official reissue of Kallaloo's sought-after 1982 
disco single 'Star Child', accompanied by interview-based 
liner notes. Originally released on Jeffrey Turpin's 
Trinidadian record label IDA, 'Star Child' has since become 
highly sought-after by both DJs and collectors alike as an 
invisible, yet astonishing piece of Caribbean disco. Unable 
at the time to gain the traction and success that it deserved, 
we hope that this re-release provides an opportunity to bring 
such a great record to a much wider audience.

Kallaloo consisted of various Trinidadian musicians including 
Keith Alexander and Peter Wayne Barkley. Keith had been 
well-respected as a member of the Trinidadian group Impact, and 
was later to become an in-demand producer and composer under 
the name of Keith Diamond, responsible for various hits by Billy 
Ocean, Donna Summer, Starpoint and Melba Moore. In contrast, 
Peter was a well-known recording session drummer, but after 
'Star Child's' release he moved to North Carolina to pursue other 
interests and “was never heard from again”. 

'Star Child' was recorded at Right Track Recording, in mid-town 
Manhattan, New York. As Jeffrey recalls, the atmosphere in the 
studio was “great”, with “everyone upbeat, the cream of the crop 
just looking for that break... everyone was talented and just 
wanted the chance to express their own ideas”. Five hundred 
copies of the record were released on IDA with a white label 
design, and they were sold both in Brooklyn, New York and Port 
of Spain, Trinidad. It was also released on a red label, however 
this was not to Jeffrey's knowledge at the time.

Jeffrey explains that the reason why the record didn't fare well at 
the time was because of the difficulty in getting the song played 
on the radio. As he recalls, radio stations were much more likely 
to play 'radio versions' of songs which lasted for a couple of 
minutes, rather than five or seven minute 'extended' versions 
such as 'Star Child', which were more suitable to a club 
environment. In addition, as Jeffrey explains, radio airplay is a 
“political business”, and also within a short while band members 
such as Keith got their own breaks, and the Kallaloo era was over 
as quickly as it had started.

Tracklist
A.  Star Child 
   (Short Version)
B.  Star Child 
   (Long Version)

Stream: 
https://bit.ly/2Q9vzGU
Snippet Download: 
https://bit.ly/2NSkGI3



TRACKLIST
1. Siren   
2. Something’s Happening  

WHARF CAT RECORDS

ALBUM ARTWORK

RELEASE BIO

Beijing’s Gong Gong Gong make driving, stripped-down 
transnational blues, tapping into the spirit of Bo Diddley, the 
Monks, and psychedelic music from West Africa to South-
east Asia. “Phantom Rhythm” is the concept at the duo’s 
core: between Tom Ng’s percussive guitar and Joshua 
Frank’s melodic, charging bass, an aura of ghostly snare 
hits emerges over a thumping low-end pulse. Atop this 
framework, Ng recounts Cantonese tales of absurdity, love 
and lust with fragmented, wry vision.

On their first US release, Gong Gong Gong brings to life 
a cinematic chase scene. Shot-by-shot, frame-by-frame, 
“Siren”  is a story of galloping hooves and screeching 
tires—a horse and car racing each other through mountains 
and desert, charging into the city. The flip-side, instrumental 
“Something’s Happening” is Gong Gong Gong at their most 
raw: locomotive jangle and fuzz-faced roar. Dust, sweat and 
engine oil, the landscape rushing by.

Gong Gong Gong
Siren / Something’s Happening

RELEASE INFO

Release Date: November 16th (WW)
UPC-LP: 843563106877

Territory Restrictions: None
Genre: Alternative, World Psychedelic, Blues

Vinyl is non-returnable

POINTS OF INTEREST
• Transnational blues with swarming psychedelic borders 

- Stereogum
• stripped down dirty blues rock, whose mantra is “Phan-

tom Rhythm” - Brooklyn Vegan
• Currently touring US w/Parquet Courts

LABEL CONTACT
Wharf Cat Records

www.wharfcatrecords.com

VINYL UPC
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LITTLE DRAGON 
Lover Chanting EP 
Street Date: 11/9/2018 
ZEN12496  

Little Dragon, Ninja Tune’s latest signing and the crowd’s beloved 
band, brings a new yet classic sound with Lover Chanting EP. 
Available on standard 12” vinyl.  

Swedish four-piece Little Dragon, after five unique studio albums and a 
GRAMMY nomination, brings us Lover Chanting EP. The band has 
pioneered their own multi-genre space by writing timeless, impeccably 
produced songs and delivering knockout live shows.  

The band has collaborated with an impressive list including Gorillaz, 
Flume, SBTRKT, Kaytranada, De La Soul, Tinashe, ODESZA, Faith Evans, 
and many more.  

Lover Chanting EP sees Little Dragon exploring ideas from politics to 
romance, to the sense of unity and community, all while bringing us the 
upbeat and positive sound they’ve trademarked.  

HIGHLIGHTS  
ZEN12496 
• Standard 12” vinyl  
• 3mm spined sleeve  
• Printed inner sleeve  

TRACKLISTING 
SIDE A 
1. Lover Chanting 
SIDE B 
1. In My House 
2. Timothy  

 

Label: Ninja Tune 
File Under: Electronic  
Export: No Export  

12”: ZEN12496 
UPC: 5054429135107 



LP UPC: 817949014872 LP FORMAT: LP + MP3s

VINYL NON-RETURNABLE

CT-281

Side A
01.  Minks  -  Kusmi
02.  Craf t  Spel ls  -  Ramo na
03.  COSM ETIC S -  S leepwalk ing
04.  DI IV -  B ig  Jo ke
05.  Widowspeak -  In  the  Pines
06.  Mac DeMarco  -  St i l l  Beat ing  (L ive)*
07.  Juan Wauters  -  Woke Up Feel ing. . .

S ide B
01.  Chr is  Co hen -  Cal ler  No.  99
02.  Beach Foss i ls  -  Dist ance
03.  Wi ld  Nothing  -  Paradise  (Feat .  Michel l e  Wi l l iams )  *
04 .  B louse -  They Always  Fly  Away
05.  The Sof t  Mo on -  Orig in  *
06.  The Jameses  -  Car ibou
07.  Shitfather  -  Only  a  Shadow (Cl eaners  From  Venus 

Cover,  L ive  at  CT 5 )  *

*  Exclus ive  Tracks
**  S hitfather  is  Mac DeMarco,  Matt  Kal lman  ( Real 
Est ate0,  Dust in  Payseur  (Beach  Foss i ls ) ,  Zach a r y 
Cole  Smith  (DI IV)  and Jack  Tatu m ( Wi ld  Noth ing) . 

Captured Tracks
CT10: Volume 1 - LP Sampler

• Captured Tracks Celebrates 10th Anniversary 
with Budget-Priced Label Samplers •

• Includes Poster as well as Exclusive Tracks •
• Limited to 2000 Copies •

To celebrate 10 years of Captured Tracks, we’ve created two budget-
priced vinyl samplers that showcase now-classics from a roster of vi-
brant and varied artists. Plus, we’ve thrown an exclusive or two in to 
sweeten the deal. Ya’ll remember that supergroup called Shitfather? 

Destined to rank at #1 on all retail charts? We hope so.

GENRE: INDIE / ALTERNATIVE

“[Captured Tracks] began as a label of love – born out of [founder] 
Mike Sniper’s frustration with the industry, a wealth of knowledge 

gleaned working in record shops and a particularly lucrative power 
pop collection – and has since become a widely respected, imagina-

tive outpost for new music and astutely curated reissues.” 
- The Vinyl Factory
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LP UPC: 817949015145 LP FORMAT: LP + MP3s
CT-289

Side A
01.  Mol ly  Burch -  Tr y
02.  EZT V -  Trampo l ine
03.  Nic  Hess ler  -  (Please)  Don’t  Break  Me
04.  Rept al iens  -29  Palms
05.  Dinner  -  Un-American Woman
06.  Holg rams -  ABC City

Side B
01.  Per fec t  Pussy  -  Dr iver
02.  Naomi  Punk -  Burned Boy
03.  B  Boys  -  Energ y
04.  Wetdog -  Lower  Leg
05.  MOURN -  Ot itus
06.  L ina  Tu l lg ren -  Asktel l
07 .  Shitfather  -  Tin  B irds  (Bl ank  Dogs  Cover,  L ive  at 

CT5)*

*  Exclus ive  Track
**  S hitfather  is  Mac DeMarco,  Matt  Kal lman  ( Real 
Est ate0,  Dust in  Payseur  (Beach  Foss i ls ) ,  Zach a r y 
Cole  Smith  (DI IV)  and Jack  Tatu m ( Wi ld  Noth ing) . 

Captured Tracks
CT10: Volume 2 - LP Sampler

• Captured Tracks Celebrates 10th Anniversary 
with Budget-Priced Label Samplers •

• Includes Poster as well as Exclusive Track •
• Limited to 2000 Copies •

To celebrate 10 years of Captured Tracks, we’ve created two budget-
priced vinyl samplers that showcase now-classics from a roster of vi-
brant and varied artists. Plus, we’ve thrown an exclusive or two in to 
sweeten the deal. Ya’ll remember that supergroup called Shitfather? 

Destined to rank at #1 on all retail charts? We hope so.

GENRE: INDIE / ALTERNATIVE

“[Captured Tracks] began as a label of love – born out of [founder] 
Mike Sniper’s frustration with the industry, a wealth of knowledge 

gleaned working in record shops and a particularly lucrative power 
pop collection – and has since become a widely respected, imagina-

tive outpost for new music and astutely curated reissues.” 
- The Vinyl Factory
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Renard Blanc is the spirit animal of three guys who met playing late night jam sessions in the countryside, which brought them inside 
musical black holes. In an era where every musical genre is classified as "post
labels and they entirely assume their experimentations
mutes the dull ones and breaks the conventions.
This new release is a lot d33per than their previous efforts."Nuit" is dark, eclectic and 
appearances, evil can be beautiful! 

For fans of:
 
HIGHLIGHTS  
-The release of “Nuit” is following 3 different time frame
14th, 2018. The cassette version will be released on October 13
- The LP version is limited to 300 copies worldwide.
- Targeted radio plugin across Quebec and Canada in major commercial rock stations, S
- PR campaign across the province of Quebec 
- Many promoted posts on Facebook and Instagram for singles, pre
- Albums and release show invitations will be sent to musi
- Press releases were and will also be sent to music 
- Eastern Canada tour this Fall: Drummondville, Quebec City, Saint
and much more… More shows are currently being booked.
- The music video of their first single Là où les veines rétrécissent
without any promotion.  
- Second single, for the song Ouroboros, was released on May 11
premiered on the VOIR  website . The song also found its way on the popular playlist 
-The digital version of the album “Nuit” was premiered exclusively 
renard-blanc/   
-Third single, for the song Tombeau de robot, was 
 
KEY POINTS  
- In store performance for the release on “Cassette Store Day”
- The band has been playing a lot of shows following the digital release of 
- Since its inception in 2012, the band played more than 200 shows
- Played in big music festivals such as YQBash! at 
- More than 20 000 streams on social medias  
-Band released 2 albums and 3 ep’s over the course of their
-Band released 4 official music videos over the course of their career
-Band developed a cult following, due to their hardworking and ded

formation please contact 

 

 

 

Artist/Title: Renard Blanc/Nuit (LP) 

Release Date: 
 

Genre : Spiral Prog 
Rock 

Key Tracks:  Ouroboros, Là où les veines rétrécissent, Tombeau de robot

Side A 
1. Le culte des cervidés célestes pt1 
2. Magma 
3. Ouroboros 
4. Lune de miel 
5. Tombeau de robot 
6. Patience 
Side B 
1. Reflet 
2. Là où les veines rétrécissent 
3. Spasme 
4. Hôtel 
5. Le culte des cervidés célestes pt2 

Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/lacollectivitedure
nardblanc/   
YouTube 
https://goo.gl/XZJGM8
Instagram 
https://www.instagram.com/renardblanc.mu
sique/   
Website 
https://renardblanc.bandcamp.com/
Twitter   
https://twitter.com/renardblancband?lang=e
n  

is the spirit animal of three guys who met playing late night jam sessions in the countryside, which brought them inside 
In an era where every musical genre is classified as "post-something", 

labels and they entirely assume their experimentations. The musical spiral created by the band makes the stoners lose their landmark, 
the dull ones and breaks the conventions. After two EP and one full-lenght, Renard Blanc is back with a new album, entitled "Nuit". 

This new release is a lot d33per than their previous efforts."Nuit" is dark, eclectic and 

 
Watch the official music video for Là où les veines rétrécissent

Watch the static video for Ouroboros
Watch the official music video for Tombeau de robot

For fans of: Radiohead, Karkwa, Nine Inch Nails, We Are Wolves

is following 3 different time frame. The digital version of the album was released May 25
, 2018. The cassette version will be released on October 13th, 2018.  

rsion is limited to 300 copies worldwide. 
Targeted radio plugin across Quebec and Canada in major commercial rock stations, SiriusXM, Stingray, alternative radios across Canada (Earshot).

Many promoted posts on Facebook and Instagram for singles, pre-sales, street dates, etc. 
Albums and release show invitations will be sent to music critics, music blogs and main medias 

usic blogs and specialized alternative blogs 
lle, Quebec City, Saint-Hyacinthe, Rimouski, Jonquière, Alma,

More shows are currently being booked. 
Là où les veines rétrécissent was independently released February 27

released on May 11th, 2018, and was followed by PR and a radio tracking  campaign.
. The song also found its way on the popular playlist Nouveauté canadienne de la semaine 

was premiered exclusively Urbania a week before its official release date.

, was  released on June 29th, 2018.  

“Cassette Store Day”, October 13th, 2018 at the record store Le Knock Out in Quebec City. 
The band has been playing a lot of shows following the digital release of Nuit. 

played more than 200 shows  
YQBash! at Festival d’été de Québec, Saint-Roch Expérience, Coup de Coeur Francophone, Les Francouvertes, etc.

over the course of their career, 
official music videos over the course of their career. A 4th music video is in the making and will be released with the cassette

Band developed a cult following, due to their hardworking and dedicated DIY ethics. 

For additional artist i tien
.mu

UPC :623339220019

Spiral Prog Cat. #:SS008LP 

s veines rétrécissent, Tombeau de robot 

https://www.facebook.com/lacollectivitedure
 

https://goo.gl/XZJGM8  

https://www.instagram.com/renardblanc.mu

https://renardblanc.bandcamp.com/ 

https://twitter.com/renardblancband?lang=e

is the spirit animal of three guys who met playing late night jam sessions in the countryside, which brought them inside 
something", Renard Blanc are staying away from these said 

The musical spiral created by the band makes the stoners lose their landmark, 
lenght, Renard Blanc is back with a new album, entitled "Nuit". 

This new release is a lot d33per than their previous efforts."Nuit" is dark, eclectic and it surpises the listener. You mus
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BOOKER STARDRUM 
Temporary etc. [NNA Tapes] 

LP 
 

We are excited to announce the return of LA-based percussionist and composer Booker Stardrum to NNA 

Tapes, in the form of the brand new full-length album"Temporary etc." Booker has ceaselessly dedicated 
himself to the art of percussion across multiple platforms, having recorded and performed with rock-

based groups like Cloud Becomes Your Hand, Landlady, Lee Ranaldo, and Weyes Blood, in addition to 
more experimental and free improvisation collaborations with Nels Cline, Arian Shafiee, VaVatican, and 

more. This diversity in experience has given Booke's solo music a unique voice, employing a wide range 
of techniques and ideas into his compositions, yielding a highly personal amalgamation of electro-

acoustics, minimalism, ambient, jazz, and contemporary experimental electronic music. "Temporary etc." 

exhibits a distinct refinement and maturity, combining percussive methods and melodic figures into a 
dense, multi-faceted whole through the use of electronic manipulation and studio ingenuity. 

 
IT LOOKS SAD 

Sky Lake [Tiny Engines] 

LP 
 

Tiny Engines is excited to announce the long-awaited return of Charlotte, NC's ever-elusive and often-
mysterious It Looks Sad. The label will release the band's highly anticipated debut full-length album, Sky 

Lake, in November of 2018. It is the outfit's first new material since 2015's Kaiju. The album was 
recorded with Calvin Lauber (Julien Baker's "Turn Out The Lights") in Memphis earlier this year and 

marks a triumphant return to the It Looks Sad's inspired, enigmatic brand of indie pop while also delving 

into more experimental, avant-garde noisescapes. 
 

STOVE 
Stove's Favorite Friend [Exploding In Sound Records] 

LP 

 
Stove 's Favorite Friend is the record Steve Hartlett (Ovlov) has always been waiting to right, his 

strongest statement as a songwriter after a decade of releases. Joined by Jordyn Blakely (drums, vocals) 
and frequent collaborators the album chronicles a deep personal loss through fuzzy pop songs and thick 

harmonies. Stove has been developing their sophomore album since the release of their 2015 debut, Is 

Stupider and the band's subsequent lo-fo EPs that captured hearts of many throughout the indie rock 
scene, tested the boundaries Hartlett's best known albums. Their second full length feels like Stove fully 

realized and proves once again their power to balance the humor, tragedy, and beauty with no shortage 
of distortion. While Steve Hartlett may have turned down the fuzz just a bit, his songwriting is more 

endearing than ever, and Stove's long-anticipated album 's Favorite Friend may just be his best work yet. 
 

ANDREW BIRD 

Break It Yourself (PICTURE DISC) [Mom+Pop] 
LP 

 
Picture Disc celebrating Mom + Pop's 10 Yr Anniversary7.5 Pitchfork review Release to Date sales: 

109,541 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



BRODERICK, PETER 
Two Balloons [Erased Tapes] 

10” 
 

Multi-instrumentalist, singer and composer Peter Broderick will release a new extended player titled Two 

Balloons on November 9th with Erased Tapes. Available as a limited edition 10 vinyl, it features the score 
for the award-winning animation of the same name, inspired by an early recording of his, plus a 9-minute 

electronic rework on the B-side titled "Techno For Lemurs." Fairly often we see albums of Music inspired 
by the film __, but less common is a film inspired by music. Such is the case with Two Balloons. Director 

Mark C. Smith got the idea for his nine-minute stop frame animation film while out at sea, looking at a 
majestic funnel cloud in the distance. Shortly after he heard a song by Peter Broderick from one of his 

earliest recordings 4 Track Songs and the music struck a chord so strongly, he knew he wanted to make 

a film to fit the melody. And so began the five-year labour of love that would eventually produce this 
enchanting little film, currently circulating film festivals around the world and racking up countless awards 

and accolades including Best Original Music Score at the New Renaissance Film Festival in Amsterdam. 
 

THE BYRDS 

Eight Miles High / Why (BLUE VINYL) [Sundazed Music] 
7” 

 
"EIGHT MILES HIGH" b/w "WHY" - THE RARE RCA STUDIOS VERSIONS ORIGINAL MONO MASTERS!!! 

ON COLORED VINYL! 
 

CROOKED STILL 

Shaken By A Low Sound [Signature Sounds] 
LP 

 
Crooked Still Shaken By A Low Sound On November 9th, 2018, Signature Sounds will re-issue Crooked 

Still's acclaimed album, Shaken By A Low Sound on deluxe vinyl. Originally released digitally and on CD in 

2006, the album cemented Crooked Still's reputation as one of the premiere alternative bluegrass groups 
of the mid-aughts, shattering preconceptions of how traditional music was played. Shaken By a Low 

Sound received rave reviews from publications like Interview Magazine, No Depression, and USA Today 
proclaiming, Aoife ODonovan. Remember that name, because with a sultry voice that makes her sound 

like a bluesier Alison Krauss, shes about to become the newest darling of the Americana set... Shaken is 

stirring. The LP package includes a bonus CD of a previously unreleased Crooked Still set from The Grey 
Fox Bluegrass Festival in 2006. 

 
GESTURES 

Funny Games [PNKSLM Recordings] 
12” EP 

 

Stockholm garage punk tio Gestures return with their eagerly anticipated debut album Funny Games, the 
band's most accomplished work today. After self-releasing the debut EP Shattered Mind in 2016, which 

was later picked up by Stockholm garage rock institution Push My Buttons (Holograms, Viagra Boys) for a 
vinyl release, Gestures signed with PNKSLM Recordings (ShitKid, Les Big Byrd, HOLY etc) for the release 

of the Bad Taste EP in November 2016. Shortly after the band lost their drummer but vocalist/guitarist 

Sick Vic and bassist Don Jovi quickly regrouped and set to working on their debut LP, which was written 
and recorded during the spring of 2017. A major step forward the band is leaving behind the lo-fi 

murkiness of their earlier releases in favour of a more confident garage rock sound, moving from quick 
fire garage punk to heavier and more menacing moments, bringing to mind the likes of Jay Reatard, 

Carbonas and Bass Drum of Death. One of Scandinavia's finest live bands, Gestures have been the go-to 
support pick for touring bands such as Moaning, Demon's Claws, Uranium Club and Girls Names. 

 



 
GYMSHORTS 

Knock, Knock! [Burger Records] 
LP 

 

The debut LP "Knock, Knock!" from Rhode Island's Gymshorts! Co-release with Wallflower Records. 
 

LITE 
Blizzard [Topshelf Records] 

7” 
 

The prolific quartet's latest offering, Blizzard, is a 7" single that showcases the band's renowned style of 

cinematic, melodically rampant math rock. Side A explores a host of stylistic influences, with skittering 
call-and-response guitars building over an electronic drum loop into a shimmering climax that consumes 

the listener like a blizzard. B side, "Zone," returns to the signature urgency of LITE, crashing straight into 
a breakneck, noodling ostinato that perfectly captures the group's cinematic style of composition. 

 

NEON INDIAN 
Era Extrana (PICTURE DISC) [Mom+Pop] 

LP 
 

Picture Disc celebrating Mom + Pop's 10 Yr 7.9 Pitchfork review Alan Palomo's sophomore album-- 
recorded mostly alone in Finland in the dead of winter-- chronicles the Texas-raised musician's solitary 

longing and heartsickness with a commitment to tighter, wide-reaching songcraft.Release to Date sales: 

48,584 
 

 
PAUL BUTTERFIELD BLUES BAND, THE 

East-West (BLUE VINYL) [Sundazed Music, Inc.] 

LP (Blue Vinyl) 
 

1966s East-West, the second album from the Butterfield Blues Bandand their last with lead guitarist Mike 
Bloomfieldfound the group branching out from the electric blues and adding elements of modern jazz and 

the music of India, most notably on the landmark title track, which paved the way for much of the 

musical experimentation of the late 60s. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



RESTORATIONS 
LP5000 (COLOR VINYL) [Tiny Engines] 

12” 
 

Restorations has always been a band keenly aware of its surroundings and LP5000 is just that: seven 

songs written and recorded during a time of transition. It's a record about displacement. It's about feeling 
complacent and coming to the sudden realization that maybe things aren't as solid as they'd seemed' in 

politics, in personal relationships, and in the different corners of their hometown of Philadelphia. It's 
about knowing now that if you don't constantly work 24/7 to keep things together, they can easily fall 

apart. One long, sustained "Oh, fuck." Recorded with longtime collaborator Jon Low (The National, 
Frightened Rabbit, The War On Drugs), LP5000 is everything that fans have come to love about 

Restorations over the course of its decade-long career: anthemic heartland rock-and-roll replete with 

mile-wide riffs, psychedelic chooglin' and too many guitars. During production, the band took the time to 
examine these seven songs, rip them apart, and rebuild them from the bottom up. "We spent a ton of 

time deconstructing, trying different arrangements and exploring the material in a way we've never had 
time for previously, says frontman Jon Loudon. "What we came into the studio with and what we left 

with were two completely different albums." It seems like a moot point to talk about Restorations' future. 

For a band who's spent so many years writing songs about the future unknown, they're just happy to be 
in the present, reunited with Tiny Engines for LP5000, who are also celebrating their 10-year anniversary. 

Ten years is a long time for any band, but for Loudon, Dave Klyman, Ben Pierce, Dan Zimmerman and 
Jeff Meyers, Restorations is more than being in a band; it's being a part of a family's Philadelphia music 

scene that's grown to support and be supported by hundreds of musicians, fans and friends. That kind of 
support is timeless. 

 

SLEIGH BELLS 
Treats (PICTURE DISC) [Mom+Pop] 

LP 
 

Picture Disc celebrating Mom + Pop's 10 Yr Anniversary. Sleigh Bells' debut release Treats comes on 

strong. Derek Miller and Alexis Krauss craft a sound thats all climax, that sounds like cheap stereos 
turned up to 11 and boom cars that might actually explode. Release to Date sales: 196,340 

 
SPIRIT OF THE BEEHIVE, THE 

Hypnic Jerks [Tiny Engines] 

12” 
 

As the spirit of the beehive front man Zack Schwartz puts it, Hypnic Jerks sounds like the state between 
wakefulness and sleep. The Philly quintet's third full length is named after the involuntary muscle spasms 

that can happen right as someone begins dozing off ... a perfect feeling to compare the album's drowsy-
yet- restless character to. Unlike the spiraling momentum of the band's sophomore LP, pleasure suck, the 

spirit of the beehive takes a more grounded approach here, though the ground it's standing on is equally 

otherworldly. Dreamy is a fitting adjective, but the ten tracks on Hypnic Jerks never fully slip into the 
peaceful character of dream-pop. Hypnic Jerks has the quality of an indescribable dream fading from 

memory as you slowly begin to regain consciousness. Its warped guitar tones, transcendental synths and 
smattering of eerie audio samples conjure this purgatorial space between reverie and reality. It's an 

arena where the songs unexpectedly contort themselves and take on different textures, morphing in and 

out of one another. Once the celestial harmonies, balmy keys and creeping false climax of album closer 
it's gonna find you roll past, it's clear that the spirit of the beehive has secured a seat at this decade's 

table of musical visionaries. 
 

 
 

 



TRASHMEN, THE 
Surfin' Bird / King of the Surf (GOLD VINYL) [Sundazed Music, Inc.] 

7” 
 

 

In November 1963, the Trashmen came roaring out of the frozen, landlocked expanses of Minnesota to 
shake the foundations of Western culture with their debut release "Surfin' Bird." Two and a half minutes 

of gleeful, unhinged garage abandon, it set a standard for transcendent teen dementia that's never been 
bested! In the early months of '64, just as Beatlemania was beginning to hit America, the Bird ascended 

to the Number Four spot on Billboard's singles chart, as well as becoming a seminal smashin' such far-
flung locales as Australia, Sweden, Mexico and Venezuela. "Nearly half a century later, these hearty 

heartland heroes are still rocking up a storm, and their signature tune\'s iconic status is stronger than 

ever, recurring in numerous movies, TV shows and commercials, and inspiring cover versions by the 
Ramones, the Cramps and countless others. But the original is still the greatest!" Now that the entire 

world knows that the Bird is the Word, Sundazed Music presents this immortal rock 'n' roll landmark the 
way it was first heard in 1963. Paired once again with its equally inspired original B-side "King of the 

Surf," this is the ultimate "Surfin' Bird" experience!!! 

 
WUME 

Towards the Shadow [Northern Spy] 
LP 

 
Towards the Shadow, the third full-length from Wume, the Baltimore duo of April Camlin (drums, vocals) 

and Albert Schatz (keyboards, electronics), offers eight exploratory, polyrhythmic jams taking the listener 

on an excursion deep into inner space. It announces a new phase for the band, distilling such influences 
as Francis Bebey, Midori Takada, Erkin Koray, and Alice Coltrane. However, Wumes sound remains rooted 

in crisp percussion worthy of comparison to Can, wedded to harmonic synths and kaleidoscopic textures. 
Towards the Shadow also centralizes vocals more than any prior Wume outing. Camlins lyrics grapple 

head-on with deep philosophical issues probed during an intense period of reading, self-teaching, and 

focus on her artistic practice in weaving. Hailing from the highly varied Baltimore music scene that 
includes such artists as Dan Deacon, Horse Lords, and Chiffon, Towards the Shadow offers one of this 

communitys most exciting and essential documents yet. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



MINAKO YOSHIDA 
Let's Do It [Sony Japan] 

LP 
 

* 1st analogue re-issue since original release 

* Produced by Gene & Billy Page of Motown fame 
* Select songs co-written with Tatsuro Yamashita 

* Comes with a lyrics/credits insert and a liner notes insert 
* Single Jacket with Obi Strip 

* Remastered by original sound engineer Tamotsu Yoshida from original master 
* Cutting Engineer by Bernie Grundman 

* Pressed at Quality Record Pressing (US) 

 
 

Minako Yoshida's 6th album "Let's Do It" was recorded in Hollywood, and was her first time recording 
outside of Japan working with foreign musicians.  It was produced by Gene & Billy Page of Motown fame, 

with the backup of Motown musicians like David T. Walker, Wah Wah Watson, and Greg Phillinganes.   

 
Yoshida later said in an interview that she didn't want a "Hollywood sound", so she gathered Ryuichi 

Sakamoto and her musicians at a studio in Tokyo to create demo tracks with solid arrangements before 
she went into production in Hollywood.   

 
""Let's Do It"" is a great mix of Minako's Japanese song writing sensibility fused with a urban soul/ fusion 

sound. 

 
All Songs are written by Yoshida, except for 3 songs co-written with Tatsuro Yamashita, who later re-

recorded  "Cloud" and "Time" for his own albums. 
 

Tracklist: 

Let's Do It ,I'll Teach You All About Love ,Time ,The Sea ,I'd Rather Leave While I'm In Love ,Flames Of 
Love ,Cat ,Clouds ,I Wanna Be Your Shadow" 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 
MINAKO YOSHIDA 

Monochrome [Sony Japan] 
LP 

 

* 1st analogue re-issue since original release * Cutting Engineer by Bernie Grundman 
* Yasuaki Shimizu (Kakashi) on Saxophone 

* ""Rainy Day"" penned by Tatsuro Yamashita 
* Comes with a lyrics/credits insert and a liner notes insert 

* Single Jacket with Obi Strip * Remastered by original sound engineer Tamotsu Yoshida 
from original master 

 

"Monochrome" was Minako Yoshida's 7th album, and her first that was self produced. 
 

Yoshida, who had recorded previous albums in Los Angeles for a bright Californian sound,  had said she 
"wanted to bring it back to more introspective music" for Monochrome. 

 

She recorded the album by singing over her piano playing and fusing other instrumentation on top of it, 
using a bare minimal number of musicians.  The minimal approach succeeded in creating some very 

intimate acoustic style soul music.  All songs written by her except for "Rainy Day", penned by Tatsuro 
Yamashita, which was re-recorded for his solo album "Ride On Time". Yasuaki Shimizu (Kakashi) is guest 

featured on saxophone. 
 

Tracklist: 

Tornado ,Rainy Day ,Black Moon ,Sunset ,Airport ,Mirage ,Midnight Driver ,Afternoon 
 

 
MINAKO YOSHIDA 

Monsters In Town [Sony Japan] 

LP 
 

* 1st time analogue re-issue since original release 
* Remastered by original sound engineer Tamotsu Yoshida from original master 

* Cutting Engineer by Bernie Grundman 

 
 

Description: 
"Monsters In Town" was Minako Yoshida's self-produced 8th album released in 1981. 

 
She shifted her sound from introspective singer song writer to heavy funk in turn leading to her next 

albums "Light'n Up" and "In Motion".  During this time she  became known as the "Queen of Funk".   

 
"Monsters In Town" established her producer career that was sonically defined by a tight groove of multi-

layered backup tracks, with a focus on chorus arrangements. 
 

The album features the same musicians as her album "Monochrome" such as Tsunehide Matsuki, Yasuaki 

Shimizu, also featuring Akira Sakata on saxophone.  Strings and Horns are arranged by Tatsuro 
Yamashita and Yasuaki Shimizu (Kakashi). 

 
Tracklist: 

Town,Lovin' You,Nights In Her Eyes ,Black Eye Lady ,Monster Stomp ,Knock, Knock ,Moment Of Twilight 
,Back In Town 

 



 
MINAKO YOSHIDA 

In Motion [Sony Japan] 
LP 

* 1st analogue re-issue since original release 

* Horns arranged by Yasuaki Shimizu (Kakashi) 
* Comes with a lyrics/credits insert and a liner notes insert 

* Single Jacket with Obi Strip 
* Remastered by original sound engineer Tamotsu Yoshida from original master 

* Cutting Engineer by Bernie Grundman 
* Limited Pressing 

 

Description: 
"In Motion" is Minako Yoshida's 10th album and was recored live with songs selected from the albums 

"Twilight Zone" to "Light'n Up". 
 

Recorded live at Roppongi Pitt-Inn, but it was later edited by adding horn sections, which was arranged 

by Yasuaki Shimizu (Kakashi). 
 

All songs are re-arranged drastically from the original recordings, and Yoshida later said in interview she 
intentionally selected songs that needed re-arrangement from live performances.   

 
Tracklist: 

Uptown,Cat,Let's Do It,Lovin' You,The Sea,Tornado,Alcoholler,Monster Stomp ,Town 

 
MINAKO YOSHIDA 

Light'n Up [Sony Japan] 
LP 

 

* 1st analogue re-issue since original release 
* Hailed as a ""light mellow"" classic of city pop 

* Comes with a lyrics/credits insert and a liner notes insert 
* Single Jacket with Obi Strip 

* Remastered by original sound engineer Tamotsu Yoshida from original master 

* Cutting Engineer by Bernie Grundman 
 

 
Description: 

"Light'n Up" is Minako Yoshida's 9th studio album in 1982. Yoshida recorded the basic tracks in Tokyo 
with her regular band with the addition of Hiroshi Sato on keyboard. A section of the album was also 

recorded in New York with the Brecker Brothers and David Sanborn. 

 
The album is hailed as a "light mellow" classic of city pop, which is defined as medium tempo urban 

Japanese soul/R&B, and was re-vitalized by club DJs in the late 90's. 
 

Tracklist: 

Light'n Up ,頬に夜の灯 "Hoho ni yoru no akari" ,Love Shower ,風"Kaze",Morning Prayer ,斜陽 (Reflection) 

,時の向こう "Toki no mukō" ,Alcoholler 

 
 

 
 



TAEKO ONUKI 
Romantique [Sony Japan] 

LP 
 

* 1st analogue re-issue since original release * Pressed at Sony DADC Japan 

* Backed by members Yellow Magic Orchestra 
* Comes with a lyrics/credits insert and a liner notes insert 

* Single jacket with Obi Strip 
* Remastered by Bernie Grundman from original master tape to 96KHz/24bit digital high 

resolution master 
 

Taeko Onuki's 4th album, "Romantique", became the first installment of her successful "European 

Trilogy" of albums which are inspired by and paid homage to french cinema soundtracks.  The sound 
arrangement was changed from her previous studio band sound to a synth driven new wave sound. This 

album established her distinct whispery vocal style which was inspired by the french pops of Bridgette 
Fontaine and Françoise Hardy. 

 

Song arrangements are by Ryuichi Sakamoto and Kazuhiko Kato, and featured members of Yellow Magic 
Orchestra, including Kenji Omura on guitar and Hideki Matsutake on synth programming. 

 
The album includes a self cover of "Shinkiro No Machi" which she originally wrote for her previous band 

Sugar Babe's album "Songs". 
 

Tracklist: 

Carnaval ,ディケイド・ナイト "Decade Night"" ,雨の夜明け "Ame no yoake" ,若き日の望楼 "Wakaki hi 

no bōrō" ,Bohemian ,果てなき旅情 "Hate naki ryojō" ,ふたり "Futari" ,軽蔑 "Keibetsu" ,新しいシャツ 

"Atarashī Shirt" ,蜃気楼の街 "Shinkirō no machi" 

 
TAEKO ONUKI 

Aventure [Sony Japan] 

Genre: Pop,World,Asian 
LP 

 
* Japanese Import * Pressed at Sony DADC Japan 

* 1st analogue re-issue since original release 

* Comes with a lyrics/credits insert and a liner notes insert. * Single jacket with Obi Strip 
* Remastered by Bernie Grundman from original master tape to 96KHz/24bit digital high 

resolution master 
 

"Aventure", Taeko Onuki's 5th album was released in 1981, as a follow-up to previous year's success of 
"Romantique", and continues her pursuit of "Wa-sei (made in Japan) European Pops".   

 

The sound is more uplifting and poppy than her previous albums. This was in part due to arrangements 
by a variety of  artists such as Norio Maeda, who is also a known as jazz pianist, in addition to her usual 

collaborator Ryuichi Sakamoto, Kazuhiko Kato, and others.  The members of Yellow Magic Orchestra fully 
backed the music, and her bandmate from Sugar Babe, Tatsuro Yamashita also participated in chorus 

arrangement. 

 
Tracklist: 

恋人達の明日"Koibito-tachi no ashita ,Samba De Mar ,愛の行方 "Ai no yukue" ,アヴァンチュリエール 

"Aventure" ,テルミネ "Terumine" ,チャンス "Opportunity" ,グランプリ "Grand Prix" ,La Mer, Le Ciel ,ブリ

ーカー・ストリートの青春 "Youth of Bleecker Street" ,最後の日付 "Last Date" 

 



 
TAEKO ONUKI 

Mignonne [Sony Japan] 
LP 

 

* 1st analogue re-issue since original release 
* Arranged by Ryuichi Sakamoto (YMO) and Juzo Seo 

* Features Haruomi Hosono (YMO), Shigeru Suzuki, and Yukihiro Takahashi (YMO) 
* Remastered by Bernie Grundman from original master tape to 96KHz/24bit digital high 

resolution master 
* Comes with a lyrics/credits insert and a liner notes insert 

* Single Jacket with Obi Strip 

* Limited Pressing 
 

"Mignonne" is Taeko Onuki's 3rd album released in 1978, which was the follow-up to her masterpiece 
"Sun Shower"(1977). 

 

Her long time collaborators from Tin Pan Alley continued to collaborate with her for this album.  Arranged 
by Ryuichi Sakamoto and Juzo Seo, and featured musicians such as Haruomi Hosono, Shigeru Suzuki, 

and Yukihiro Takahashi. 
 

The sound is similar to her previous albums, with rich horns and strings arranged on top of Tin Pan 
Alley's soulful rhythmic sections.  The tracks have seen a resurgence of late, some of which being 

covered by contemporary Japanese artists ( "Yoko Gao", "Umi to Shonen" by Akiko Yano,  "Totsuzen no 

Okurimono" by Mariya Takeuchi). 
 

Tracklist: 

じゃじゃ馬娘"Jajauma musume",横顔 "Yokogao" ,黄昏れ"Tasogarere",空をとべたら "Sora o tobetara" ,

風のオルガン "Kaze no orugan" ,言いだせなくて "Iidasenakute"",4:00 A.M. ,突然の贈りもの "Totsuzen 

no okurimono",海と少年 "Umi to shōnen" ,あこがれ "Akogare" 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 



PHILLIP GLASS 
Candyman (Original 1992 Motion Picture Soundtrack)  [One Way Static] 

LP 

 
* Soundtrack to Clive Barker’s horror classic ’Candyman’ (1992) 
* Soundtrack by modern-classical pioneer Philip Glass 
* Limited black vinyl pressing (with obi strip) * Comes with insert containing exclusive liner notes 
 
Clive Barker who wrote the story for Candyman is a multi talented artist, painter, director & producer. 
The extent of his work is endless. Spawning Nightbreed, Hellraiser, Lord Of Illusions and the Books Of 
Blood just to name a few. 
 
Philip Glass (born in 1937) also needs no introduction. In the past 30 years he has composed more than 
twenty operas, eight symphonies and a multitude of concertos. Considered one of the most influential 
composers of the last century, Mr. Glass has had renowned collaborations with artists ranging from 
Allen Ginsberg, Woody Allen, Ravi Shankar, Paul Simon, Linda Ronstadt to David Bowie. 
 
Phillip Glass has written music for experimental theater and for Academy Award-winning motion 
pictures such as “The Hours” and Martin Scorsese’s “Kundun”, while “Koyaanisqatsi”, his initial filmic 
landscape with Godfrey Reggio and the Philip Glass Ensemble, may be the most radical and influential 
mating of sound and vision since “Fantasia”. Other compositions include “Hamburger Hill” & “The 
Truman Show”. Mr. Glass was nominated for and won several Golden Globes, Bafta & Academy Awards.  
 
Today we present to you some of Glass' best work, the eerie minimalistic soundtrack to Clive Barker’s 
‘CANDYMAN’. This release is available as a limited classic black vinyl edition (with obi strip). All versions 
also come with an insert containing exclusive and extensive liner notes by author Clive Barker, composer 
Philip Glass, director Bernard Rose and actors Tony Todd, Ted Raimi & Xander Berkeley. 
 
Tracklist: 
Music Box, Cabrini Green, Helen's Theme, Face to Razor, Floating Candyman, Return to Cabrini, It Was 
Always You, Helen 
 

YELLOW MAGIC ORCHESTRA 

Neue Tanz [Sony Japan] 
LPx2 

 

YMO 40th anniversary compilation selected by Tei Towa focusing on experimental/ minimal tracks re-
imagined as “YMO resounds for today”. Tracks were picked not only from YMO’s discography but also 
from the members solo albums during the Alfa years. Many of the original albums are still out of print 
(Takahashi’s “Neuromantic”, Sakamoto’s “B2-Unit”). 
 

*Japanese Import * Pressed at Sony Music Japan Analogue Pressing Plant 
*Compiled by Tei Towa (Meta Five, ex-Dee-Lite)  

*Includes tracks from out of print albums such as Takahashi’s “Neuromantic” and 
Sakamoto’s “B2-Unit"  

*Comes with a lyrics/credits insert and a liner notes insert  

*Thick cardboard single jacket  
* Newly re-mastered by Yoshinori Sunahara (ex-Denki Groove)  

* Cutting Engineer by Bernie Grundman  
* Artwork by Tomoo Gokita  
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